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ABSTRACT
The present study is concerned with the segmental errors 
in English that persist in the speech of the undergraduate 
student of Letters - Portuguese and English. These errors 
involve the consonantal phonemes , the
vocalic phonemes / 1 , i : ,3&,£ ,U,u; /, the plural and the past 
allomorphs and the allophones [p^, , which were chosen
to be the object of analysis. Although all segmental errors 
persist in the subjects' speech, the frequency of occurrence 
of each one varies according to the phoneine and to the 
academic semester (2nd, 4th, 6th and 8th).
Only the most frequent substitution processes of each 
English segment are analyzed at both product and process 
levels. As to the process level, the errors may be 
classified as either interlingual, intralingual, 
developmental, ambiguous or unmarked.
Besides the analysis of production, a perception- 
discriminatory analysis is carried out to verify which of 
the sounds under investigation cause problems in recognition 
and which are the most common perceptual variations for each 
segment.
VI
RESUMO
%
O presente estudo trata dos erros segmentais em ingles 
que persistem na fala do aluno de graduacjao em Letras - 
Português - Ingles. Estes erros envolvem os fonemas 
consonantais ,S ,J,6 , s ,z .s,z/, os fonemas vocalicos 
/I,i; ,X,e,U,u;/, os alomorfes do plural e do passado, e os 
alofones Cp^,t^,k^3, os quais foram escolhidos para objeto 
de analise. Embora todos os erros segmentais persistam na 
fala dos sujeitos desta pesquisa, a frequência de ocorrência 
de cada um varia de acordo com o fonema e com o semestre 
letivo (2o., 4o., 6o. e 8o.).
Somente os mais freqüentes processos de substituição de 
cada segmento são analisados, tanto ao nível de produto como 
ao nível de processo. Quanto ao nível de processo, os erros 
podem ser classificados como interlínguais, intralinguais, 
de transição, ambiguos ou nao-marcados.
Alein da análise de produça^o, uma análise de 
discriminação perceptual foi feita para verificar quais dos 
sons sob investigação causam problemas de reconhecimento e 
quais são as variações perceptuais mais comuns para cada 
segmento.
V I  1
CONVENTIONS
V = vowel 
C = consonant 
C j = two consonants 
## = pause 
# - word boundary 
= syllable boundary 
/'/ primary stress 
/.../ = phoneme 
C...] = allophone
Tk In quotations, the notation used by each linguist was 
maintained.
V l l
SYMBOLS USED FOR ENGLISH
CONSONANTS VOUELS
/p/ = pin 
/b/ = bin 
/t/ = tie 
/d/ = die 
/k/ = coat 
/g/ = goat 
/f/ = fan 
/v/ = van 
/e/ - sip 
/z/ = zip 
/S/ = shoe 
/i/ = vision 
/6/ = ether 
/"%/ - either 
/^/ = cheap
= Jeep
/m/ = mile
/n/ = Nile
/g/ = ring
/\/ = life
/r/ = rife
/J/ = yelIow, day
/w/ = woman, blouse
/h/ = hat
/ i:/ = sheep
/!/ = shj^ p
/£/ = pen
/ae/ = pan
/9/ = above, b^rd
/a/ = hot (AE)
/D/ = hot (BE)
/O/ = talk 
/U/ = full 
/U;/ = fool
IX
SYMBOLS USED FOR PORTUGUESE
CONSONANTS VOUELS
/p/ pal a /i/ vi
/b/ = bala /e/ = per a
/t/ = táo /£/ =
*
P®
/d/ = dáò /a/ = P5
/k/ = cume /O/ =
/
P2
/g/ = .gume /o/ por
/f/ = faca /u/ = pul a
/V/ = vaca
/B/ = selo
/z/ = zelo
/«/ = cha
/ÍÍ/ = Ja'
/m/ = mato
/n/ - s nato
/n/ = unha
/!/ = 1 ama
/A/ s lhama
/r/ = era
/R/ = erra
/J/ = iate, baj^rro
/w/ = quase, laudo
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INTRODUCTION
My interest in conducting a study in the area of 
Segmental Phonology, especially in pronunciation accuracy, 
derives from the requirement that students of Letters - 
Portuguese and English - should achieve a satisfactory 
degree of accuracy because as future English teachers, they 
will be taken as' models to be followed by their students. 
This does not necessarily mean that the teacher of English 
should demand the same degree of accuracy from his learners 
at schools.
My expectations of the undergraduate students' 
performance in pronunciation go along with’what UiIkins 
(1974:23) has written: "He (the learner) needs to acquire a 
pronunciation that is accurate enough for the significant 
sounds to be d i st i net i ve jTrom. one another, "
There are certain sounds or combinat,ion of sounds which 
cause no difficulty in production or recognition to the 
Brazilian learner of English. On the other hand, there are 
sounds which are difficult to be acquired because the 
learner is not familiar with their place and manner of 
articulation. Hy experience as an English teacher has shown 
that the mispronunciations of some phonemes tend to persist 
in the learners' phonological output, and if not dealt with 
seriously and systematically, they may become fossilized and 
cause problems in intelligibility.
It should be noted that the correct articulation of 
phonemes in isol ation-is-not enough to achieve an accurate 
pronunciation in the foreign language. The sounds of any 
language combine in specific phonological environments to 
form a particular word with a particular meaning. So, a 
phoneme may be affected by the phonetic nature of 
neighbouring sounds, by its position in the word, and by the 
cluster it is part of. Segmental errors are understood as
♦
the wrong replacement of a phoneme or allophone, intrusive 
and elided sound(s) in a word.
Relevant studies have called attention to à contrastive 
analysis of the Portuguese and English phonological systems, 
such as those conducted by Pike (1968), Mascherpe (1970), 
Azevedo (1981), Staub (s,d.). Major (1987)’, among others, in 
order to describe the phonological difficulties of Brazilian 
students of English. The concern of these studies is also to 
show the influence of Portuguese on the learning of English 
as a foreign language. However, not all students' errors, as 
demonstrated in the present study through an error analysis, 
result from the interference of the native language.
Researches into phonological error analysis are of great 
assistance to the teacher who aims at preparing remedial 
materials, particularly for the students whose pronunciation 
errors persist in their speech.
The objective of this study is, therefore, to analyze 
residual errors, that is, those which remain constant 
throughout the Letters Course in the learners' phonological
output, and based on thorn to undertake an error analysis to 
find their source.
This study is limited to the analysis of the residual 
errors which involve the pronunciation of the consonantal 
phonemes /^ , , IS , ^ , s ,z/, that of the yocalic phonemes
/I ^ i»s ,X,£,U,u:/, that of the past and plural allomorphs and 
that of the aspirated voiceless stops. Errors involving 
other phonemes were also collected from the corpus but they 
were not analyzed, because this would broaden the scope of 
the present study.
The dissertation consists of 4 chapters and a general 
conclusion. Chapter 1 presents the concept of error and 
error instability in the learner's speech. This is followed 
by a critical review of the main approaches*to 
second/fcireign language learning and their attempts to 
explain learners' errors.
Chapter 2 deals with the contrastive analysis of the 
English and Portuguese sound systems in view of the 
Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis, which explains in part the 
learners' mispronunciations.
Chapter 3 begins^with the sources of the errors found in 
the data. Then error gravity is discussed and a scale of ' 
frequency of occurrence Is set up to illustrate the number 
of substitutions which involves each sound investigated- 
Besides, some texts containing substitution processes were 
chosen from the interview recordings to test
Iigibi1ity. The analysis of these texts is also
prov ided.
Chapter 4 describes the methodology used to collect and 
analyze the data. Three analyses are provided. The first one 
is concerned with the results of the questionnaire which 
inform about the learners' English baclcground, their opinion 
and suggestions about the Letters Course, etc. The following 
analyses involve both the perception -discriminatory tasks 
and the production tasks performed by the subjects. The data 
analysis deals with (a) the most frequent substitutions made 
for the English sounds under investigation, (b) the most 
frequent phonological contexts in which such substitutions 
occur and, <c) tentative explanations for the learners' 
phonological choice, based on the theories discussed in 
Chapter 1. ,
The conclusion gives a summary of the main points 
concerning the learners' substitution processes and their 
sources. Besides, the residual errros are statistically 
analyzed to see which ones persist at a decreasing or 
incrjeasing rate or if they remain at the same rate 
throughout the semesters. Relevant answers provided by the 
subjects in the questionnaire are used to suggest remedial 
activities. Some pedagogical implications are also included 
and suggestions for future research.
I t e l l ^ a n a l y s i s  of these texts is also 
prov i ded.
Chapter 4  describes the methodology used to collect and
iwy'G the data. Three analyses are provided. The first one anaiy^®
is concerned with the results of the questionnaire which 
inform about the learners' English background, their opinion 
and suggestions about the Letters Course, etc. The following 
analyses involve both the perception -discriminatory tasks 
and the' production tasks performed by the subjects. The data 
analysis deals with (a) the most frequent substitutions made 
for the English sounds under investigation, (b) the most 
frequent phonological contexts In which such substitutions 
occur and, <c) tentative explanations for the learners' 
phonological choice, based on the theories discussed tn 
Chapter 1.
The conclusion gives a summary of the main points 
concerning the learners' substitution processes and their 
sources. Besides* the residual errros are statistically 
analyzed to see which ones persist at a decreasing or 
Increasing rate or if they remain at the same rate 
throughout the semesters. Relevant answers provided^by the 
subjects in the questionnaire are used to suggest remedial 
activities. Some pedagogical implications are also included 
and suggestions for future research.
CHAPTER 1 
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
This chapter consists of a critical review of literature 
ab o u t  second/foreign language learning, which will be 
illustrated with examples taken from the analysis of the
data«
1,1. CONCEPT OF ERROR
Corder (1967) defines two types of deviation in the 
learner's L2 speech, which are mistakes and errors. Mistakes 
are caused by slips of the tongue owing to memory lapses, 
physical states, such as tiredness and psychological 
conditions. They are considered unsystematic and do not 
reflect the learner's imcomplete knowledge of the target 
language (TL). On the other hand, true errors or errors of 
competence are markers of the learner's 'transitional 
competence'. They occur systematically. As Corder (ibidrl) 
observes, "the learners' errors are indicative both of the 
state of the learner's knowledge and of the ways in which a 
second language is learned^."
This binary classification has not proved to be 
satisfactory for the analysis of the corpus collected for 
this research. There are cases in which the learner
ft
ispronounces a word more frequently than s/he pronounces it 
correctly. Following Corder's definition, such mis­
pronunciations cannot be characterized either as errors or 
as mistakes, because the occurrence of the deviations is not 
systematic nor can the deviant pronunciations be considered 
s l i p s  of the tongue, because of their high frequency of
occurrence.
The concept of error which has proved to be more 
satisfactory and which is followed in this study is that 
defined by Dulay et al (1962:139) as "any deviation from a 
selected norm of language performance, no matter what the 
characteristics or causes of the deviation might be." Based 
on this general definition, I have classified errors as 
follows:
1 . Systematic errors; deviations whose frequency of 
occurrence is regular and consistent. They are in 
accordance with Corder's definition of 'true errors'.
2. Hon-systematic errors; deviations whose frequency of 
occurrence is irregular and inconsistent, though quite 
extensive.
3. Insignificant errors; deviations caused by lack of 
attention, shortness of memory, fatigue or any other 
extra-1inguistic factor. Their frequency is much lower 
than the frequency of non-systematic errors.
Only the first two types are considered in the analysis 
of the corpus, since the high occurrence of an error may 
indicate learning difficulty.
1.2. SYSTEMATIC ITY VERSUS NON-SYSTEMATICITY
Systeroaticity and non-systematicity are terms used here 
to refer to the consistent and the inconsistent use of a 
particular segmental error.
The data reveal that many English words are pronounced 
inconsistently. There are learners, for Instance, who 
sometimes pronounce the English word 'think' with the 
correct initial phoneme /0/ and sometimes with /s/; 
'different' with tID and CiD; 'Portuguese' with CpH] and 
Cp®3; etc. These inconsistencies occur within the same word 
in 4 ways;
1. A particular phoneme has more correct than incorrect
w
pronunciations, although the latter has a significant 
frequency in the data. For example:
E8 'person' [33 4 B6 'because' Cz3 5
*Ce3 3 *Cs3 4
2. A particular phoneme has more incorrect than correct 
pronunciations. For examples
B6 'but' *Ca3 5 F6 'think' :»cCi3 7
C33 4 C13 3
There are cases in which the learner mispronounces the 
phoneme regularly and once s/he pronounces it correctly. For 
exampIe:
C6 'woman' *[u3 3 F4 'f a ^ e r  ' A[d3 3
[U3 1 C?3 1
other examples, however, show that the learner mis­
pronounces the phoneme once in a regular frequency of 
correct pronunciations. For example:
A6 'wocan ' CwD 2 P8 'Rings' cQ] 2
A X  1 1
If the frequency of Incorrect pronunciations is equal to 
or lower than two, such mispronunciations will be considered 
insignificant and, therefore, disregarded.
3. A particular phoneme is always replaced by incorrect 
phonemes. For example:
A4 'good' ACaD 4 F6 'wiUi' A[f3 6
ACuD 3 ACvD 1
4. A particular phoneme has equal frequency for correct 
and faulty pronunciations. For example:
AS 'was' ACsD 3 D4 'some^lng' ACt-3 3
Cz3 3 C03 3
Inconsistencies also occur with words which have the 
same phonological context. For example, B6 knows how to 
pronounce the English phoneme /r/ correctly in word-initial 
position, as she did In the word 'relation' and others. 
However, in the word 'remember', she replaces Cr3 by Cx3 
consistently throughout the interview. Another example is 
E2, who replaces systematically C03 by [s3 in the word 
'something', while in other words of, similar context, the 
syllable initial C03 is replaced by Ct3 (e.g. 'things' and 
'think').
The data reveal, therefore, that the sound substitution 
ay be s y s t e m a t i c  in a particular word but non-systematlc in 
relation to other words of similar phonological context.
The lack of stability in the learner's L2 speech may be 
^^pj3 jned either by careless pronunciation or by incomplete 
mastery of the English phonemes and their phonological 
c o n t e x t s -  It seems that the second hypothesis accounts for 
the c a s e s  of high occurrence of deviations.
Host of the learners' phonetic variability involves the
♦
use of the correct segment, which means that the learner 
knows how to pronounce the English phoneme correctly; but 
s/he is probably not aware of this. Ingram (1986:232) points 
out that the English children when acquiring their first 
language also show phonetic variability in their 
pronunciation. This is a common characteristic not only of 
the English children's speech but also of the speech of the 
subjects of this research.
1.3. HAIN APPROACHES TO SECOND/FOREIGH LANGUAGE LEARNING
1.3.1. CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS (CA)
As the name suggests, this approach is based on the 
contrastive study of the systems of the target language (TL) 
and of the learner's native language (NL) in order to 
predict and describe the areas of difficulty that s/he has 
when learning the TL.
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According to Lado (1957), the promotor of CA, structural 
differences between the NL and the TL result In difficulty 
to the learner. The similarities which Inevitably emerge 
cause no problem. Based, therefore, on differences and on 
similarities between two language systems, the CA approach 
explains difficulty and ease in learning a second/foreign *
language.
Another assumption of CA Is NL transfer- Uhen a TL 
structure does not exist In the learners' NL, they resort to 
an equivalent form In their NL to replace the target one. As
Lado (ibid:11) puts It; " -- when learning a foreign
language, we tend to transfer our entire NL system In the 
process. Ue tend to transfer to that language our phonemes 
and their variants, our stress and rhythm’ patterns, our 
transitions, our Intonation patterns and their Interaction 
with other phonemes." This also occurs when the learners 
hear foreign phonemes. "The speaker of one language 
listening to another does not actually hear the foreign 
language sound units — phonemes. He hears his own. Phonemic 
differences in the foreign language will be consistently 
missed by the learner If there Is no similar phonemic 
difference In his NL.” Lado (Ibid:13) also states that "when 
there is no phoneme in the NL that could be transferred to 
the foreign language and actually function as the phoneme In 
question, the student will not be able to produce that 
phoneme readily In learning the foreign language."
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J a m e s  (1972) points out that transfer theory In CA Is 
I borated and formulated within a Stimulus-Response 
{Behaviourist) theory of psychology. Therefore, for the 
r o p o n e n t s  of the CA theory, all the learner's errors result 
from the Interference from the habits of the first language.
*Besldes, making errors represented failure to respond 
correctly to a particular stimulus. Roger Bell (1981:177) 
r e f e r s  to this view saying that "to allow errors to appear 
at all W3S dangerous, since an error could Itself become a 
etlroulus which could reinforce Itself and make the 'bad 
habit' more deeply Ingrained."
Many studies In second/foreign language learning have 
shown that the learner's NL exerts great Influence on 
his/her performance. This influence is shown by Oiler and 
Zlahosselny (1970) through 3 versions of CA. They are the 
strong, the weak and the moderate versions.
The strong version 
This is the 'classical C A ' defended by Lado (1957) and 
his followers, according to which NL transfer accounts for 
all errors. Besides, they result from differences between 
the learner's NL and the TL-
This version assumes that the knowledge of the NL 
inhibits learning of the TL.
The weak version 
Oiler and Zlahosselny (ibid;185) refer to Newmark (1966) 
who "holds that uhen a student doesn't know how to say 
something in the target language he "pads" from his native
12
1 nguage- This is not really native language "interference", 
ather it is simply "not knowing" something in the target 
language- This viewpoint seems to suggest that what will be 
m o s t  d i m  cult for the learner ^  what he does not already 
know ” Newmark's hypothesis "does not deny the fact that 
errors in the target language often reflect patterns of the 
native language, however. It does deny that any real 
interference takes place." (ibid)
In the first version of CA, transfer Is seen as an 
unconscious process, while In the second it reflects a 
conscious process. Based on these two versions,- NL transfer 
occurs when there are:
- non-equivalent structures between the NL and the TL. Here, 
"transfer is conceptualized as the Invariably automatic 
activation of habitualIzed linguistic behaviour." (Faerch 
and Kasper, 1986:49)
- learner's limitations in L2 knowledge. Here, "transfer has 
been characterized as a problem-solving procedure, or 
"strategy", utilizing LI knowledge In order to solve a 
learning or communication problem in L2.” (ibid)
The moderate version 
For Oiler and Zlahosselny (1970:186), the moderate CA 
predicts the interference of similar patterns either from 
the learner's NL or from the TL. This version explains 
interlingual and Intralingual errors.
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The similarities of structures may, therefore, generate 
false generalizations or 'stimulus generalization', a term 
used by those authors (ibid:185).
It is necessary to point out that the 3 versions of CA 
proposed by Oiler and Ziahosseiny are essentially 
assumptions about learning. They are hypotheses about how 
knowledge of one language affects the learning of another. 
The terms 'strong', 'weak' and 'moderate' refer to the 
degree of interference of the learner's NL.
The influence of the NL in the L2 learning can be 
positive or negative. It is positive when the learner 
transfers equivalent structures from his/her NL resulting in 
correct productions. The negative Influence occurs when the 
learner transfers either non-equivalent structures or 
equivalent ones which reflect false analogies.
1.3.1.1. CONTRIBUTION OF CA
The 'classical CA ' has contributed to provide 
theoretical and practical orientations for the 
second/foreign language teacher. The theoretical side of CA 
concerns the description of two language systems and the 
practical side is related to the preparation of pedagogical 
materials capable to deal with patterns that cause 
difficulty to the learners.
Spolsky (1979:252) assumes that "CA was most useful in 
providing a framework for the development of useful 
pedagogical grammars. Its practical orientation enabled
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applied linguists to overcome the metatheoretical view 
preceding Chomsky (1957) that required every language to be 
d e s c r i b e d  in its own terms, without reference to other 
l a n g u a g e s  or to putative universaIs."
Lado (1957:3), on the other hand, points out that 
knowledge of the native and of the target systems allows the 
teacher to evaluate materials before adopting them for use 
as well as to diagnose the difficulties the students have in 
learning each pattern.
Based on both practical and theoretical aspects,CA 
intends to Improve second/foreign language teaching.
1.3.1.2. MAJOR LIMITATIONS OF CA
Criticisms are usually centered around the following 
points:
(1) the efficacy of CA In the prediction of problems has 
bean doubtful, since not all differences between two 
language systems result In errors.
According to the analysis of the present data, there are 
learners who have no difficulty with the pronunciation of 
the voiceless <VL> Interdental. One would expect the 
contrary, since /©/ does not belong to the Portuguese sound 
system.
Other cases Indicate that language transfer does not 
always explain errors or that it is not always a form of 
interference. For example, English phonemes which have
1 5
e q u i v a l e n t s  in Portuguese are sometimes replaced by other 
gpgllsh phonemes which are Inexistent in the learner's NL.
E.g. 'partial' CaD — ♦ C5C,]
'guess' CSD — » CaeD 
In Portuguese, the phonemes /a/ and /£/ occur in 
c o n t e x t s  similar to the English words above, such as in 
'parte' and 'guerra'. However, some learners replace these 
phonemes by the English phoneme /X/, which does not belong 
to the Portuguese phonological system. This substitution 
process results, therefore, in an error caused by 
interfering factors other than those from the learners' 
native language.
Richards (1371;172) points out that "studies of second 
language acquisition have tended to imply that contrastive 
analysis may be most predicted at the level of 
phonology ...." Dulay and Burt (1972:105) also agree with 
this assumption saying that "most of the valid CA evidence 
seems to be phonological." The present study shows that a 
portion of the learners' substitutions do reflect NL 
Interference, confirming in part the CA hypothesis. However, 
another portion of errors cannot be explained by LI 
interfering factors. No count was done to verify the overall 
number of occurrences of interlingual errors in relation to 
other types of errors in the data, because many sound 
substitutions have suggested different classifications (cf. 
Chapter 3).
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In general, all English phonemes analyzed cause problems 
to the learner. Among these phonemes there are those which 
have no equivalents in Portuguese: /0, ^ ^ , I ,56, U/. According 
to the CA theory, the learner will certainly have much more 
dkfficulty in pronouncing and recognizing them than any 
other English phoneme. On the other hand, there are 
equivalent Portuguese and English phonemes whose allophones 
differ from one language to the other. For instance, the VL 
stops in English /p,t,k/ have aspirated allophones at the 
beginning of an accented syllable, which is not a 
characteristic of the Portuguese VL stops. Therefore, these 
English allophones will also result in learning difficulty.
In addition, a phoneme common to the two languages may 
cause difficulty when it occupies different position(s) in 
English words. This is the case of the Portuguese phoneme 
/z/ which is not found in word-final position.
The phonemes /^/ and /J/ do not belong to the Portuguese 
sound system; however, they occur as allophones in many 
Brazilian Portuguese dialects. Even though they appear in 
Portuguese as allophones, CA refers to them as problems to 
the learner, since CXD and cjD occur in contexts different 
from those in English.
Based, therefore, on the CA theory, the sounds mentioned 
above would cause problems to the learners. However, the 
data have shown that not all learners have difficulty with 
those sounds. This shows that the learners do not follow the
1 7
samegame learning route, and thus, do not produce the
errors.
For Corder (1967:23), "the simple fact of presenting a
certain linguistic form to a learner in the classroom does
not necessarily qualify It for the status of Input, for the
reason that input Is 'what goes in' not what is available
for going in,... it is the learner who controls this input,
or more properly his Intake." Based on Corder's statement,
♦ : 
each learner has his/her own Input, which suggests the
occurrence of different errors In each learner's L2 Speech.
(2) CA falls to take into account the psychological aspect
of L2 learning, that Is, what takes place in the
learners themselves.
<3) CA ignores factors such as the learner's own learning 
strategies, overgeneralizatIons of the TL rules, 
interference from TL materials previously learned, etc. 
(4) CA establishes no relationship between linguistic and
non-linguiotic factors. Afolayan il97U points out that 
the difficulties resulted from the comparison of two 
languages are treated with equal gravity- There is no 
attempt to rank the problems- For him, "the ranking of 
the second language learners' problems necessarily 
Involves t h e  consideration of non-lingulstlc factors, 
which lie outside classical CA." (p.224)
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In t.he late 1350s, behaviourism was supplanted by 
cognitive psychology which resulted in a change of the 
linguistic approach to errors: error analysis.
The stigma of errors and their threat to the L2 learning 
process became an old-fashioned view for the error analysts. 
For them, the learner's errors play an important role in the 
learning process and developing competence. The error is, 
therefore, considered an indispensible device for the 
learners to test their hypotheses. As Hahn (1387:8) puts it, 
this new view allows them to work with "hypothesis 
formation, experimentation and feedback.”
Dulay et al (1382:141) point out that "the EA movement 
can be characterized as an attempt to account for learner 
errors that could not be explained or predicted by CA or 
behaviourist theory."
For James (1384), the steps of an EA are: first the 
errors are collected and, then, identified. After this, the 
investigator describes and categorizes them. The following 
step consists of the diagnosis of the errors, that is, the 
suggestions for their cause or source. Categorizing errors 
means to place them on a scale of gravity. This scale has 
the pedagogic purpose of- assessment or remediation, I.e, it 
informs the teacher about which errors should be called to 
his/her first attention.
1.3.2. ERROR ANALYSIS
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The primary role of EA lies In its diagnostic function.
jhe error analysts try to provide a psycholinguistic view of
the learning process on the has is of the learners' errors.
Corder (1971), for example, analyzes the learner's
'idiosyncratic dialect', which Is caracterized by a
ft
personal, unstable and developing grammar. The set of rules 
found in the learner's 'idiosyncratic dialect' are not 
members of the set of rules of any social dialect (TL). They 
are peculiar to the language of that speaker. Based on this 
assumption, Corder assumes that the Idiosyncratic sentences 
of a second language learner cannot be considered deviant or 
erroneous, but grammatical in terms of his/her idiosyncratic 
dialect. They are erroneous only when there is some failure 
In performance, that is, the learner produces deviant 
sentences despite the knowledge of the correct form.
SelInker (1972) refers to the learner's 'Idiosyncratic 
dialect as Inter 1 anguage (ID, a term Introduced by him in 
1969. As Corder (1971:161) puts It: IL Is "a dialect whose 
rules share characteristics of two social dialects or 
languages, whether these languages themselves share rules or 
not", represented graphically by him as follows:
For Selinker (1972), the second language learner has 
latent structures which may become 'fossilized' through 5
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p r o c e s s e s :  (a) language transfer, <b) transfer of training,
(c) strategies of second language learning, (d) strategies 
of second language communication, and (e) overgeneralization 
of TL linguistic material, Fossllizable structures are 
indeed errors for S e linker.
Corder (1371:161) and Nemser (1971:56) consider the 
l e a r n e r ' s  language as 'regular' and 'systematic', 
m a n i f e s t i n g  the 'order and cohesiveness of a system'. 
However, the present study shows that the learner's language 
is not so regular as it Is conceived of. Many learners have 
a non-eystematic linguistic behaviour with regard to the 
substitution processes of the same sound. These processes 
are frequently unstable and unpredictable.
Richards (1971), on the other hand, discusses two types 
of error which are present In the second language learner's 
speech. They are intrallngual errors and developmental 
errors. He states that "Intrallngual errors are those which 
reflect the general characteristics of rule learning, such 
as faulty generalization, Imcomplete application of rules, 
and failure to learn conditions under which rules apply. 
Developmental errors C,on the other hand,] Illustrate the 
learner attempting to build up hypotheses about the English 
language from his limited experience of It In the classroom 
or textbook." (p.174)
For Richards (Ibid), intrallngual errors and 
developmental errors may result from:
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overgener alizatIon
The learner tries to simplify the TL applying the 
^n^yledge of a TL structure to an unknown one (see Chapter 3 
for further details).
2  ^ Iqnorance of rule restrictions
Instances of overgeneralization may be accounted for by 
the learner's ignorance of rule restrictions. However, as 
Richards observes, there are cases in which the learner does 
not 'transfer' knowledge of the TL. S/he only follows 
habitual learning of rules.
3. Incomplete application of rules
It consists of the learner's failure to apply a 
particular rule. Richards points out that despite extensive 
teaching of a target structure. It may noi become part of 
the learner's competence. This Is explained by the fact that 
"motivation to achieve communication may exceed motivation 
to produce grammatically correct sentences." <p.l77)
4. False concepts hypothesized
They are derived from faulty comprehension of 
distinctions in the TL. This occurs, for example, with some 
teaching materials which provide the learners with 
inapproapr1 ate notions of usage- As a result, the learners 
Incorporate false concepts which lead them to deviant forms.
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EA has contributed much to give inslghtis into the
understanding of second/foreign language acquisition.
However, some literature shows the following shortcomings;
(1) Confusion of explanatory and descriptive aspects. For 
Dulay et al (1982), there Is a lack of distinction 
between the terms description (the product of language 
acquisition) and explanation (the acquisition process 
that occurs In the learner's mind. I.e., the 
determination of the orlgln(s) of the product);
(2) Lack of precision In the Judgement of the causes of the 
learner's errors. For Lott (1983), this shortcoming Is 
due to the complexity of the errors and to the limited 
knowledge of the psychological and the neurological 
processes Involved in language learning. Dulay et aI 
(1982:144), on the other hand, state that "... explaln- 
-Ing error types Is not simply a matter of assigning a 
single source to each error that occurs. Language 
learning is an interaction of Internal Ce.g. NL 
"transfer", "simplification", generation of "false 
hypotheses", etc] and external factors Ce.g. training 
procedures, communication situations, sociocultural 
factors, etc] and explanation of errors must rfeflect 
that interaction." i
(3) Difficulty In categorizing precisely particular errors. 
For example-, the word 'called' in the word list of our 
corpus was pronounced ACKeuidD. As far as segmental
1 3.2.1. MAJOR LIMITATIONS OF EA
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errors are concerned, the doubt lies in the 
interpretation of the segment /!/, that is, was it 
replaced by [w3 or zero? Or what type of sound 
substitution occurred? There are many other examples 
with doubtful interpretation in the data,
(4) Lack of sufficient specificity in the definition of 
error categories. Dulay et al <lbid) affirm that the 
boundaries of intrallngual and developmental errors are
*
not well clarified by Richards: «An exatolnation of 
learners' developing speech reveals that most 
developmental errors are intrallngual." (p.145)
Besides, many researchers have defined the intrallngual 
error category in different ways, which results in 
different findings for the same data.
1.4. SOHE MAIN HYPOTHESES ON SECOND/FOREIGN LANGUAGE 
LEARNING
A number of hypotheses, dealt with below, have emerged 
since the EA approach. They attempt to clarify the process 
of second/foreign language learning.
1.4.1. INTERLANGUAGE HYPOTHESIS <ILH>
This hypothesis has been proposed by Selinker (1972),
«ho states that the learner has a separate linguistic system 
based on attempted productions of a TL norm. The notion of a 
separate linguistic system has been developed Independently 
by Jakobovlts (1969) and Nemser (1971).
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According to the ILH, the second/foreign language 
learner internalizes a system of rules which may be 
independent of both the NL and the TL systems. This claim 
follows Corder's (1971) notion of 'idiosyncratic dialect'.
The assumption of an independent system by the ILH does 
not necessarily imply that certain L2 forms cannot reflect 
NL or TL patterns. However, there are rules which are not 
motivated by either the TL or the NL. They are, therefore, 
called 'independent rules' (Eckman:1981 a) or 'unmarked 
rules' (Altenberg and Vago:1983). Eckman (ibid), for 
example, postulates two independent rules with respect to 
the phonological level. The first one, Terminal Devoicing 
(TD), is found in the grammar of a number of first languages 
such as German, Russian, and Polish. The second II rule is 
called Schwa Paragoge which has apparently no part in the 
grammar of any language.
These rules are formulated in (1) and (2) below:
(Eckman,Ibid:197/206)
(1) C-sonorant] —  ^ C-volce3 _,_#
(2)  ^9 / r- sonoranf
/ L+ voice
The r'ules above are explained on the basis of "(1) a 
comparison of the NL and the TL involved, and (2) principles 
of second language learning." (p.211) For example, English 
differs from Spanish in that it has a superficial voice 
contrast in all word positions, while Spanish has a 
superficial voice contrast only initially and medially.
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Based on Eckman's data, the IL forms of the Colombian 
Spanish learners exhibit VI segments word finally where the 
corresponding TL forms have voiced (Vd) ones (e.g. 'smooth' 
/Smu,^/, 'pig' 'red' etc). He assumes,
therefore, that these ILs are motivated by TD, which is 
considered an Independent rule since neither English 
(although it has word-finally voice contrast) nor Spanish 
exhibits it in their systems.
♦
There are IL forms which contradict the TD rule.
However, considering the unstable nature of an IL, the 
counterexamples to this rule are expected to ocicur.
As to the rule of Schwa Paragoge, Eckman observes that 
Handarin speakers of English sometimes produce a schwa 
following the word-final Vd obstruent, such as In 'tag'
'rob' /, etc. The grammar of Handarin does
not allow either voice contrast in final position or rule of 
schwa paragoge.
For Eckman, "the existence of IL forms like / haeg /, 
without word-final schwas. Is accounted for by assuming that 
Schwa Paragoge. like TD, Is an optional or variable rule." 
(p.206)
Although Schwa Paragoge Is not apparently motivated by 
the grammar of first languages, it should not be considered 
an "unnatural" rule, because its presence in the grammar of 
an IL confirms the assumption that ILs are Independent 
linguistic systems In the same way that natural languages 
are. (Adjemlan 1976:298)
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gased on the view that the learner's IL is an 
(dependent system, Eckman (1981a/b) proposes the 
' A u t o n o m o u s  System Analysis' (term used by Altenberg and 
Vago (1983^ to refer to Eckman's approach). As Altenberg and 
Vago (ibid:427) observe, this approach "analyzes the 
phonology of* second language speaker as a system unto
If and then attempts to account for the char acter f sJt< i csJ * *
of that system” without assuming another underlying
*
language.
The Autonomous System Analysis Approach differs from the 
EA A p p r o a c h  In that the latter relates the IL to both the TL 
and the NL, while the former does not. Altenberg and Vago 
(lbld:442/443) point out that "the EA Approach can 
i n v e s t i g a t e  the constraints on transfer from the KL to the 
TL. It can Indicate that speakers are, for example, 
consistently substituting CtD for TL C0D. If C03 never 
appears In second language speech, then an autonomous system 
analysis simply reveals the absence of C0D but falls to 
indicate that appears In the TL. That is, the Autonomous
System Analysis does not directly connect the inter 1anguage 
with the TL, nor does it indicate the ways in which speakers 
modify the TL."
An important question which derives from both the ILH 
and the Autonomous System Analysis is the extent to which 
ILs can be considered 'an independent system' or 'a natural 
language' or 'a process of creative construction'. This
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ulll not be discussed here but it deserves j gsue w i
consideration.
1 4.2. L2=L1 HYPOTHESIS
Corder <1367:22) proposes that "some ... of the 
strategies adopted by the learner of a second language are 
substantially the same as those by which a first language is 
acquired. Such a proposal does not imply that the course or 
sequence of learning- is the same in both cases.” According 
to him, the application of this hypothesis is not new and is 
essentially that proposed by H.E. Palmer <1922).
It is Important to point out that the process of 
learning a second/foreign language is different from the 
process of primary acquisition. The main differences lie in 
the following points: <Corder:1967)
1. Motivation. The acquisition of the first language is 
something crucial and necessary for any individual in 
order to communicate. The learning of the second/foreign 
language, however, involves some pther force which 
motivates him/her-
2. "... the learning of the mother tongue is part of the 
whole maturational process of a child, whilst learning a 
second language normally begins only after the 
maturational process is largely complete." <p.20)
3. the learning of the mother tongue Is inevitable, 
since you are exposed to the language acquisition 
prdcess, whereas there is no such inevitability about the
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l e a r n i n g  of a second language." (p.20)
D e s p i t e  the differences between learning and 
acquisition, researches have shown supporting evidences for 
L2=L1 hypothesis. Dulay and Burt (1972), for example, 
confirm this hypothesis from the viewpoint of syntactic 
error ana 1ys1s* ( 'goof analysis'). They offer alternative 
explanations for those goofs that seem to support the CA 
h y p o t h e s i s .  For example, the L2=L1 hypothesis predicts that 
children acquiring their first language will omit functors 
as in the phrase 'Jose want Hiss Jones'. This tendency also 
occurs in L2 production.
Every hypothesis should contain both product and process 
levels. However, the L2=L1 hypothesis seems to refer 
explicitly only to the product level, leaving the process 
level out. This shortcoming brings up two crucial questions;
(a) if a type of error in the L2 production of an adult 
learner, for example, is the same as that made by a speaker 
acquiring LI, can one suggest, then, that both speakers 
necessarily follow similar strategies to produce the same 
error? (b) If such strategies are not similar, how can they 
be explained? However important these questions may be, they 
are not within the scope of our study.
1.4.3. MARKEDNESS DIFFERENTIAL HYPOTHESIS (MDH)
Eckman (1977) proposes the Harkedness Differential 
Hypothesis on the basis of both the strong version of the 
CAH and the notion of typological markedness. The main
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a s s u m p t i o n  of the CAH is maintained, namely that the 
comparison of the native and target languages is valid to 
predict the areas of difficulty in eecond/fore 1gn language 
learning. Besides, the notion of 'relative degree of
ft
difficulty' (I.e. typological markedness) is incorporated to
establish the directionality of the difficulty.
According to Eckman (Ibid:320), markedness is defined
* !
as :
"A phenomenon A in some language Is more marked than B 
if the presence of A In a language implies.the presence 
of B; but thé presence of B does not imply the presence 
of A".
Descriptive studies on language universais and 
typologies have contributed to markedness xelat ions. For 
example, Eckman (ibid:322) points out that with respect to 
the positions in which a voice contrast is maintained, 
languages can be typologlzed as:
TYPE DESCRIPTION EXAMPLES
A Those which maintain a superficial English
voice contrast in initial, medial Arabic
and final positions. Swedish
B Those which maintain a superficial German
voice contrast in initial and medial Polish, Greek
positions, but fail to maintain this Japanese
contrast in final position. Catalan
C Those which maintain a superficial
voice contrast in Initial position. Corsican 
but fail to maintain this contrast Sardinian
In medial and final position.
D Those which maintain no voice Korean
contrast in initial, medial, or 
final positions.
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from this typology, the following universal voice 
c o n t r a s t  hierarchy emerges:
Initially least marked
Hedially
Finally most marked
According to Eckman (ibid), this hierarchy involves the 
following markedness relations: "the presence of a contrast 
finally implies a contrast medially, which, in turn, implies 
a contrast initially. However, the presence of a voice 
contrast medially does not imply such a contrast finally, 
and the presence of a contrast initially does not imply a 
contrast medially and finally." Therefore, a voice contrast 
in word-final position is more marked than in word-medial 
position which is more marked than a voice contrast 
word-initially.
This notion shows the relative degree of difficulty in 
voice contrast and it establishes the directionality of the 
difficulty. In other words, it, is claimed that voice 
contrast word-finally is acquired later than voice contrasts 
medially and initially.
The HDH is ,stated as; (Eckman, 1977:321)
"The areas of difficulty that a language learner will have 
can be predicted on the basis of a systematic comparison 
of the grammars of the native language, the target 
language and the markedhess relations stated in universal 
grammar, such that,
(a) Those areas of the target language which differ from 
the native language and are more marked than the 
native language will be difficult.
(b) The relative degree of difficulty of the areas of the 
target language which are more marked than the native 
language will correspond to the relative degree of
markedness;
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<c) Those areas of the target language which are
different from the native language, but are not more 
marked than the native language wl11 not be 
difficult."
1,4.3.1. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE CAH AND THE HDH
Eckman (1985:292) discusses 3 Important differences
b e t w e e n  these two hypotheses: »
(1) "... the HDH not only establIshes the areas of 
difficulty between the NL and TL, but it also predicts 
the relative degree of difficulty between these areas." 
The CAH, on the other hand. Is concerned with the first 
statement only.
(2) The HDH considers that certain differences between the 
NL and the TL do not cause difficulty to the learner. 
Under the CAH, however, all differences result in 
learning difficulty. For example, French has an Initial 
/^/-/^/ contrast, but English does not. The MDH predicts 
that this contrast In French will not cause difficulty 
for English speakers, because English maintains such a 
contrast in word-medial position which is more marked
. than word-lnltlally. This assumption is confirmed by 
Gradman (1971) who "points out that learning to contrast 
/^/ in initial position is not difficult for English 
speakers learning French." (in Eckman, 1977:318)
(3) On the basis of relative degree of difficulty, the HDH 
may distinguish between beginning and advanced levels of 
proficiency In language learning as well as account for 
longitudinal acquisition on the part of the learner.
^2
*1.4.3.2. SCALE OF MARKEDNESS
This scale provides a hierarchy of elements that go from
the most to the least difficult element In a universal
implicatlonal relation. It differs from the scale of error
ft
gravity in respect of the criteria used. The MDH is based on 
criteria of markedness while the scale of error gravity is 
based on any of the 4 classes of criteria suggested by James 
(1384): linguistic, communication-based, attitudlnal and 
pedagogic.
In the scale of markedness the most difficult element is 
that which le more marked, while in the scale of error 
gravity the most difficult element involves either (a> the 
highest frequency of error (linguistic criterion), (b) the 
1mpaIrment of 1nte111g 1b 11 Ity (communI cat 1on-based 
criterion), (c) native's negative reaction to the accented 
speech of a non-native speaker (attitudlnal criterion), and
(d) the learner's ignorance of a structure which is 
Important to the understanding and/or acquisition of another 
structure (pedagogic criterion).
1.4.3.3. VALIDITY OF THE MDH
Major (1387) carried out a study on the acquisition of 
English /£/ and /3e/ by native speakers of Brazilian 
Portuguese. The results of this work reveal that transfer 
and markedness adequately explain the great frequency of 
Portuguese /£/ In the English utterances of beginning 
1 earners.
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Major (ibid:66) points out that the English /6/ is less 
difficult than /3£./ for 2 reasons; "(a) positive transfer and 
markedness - Portuguese speakers already have /£/, and <b) 
/as/ is universally more marked than /£/."
As to the speech of the more advanced learners. Major's 
study shows that /X./ occurs more frequently than /£/. In 
this case, transfer and markedness cannot explain the 
behaviour of those learners, which falsifies the MDH.
Afccordlng to the present analysis of the data, the 
learners, no matter In which semester of the course they 
are, tend to replace Cae-3 by Ct] and vice-versa. The number 
of these substitutions varies according to each semester. 
Compare the substitution results below:
iX.3 » [6 3
2nd semester 12 10
4th semester 37 1 3
6th semester 17 10
8th semester 13 20
73 "5 3 "
The total number of each substitution process above 
shows that the replacement of C£3 by Ca&3 is more frequent 
than the converse one.
Contrary to Major's findings, the replacement of Cae3 by 
C6 3 is more frequent in the 8th semester (advanced students) 
while the converse one is more frequent in the 4th semester 
(pre-intermed I ate students). Eckman's MDH can explain the 
replacement of C3£3 by C£3 but it fails to explain cases in 
which a more marked element replaces a less marked one (see 
also Ci:3 — ♦ [ID p.16fe).
3 5
It is interesting to note that In the perception 
-discriminatory task, the advanced learners tend to hear Cat] 
jn words with C6 3 , while the beginners recognize C£ 3 in 
yords with cae.] (see p. 130).
1.4.3.4. PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE MDH
The MDH has two major implications for second language 
pedagogy:
(1) The order in which TL structures are acquired In an, 
untutored situation follows the degree of markedness. 
Therefore, those structures which are relatively less 
marked (I.e. less complex) are acquired before those 
which are more marked (I.e. more complex).
(2) The direction of 'generalization of learning' goes from 
more marked structures to less marked ones. "The claim 
is that once the most marked member of the set of 
structures is learned, the learner will be able to 
generalize to the less marked structures automatically. 
In other words, if the learner acquires the structure 
which is most marked, all relatively less marked 
structures will be learned immediately." (Eckman, 1985: 
296)
Based on the implications above, the L2 material may be 
presented in two different ways according to the teacher's 
pedagogical philosophy:
(1) The less difficult material should be presented before 
the material of greater difficulty or
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(2) The most difficult material should be presented before 
the material of least difficult. This method of 
presentation attempts to make use of the learner's 
ability to generalize learnr.tg from a more marked 
structure to a less marked one (i.e. Intervention 
strategy), and not the reverse.
Based on the present data, the replacement of [£3 by 
shows that the learning of the more marked element /X/ 
contributes negatively to the learning of /6/, which is a 
less marked element. Actually, /3^ y inhibits the presence of 
/£/ In some learners' ILs. This is due to the 
overgeneral izat Ion towards the English /at/. In this case, 
the direction of 'generalization of learning' falls to go 
from more marked to a less marked structure.
To conclude, one approach alone cannot explain 
adequately all IL forms, since each approach has Its own 
limitations. Therefore, It Is more plausible to say that all 
hypotheses reported here contribute together to explain the 
learners' errors as welI as to provide new insights Into 
second/foreign language learning.
•'PHONOLOGY
%
For the purpose of the present study, the phoneme is 
defined as a meaningful distictive unit. This definition 
conforms to that provided by the structuralists, who draw a 
distinction between phonemics and phonetics. Phonemics 
attempts to discover which of the differences among the 
sounds of a given language are meaningful and to determine 
the allophones of each phoneme. Allophones are determined by 
the influence of adjacent sounds, of syllable accent, of 
position in the word, and of word boundaries (in sandhi). 
Phonetics, on the other hand, attempts to describe all the 
distinguishable sounds that occur In the languages of the 
world
The deeription of the English and the Portuguese 
phonemes is mainly concerned with setting out the following 
points;
1- The English phonemes which do not occur in Portuguese;
2. The English phonemes which occur in Portuguese as 
a 1lophones;
3, Equivalent English and Portuguese phonemes which have 
different a Ilophones and;
CHAPTER 2
CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS OF ENGLISH Ar.D PORTUGUESE SEGMENTAL
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4 English and Portuguese phonemes which have
phonotactic possibilities.
Th© allophones of each phoneme are presented in 
phonological rules which may be either obligatory or 
optional depending on whether the variants are in 
cooplementary distribution or in free variation. The 
variants are optional in two different cases: <1) when they 
belong to a speech style (stylistic variation) and (2) when 
they belong to a particular dialect (dialectal variation). 
The rules which have no indication are obligatory.
The following diacritics will be used to indicate 
phonetic features;
CH3 strongly aspirated C<3 released
Ch3 weakly aspirated 0 3  unreleased
[•3 not aspirated Cr3 syllabic
C.3 devoiced
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2.1
CONSONANTAL PHONEMES
T able 2.1 Classification of the English consonantal 
phonemes. Adapted from Jones (1972:xvii)
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Tahle 2.2 Classification of the Portuguese consonantal 
jhonemesAdapted from Cagliari <1980:22).
— ----1---------- 1 ------ ------ ------------ --------
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Stops 
Fricatives 
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m
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2.1.1. STOPS
■ ■ Stops are produced by complete closure of the 
articulators causing a barrier to the pulmonic egressive 
airstream. English and Portuguese have the same stop sounds: 
Cp,b,t,d,k,g]. However, their phonotactic distribution 
differs from one language to the other. The English stops 
are found word-inltIally, medially and finally, while the 
Portuguese stops only occur initially and medially.
According to Abercrombie <1967:140), there are three 
phases in the production of a stop: shutting, closure and 
opening.
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CLOSURE PLOSION
"The two »converging lines and the two separating lines 
r e p r e s e n t  the articulators coming together (phase 1) and 
opening again (phase 3) respectively, and the single 
straight line which is between represents phase 2, with the 
articulators in contact making a stricture of complete 
closure.” (ibid:141) Each phase is, of course, very brief in 
duration. .
As regards English, phase 3 is optional (see 2.1.1.2., 
rule (3c)). In Portuguese, on the other hand, the presence 
of phase 3 is almost obligatory, since Portuguese consonants 
are generally supported by a vowel. In words such as 
'advogado' and 'psicologla', there is a tendency to 
pronounce the phonemes /d/ and /p/ with the epenthetic vowel 
E 1 ] .
Another difference between Portuguese and English stops 
lies in their allophonic variants, as shown below:
2. 1.1.1. MAIN ALLOPHONES OF THE PORTUGUESE STOPS
(1) /p/ —> Cp3 / $ ___ E.g. piso, aprimorar
I  $ E.g. apto
(2) /b/ — > Cb3 / $ ___ E.g. bala, abrir
___E.g. obsolete
(3) /t/ a> tt] j ^ --- E.g. tambor, estrada
Dialectal b) CC] /--- u j  E.g. tinha, dentista, tomate
/ --- tu] E.g. muito, dezoito
(4) /d/  ^ a) Cd] / ^ --- E.g. dormir, podre
/ ---^ E.g. admirar
Dialectal b) Cj] / ---c í3 E.g. dinheiro, pudico, o'dio
/ ---Eu] E.g. doido
When the stops /t/ and /d/ are followed by the high 
front vowel Ci], they tend to become C2] and Cj] 
respectively in dialects such as carioca, mineiro and 
baiano. These variants are also heard in contexts where /t/ 
and /d/ are followed by the high back voweJ Cu], which is a 
characteristic of some dialects in the northeast of Brazil 
and of the speech of many people from the interior of the 
181 and of F 1 or i anopo 1 i s .
The affrication process with the vowel Ci] occurs in 
both stressed and unstressed positions, while the 
affrication with the vowel Cu] seems to occur only in 
unstressed position.
<5) /k/ a) I d  I $ ---Cfront vowel] E.g. aguecer
b) Ck3 / $ ---Cback vowel] E.g. copo, cume
--- $ E.g. taxi Cks3, acne, pacto
$ ---C E.g. c^romo, crime
Í6) /g/ > a) i'j'} I ---Cfront vowel] E.g. guerra, agui a
b) Cg] / $ ---Cback vowel] E.g. gola, agulha
I  ^—
4 1
C E.g. gripe, glacê
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The variants Cc] and CJ] are classified as palatals, [k] 
and Cg3, on the other hand, are velar variants.
2 ,1 .1 .2. KA IN ALLOPHONES OF THE ENGL ISH STOPS
(1) /p,t,k/ — > Cp^,t^', k^D / ^ ---V E.g. pet, ten, cat
' repair, a^ack, accord
(2 ) /p.t,k/ — > Lp'* I C s 3 --- E.g. speak, stop, scar
---Cr,w,y,n
E.g. approach, at 1 antic, quite 
The difference between the allophones in (1) and those 
in <2 ) is explained by the presence and absence of 
aspiration. In Portuguese, the VI stops are always 
unaspirated.
(3) /p,t,k/ a) Cp^^.th.k^D I ___#
Stylistic b) i:p»,t®,k®3 / E.g. clip, la^, s i ^
c> Ep>,t>,k>] I 
All English stops In word-final position may be either 
released (+ phase 3) or unreJeased <- phase 3). This depends 
on the speech style of each individual. In a careful and 
emphatic speech, the Ct^3 is used. In casual speech, on the 
other hand, Ct^3 is quite common. The unaspirated Ct*3 is 
used in normal speech.
(4) /p,t,k,b,d.g/ Cp^ ,t> k^^b^d^g^ / ___(#) 1+ homorganic
/ stop3
E.g. egg cup, bookcase, round top 
Abercrombie (1967;147) points out that when two 
homorganic stops are adjacent within the word or at word
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boundaries, the first stop of the sequence loses phase 3 in 
its articulation and the second element loses phase 1. For
0xa®pl®' 'scrap book' Cp3 lacks an audible phase 3, Cb3
lacks an audible phase 1. Phase 1 of the second stop, CbD, 
takes place during phase 2 of the first stop Cp3, so that 
when phase 3 of Cp3 comes there can be rfo burst of escaping 
air. See the diagram below:
At the articulatory level the 3 stages of a stop are 
maintained. The third phase corresponds to the bilabial 
plosion Cb3.
In Portuguese, the sequence of two stops whether 
homorganic or not is generally broken by the epenthetic 
vowel Ci3, such as In 'compacto' 'optar'
CepC'ioUrj and 'submarino' [ SabCmA-'ri,nu, ]. However, there are 
speakers who produce the first stop without plosion, as In 
#
'obter' c e b ^ 3.
(5) /t,d/ — » C£3 / V ___V E.g. writer, rider
Stylistic / V ___ # V E.g. right away, read about
The variant C£3 is generally used in American English in 
informal educated speech. In Portuguese, the tap is a 
phoneme, which represents the orthographic symbol r, as in 
'caro' and 'barato'.
(6 ) /t/ — > 111 j  V ___Cn3 (On) E.g. beaten, subtle
Di alectal C13I
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According to Uis© (1357:128), the glottal stop is used 
the Cockney dialect and in the speech of New Yorkers, as 
a s u b s t i t u t e  for CtD and Ck3 such as in 'little' C^i?^ ] and 
'bacon' cbej?n 1. The substitution for CtD is, however, much 
oore frequent.
(7 ) /t,d/ ___<#> CJ]
Stylistic / E.g. what you, immature, told you
In English, CS3 and Cj] are classified as both phonemes*
(see p.50) and free variants of /t/ and /d/. As variants, 
they occur before the palatal CJ3. In Portuguese, on the 
other hand, Ci3 and cJ d are variants which may appear before 
the vowels Ci3 and Cu3.
(8 ) /b,d,g/ — > Cb®,d®,g®3 / in all positions
/ E.g. ca^age, dear, bag
The English Vd stops ar© always unaspirated.
(9) /b,d,g/ — > Cb,d,g3 / ___C VL
E.g. tubful, sudsy, drugstore 
___ # E.g. club, dad, bug
In the first context the VI sound Is antedpated and 
devoices the Vd stop sound. As to the second context, 
Bronstein (1960;78) remarks that word-final /b,d,g/ ar© 
weakly ploded and partially devoiced. When they are fully 
devoiced, they are considered foreign isms.
í ■
' !
2  1.2. FRICATIVES
Fricative consonants produce audible friction when the 
airstrearo forces through the partially obstructed vocal
tract.
The fricatives Cf,v,s,z,S,^D are found in both the 
Portuguese and the English phonological systems. The English 
Cf,v,s,z,S3 occur in all word positions, while in 
Portuguese, they are found only initially and medially, 
except for Es3 which is pronounced finally, as in the word 
'cartas' <in Dialect 1, p.47). As variants, the Portuguese 
and may occur in word-medial and final positions
depending on the dialect (see p.4?).
English establishes phonemic oposition between Cs3 and 
Cz3 either initially, medially or finally. This contrast is 
also found in Portuguese but only initially (not so 
frequent) and medially, because the phoneme /z/ does not 
occur in word-final position.
E.g. ENGLISH sink racer rice
zinc razor rise
PORTUGUESE fieca (v.> em cima
Zeca enzima -
The English /^/ does not occur in word-initial position, 
except for the word 'genre' which is a French loan
word. As Uise (1357:137) observes, "/i/ is not originally an 
English sound, having come into English partly by adoption 
fr^om Norman French and partly by assimilation within the 
older cluster Czj3."
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In Portuguese, /^/ does not occur in word-final 
pos i t i o n .  However, there are speakers who elide the final 
vowel in rapid speech, as in the following pronunciations
(falange), [rne^] (monge), etc. The same occurs with 
the P o r t u g u e s e  /^/, as for example in 'feixe' This
elision process seems to involve only the final high front 
vowel ti3 , because in words, such as 'caixa' and 'queijo', 
the vowels CaD and CoD do not drop.
The English fricatives /h,6 ,^,A\/ have no equivalent in 
Portuguese. The VI glottal /h/ only occurs in Portuguese as 
an allophone of /r/ (see p.59). In English, /h/ occurs in 
words such as 'hand', 'who', and 'comprehension'. It is not 
found in word-final position. Bronstein (1967:94) remarks 
that "when the /h/ sound is in intervocalie position as
in 'behest' or 'perhaps', the /h/ Is frequently voiced. The 
IPA symbol for the voiced allophone is
The VI and Vd interdentals cOi and occur in all word
positions. Sometimes, native speakers of English replace 
them by Ct3 and Cd3 respectively, which characterizes the 
speaker of uncultivated English. This substitution process 
or the actual deletion of the ^  sound may occur in the 
words 'fifths' ( 3  or cfifsj), 'sixths' <CSxlcis] or 
[SxViS])^ and 'months' (C^^nis] or CrnanS3) in careless 
speech.
The spelling ^  stands for Ct3 only in certain proper 
names, such as 'Thames' 'Thomas' ciatndz] and
'Anthony' C^nt^ni 3, Besicies, it is normally silent in
t /.
'asthma' [ 3e.sma 3 and 'isthmus' C tsmas 3.
The VI labiovelar fricative Ca\] , also indicated as Chw3 , 
o c c u r s  in words such as 'which', ' ^ e r e ' and 'wheel'
< w h - s p © n  ings) .  C/A3 and Cw3 may vary freely in this 
c o n t e x t ,  e x c e p t  for 'who', 'whom', 'whose', 'whole',
'whore', 'whoop', and their derivatives which are pronounced 
with Ch3. According to Bronstein (1967:95), "/hw/ is 
actually the older and still predominant form in most of the 
country CUSÂ3. /w/ seems to be gaining in popularity, 
particularly in urban areas and among younger people...
The /hw/ is usual in Scotland, Ireland, and the north of 
England, while the /w/ is the more usual pronunciation in 
southern England."
2.1.2.1. MAIN ALLOPHONES OF THE PORTUGUESE FRICATIVES
(1) /f/ > Cf3 I ^ --- E.g. f^aca, sofrimento
I -- ^ E.g. aft a
<2) /V/ CV3 j $ ___ E.g. yida , 1 ivro
dialect 1
/s/ — > a) Cs3 ___ E.g. saci, fixar Cks3
---$ CvL E.g. vespa,. casca
--- # E.g. nós, vez, cartas
b) Cz3 I Vd --- # Vd E.g. mas eu, mais gordo
DIALECT 2
j  $ --- E.g.
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same examples in 3a above
b) cá] /___CVL E.g. escola, casca
/ ___ # E.g. dez, três
c) C^] I ___# Cvd E.g. mais gordo
d) Cz] I ___# V E.g. mais eu
(4 ) /z/ — * a) Cz] I V d ___Vd E.g. me£mo, vesgo
Dialectal b) ííl j Vd ___ Vd E.g. mesmo, desde
Dialect 1 occuris in some parts in Sao Paulo and Parana, 
while Dialect 2 is heard in the Carioca and Catarinense 
speech. The variant C^] of the phoneme /z/ also occurs in 
regions of Dialect 2.
(5 > /á/ — > C^] / ^ ___ E.g. cha, achar
<6 ) /Í/ ___ E.g. gelo, regimento
2 .1.2.2. MAIN ALLOPHONES OF THE ENGLISH FRICATIVES
(1) /f/ — > Cf]/^ < C ) ___ E.g. feel, sphere
I __ E.g. laughing, half
<2) /v/ — * Cv] I $ ___ E.g. veal, reveal
/ ___E.g. arriving, h a ^
(3) /s/ — > a> Cs3 / $ ___ E.g. slow, city, castle
___(C) E.g, cast, rice
C-voice] ___ # E.g. pants, stops
b) Cz] I C+voice]___# E.g. bands, John's
Uhen the morpheme i s added to a word f or the 
formation of noun plural, third person singular form of the 
present tense, genitive 's or and contraction - 's, its 
pronunciation varies according to the preceding sound;
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after a Vd sound it is voiced <Cz3), and after a VI sound it 
.g voiceless (Cs3). This rule results from the progressive 
voicing assimilation rule in English. It is not applied when 
the preceding sound is Cs ,z, 5,5, ii/Jf3 . In this case, the 
sequence CIz3 is invariably pronounced after these sounds, 
corresponding to the extended spelling form -es (e.g. buses, 
buzzes, brushes, etc). The progressive voicing assimilation 
rule is also applied to the pronunciation of the past 
morpheme - (e)d in English. Its pronunciation follows a 
pattern similar to that of the morpheme above.
(4) /z/ — > a) Cz3 / ^ ___ E.g. zoo, lizard
/ ___$ E.g. ri ^ ,  freezing
Stylistic b) L^l j___# CJ] E.g. b e c a u ^  you, as you
Mascherpe points out that when the phoneme /s/ is part 
of the English word, without being a morpheme, there is no 
phonological rule which can predict the use of Es3 or Cz3 in 
words such as 'rice/rise', 'l o o s e / l o s e e t c .  Therefore, the 
learners have to fam^iliarize themselves with each word 
individually, i.e., those pronounced with Es] <e.g. rice, 
loose) and those pronounced with Cz3 (e.g. rise, lose).
In Portuguese, the variants Cs3 and Cz3 in word or 
syllable final position are conditioned by the following 
sound (i.e. regressive voicing assimilation rule). Cs3 is 
used when the following sound is VI or when a pause follows 
it; Cz3, on the other hand, is used before a Vd sound.
English Cz3 may become C^3 owing to the assimilation 
process with the following palatal Cj3.
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<5) ____E.g. shoe, special, machine
/ ___ ^ E.g. wash, washing
(£) /i/ j ____E.g. usually, televi£ion
/ ___ $ E.g. beige, rouging
2 . 1 .3 . AFFRICATES
They are produced by "a complete closure at some point 
in the mouth, behind which the air pressure builds up; the 
s e p a r a t i o n  of the organs is slow compared with that of a 
plosive, so that friction is a characteristic of the second 
element of the sound." <01mson:1380;34) An affricate 
results, therefore, from the combination of a stop and a 
fricative. For example:
/t/ + /&/ = /t/
/d/ + /2/ = /J/
There ar#-2 affricates in English, the /X/ and the /J/, 
which are found in all word positions, as in 'chew/jew", 
'catches/cadges ' and ' 1 arch/1 a r g e T h e y  may also be 
al lophones of /t/ and /d/, as seen in section 2 .1 .1 .2 . rule 
(7).
In Portuguese, and Cj3 are only al lophones <see
2.1.1 .1 . (3b) and (4b)). The sound C2!3 may also occur in 
loan words into Portuguese, as in 'tchau' C 3, 'tcheco'
Cii.e.k.w3 and 'patchul i ' C <^3.iu.lu3.
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2  1.3.1. main ALLOPHONES OF THE ENGLISH AFFRICATES
(1) /ii/ ^ --- E.g. chance, kitchen
/ ---^ E.g. eear^, reaching
(2> /J/ — > t --- E.g. ^uice, magic
/ --- ^ E.g. college, management
2.1.4. NASALS
Nasal sounds are articulated like stops. I.e., they are 
produced by a stricture of complete closure. However, during 
their formation and emission the veium is lowered to permit 
the passage of the airstream through the nasopharynx and the 
nasal cavity.
The English nasals are Cm,n,g3 and they occur in all 
word positions, except for Cij3 which is found only medially 
and finally. In Portuguese, the nasal consonantis are Cm,n, 
n3, which occur initially and medially. In word-final 
position or in syllable boundaries, the Portuguese nasals 
nasalize the preceding vowel, as in 'sim CSl], 'tinta' 
c'tttd-3, and 'ninho' 3 .
2.1.4.1. HAIN ALLOPHONES OF THE PORTUGUESE NASALS
(1) /m/ — » Cm3 / |:___ E.g. mesa, moment©, p i gmeu
<2) /n/ — i Cn3 / $ ___ E.g. n ^ ,  piano, ignorar
<3) /n/ — > Cn3 j $ ___ E.g. nhambu, senhora
According to Cagliari <1381;84), the palatal nasal CnD 
and the velar nasal Cq 3 may occur in both syllable 
boundaries and in word-final position as allophones of /m/
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3nd /n/- occurrence of these variants is conditioned
^jther by the preceding vowel or by a following stop within 
^ ^ 0 word. Uhen they are conditioned by the preceding vowel, 
the r e a l i z a t i o n  of the nasals /m/ or /n/ is as follows 
(Cagli ar i, I 383;4):
a) a palatal nasal -- following a front vowel 
E.g. vim CVtn], vem C V£n ]
b) a velar nasal -- following a non-front vowel 
E.g. rum C ^ ^3 2 , bom C b& (j ]
The vowel Ca3 allows either the palatal nasal, the velar
nasal or none of the two. E.g. 'irmã' [ C-r ] or CCrmX],
' m a l e '  CrnX.n ]  o r  C m l j  ] .
The nasals /m/ and /n/ may also be conditioned by the
following stop, resulting in a homoi'ganic nasal:
E.g. GLOSS NASAL CONDITIOHED NASAL CONDITIONED
BY THE PRECEDING BY THE FOLLOUING 
, VOUEL STOP 
'finca' C çrnUa, 3 3
'fundo' C 3 [ 3
'tombo' c/i©Qbu- 3 C*i,e«r>b»X 3
In English, /^/ is a phoneme. In Portuguese, it may
occur as an allophone of either /m/ or /n/ in the contexts
referred to above.
2. 1.4.2. MAIN -ALLOPHONES OF THE ENGLISH NASALS
<1) /m/ — > a) Cm] / $ ___ E.g. memory, intermediate
/ ___E.g. comfortable, wisdojn
b) Cm3 j C+obstruent3___# E.g. prism, chas^a
S3
^2>  ^ ^ -—  E.g. nose, Vmee, morning
' --- f E.g. pancake, man
b) Cn] I  C+obstruentD___# E.g. lead^, b u t t ^
The syllabic nasals Cm3 and Cn] occur in unstressed
positions. Words, such as 'prism' and 'leaden' are
transcribed as C pri2.m] and Cltdn], showing no vowel be€ween
and Cm] nor between Cd] and Cn]. According to Bronstein
<1967;106), ”such syllabic nasals are part of the standard
speech pattern."
(3) /g/ * Cq] j ---^ E.g. kingdom, si nger, song
Bronstein (ibid;110) states that the existence of the
syllabic C^3 in educated American English speech cannot be 
t  ^
denied (e.g. 'bacon' C Kq ], 'bag and baggage' t 
b^*3^J])- However, its usage is not frequent. "
Cn] and Cg] may vary freely as alternative 
pronunciations of the orthographic n + c,g,q in words, such 
as income <Cn] or Crj] in AE and BE), and 'engrave' (Cn] in 
AE, Cg] in BE).
2.1.5. LATERALS
Laterals are produced by a stricture of complete closure 
in the center of the vocal tract, so that there is lateral 
passage of the airstream, round one or both sides of the 
obstruction. English and Portuguese laterals are usually 
voiced.
In English the lateral /I/ is found in initial, medial 
snd final word positions. This phoneme also occurs in
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portugu®^®» but only initially and medially. In word-final 
position /I/ generally becomes Cu] . For the majority of the 
native Brazilian Portuguese speakers, there is no difference 
in pronunciation between 'mau' ano 'mal' C , 'auto' and
'alto' C 3-'*^ '^ ]^ , and so on.
Portuguese has also the palatal lateral CX] which 
represents the orthographic H} in words such as 'lhama',
'milho', and 'mulher'. This phoneme does not occur in 
word-final position.
2.1.5.1. HAIN ALLOPHONES OF THE PORTUGUESE LATERALS
(1) /I/ CID y $ < C > ___ E.g. J^ado, fal^ar, c^aro
b) Cu] / ___^ C E.g. fal^tar, aj^go
/ ___# <V) E.g. varal_^ , ma|^  agouro
Stylistic c) 1 ___CJ3 E.g. Cecillia, oleo
The variant Cll is used in prevocalic position. The 
variant Cu], on the other hand, is followed either by a 
consonant or by silence in word-final position. Uhen the 
phoneme /I/ follows a vowel at word boundaries, as in 'mal 
agouro', it generally becomes CuD.
In (Ic), /I/ assimilates the semivowel CJ3 to form the . 
palatal lateral lj\l.
(2) /// — > a) c/3 ___ E.g. lhano, filho
Stylistic b) CIJ] ___Cu] E.g. filho C^wlju,], molho
Cmelju^]
Some native speakers of Brazilian Portuguese apply rule 
<lc) and (2b) interchangeably.
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, c 2. MAIN ALLOPHONES OF THE ENGLISH LATERAL 
2.1*
In English there are 2 types of known as "clear" j. C n  
"dark" i Ci*] . For both types the tip of the tongue 
jg pressed against the alveolar ridge. However, they differ 
jn the shape of the main body of the tongue; for the "clear" 
J the front of the tongue is raised towards the hard 
palate; for the "dark" I, the back of the tongue is raised 
t o w a r d s  the soft palate.
These two types of \ do not establish phonemic contrast. 
Their use varies according to the neighbouring sounds.
E.g. 2ive, fj[ag
E.g. ’l_ose, 1 oveb) ii'l $ ( C ) ___ V “
+ post.
___# E.g. feej, calj (normal)
c) CwD f ___# E.g. feej^ , c a H  (informal)
d) I tobstruentJ or CnasaH ___ #
E.g. whist^, channel. missi le 
"Dark" ^ 1® often syllabic in context (Id). However, a 
faint Cs3 before the Cl3 is also possible. In this case, the 
lateral is no longer syllabic, it is only "dark".
In Portuguese, "clear" 1^ corresponds to allophone C13 
(see 2.1.5.1. - (la)). "Dark" K  on the other hand, occurs 
In some dialects in the south of Brazil, in words such as 
'mil' CfAvl] or 'sul ' CSal'].
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"A semi-vowel is a rapid vocalic glide on to a syllabic 
s o u n d  of greater steady duration". (Gimson, 1980:211)
English and Portuguese have 2 semivowels, CJ3 and Cw3 , 
which glide from positions of approximately Ci3 and Cu3 
respectively to the following vowel. Cw3 and Cj3 are in some 
ways rather like vowels. In phonetic terms, they both are Vd 
continuants and friction less sounds.
Gimson (ibid.) remarks that "despite the fact that 
s e m i -voweIs are, in phonetic terms, generally vocalic, they 
are treated within the consonant class, mainly because their 
function is consonantal..., they have a marginal rather than 
a central situation in the syllable."
The occurrence of CJ3 and Cw3 In both prevocalic 
(onglide) and postvocalic (offglide) positions may explain 
the use of the following transcriptions; Cuia't3 , C 3 , 
and C-^ a/jt3 for the English words 'what', 'how',
'yacht' and 'fight', and C KuJiV'ivjL 3, [»^^1^3, C J&du- 3 , C 3 
for the Portuguese words 'quarto', 'meu', 'iodo' and 'pai'.
2.1.6.1. ALLOPHONES OF THE ENGLISH AND THE PORTUGUESE SV
2 i.6. SEMIVOWELS (SV)
(1) /w/ — > Ew3 / in onglide E.g. quite, what
position ”
in offglide E.g. boat Cow3, house Caw3 
position ” ”
(2) / J /  — t Cj3/ in onglide E.g. use CJu3, yes
/ position ” ”
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/
in offglide E.g. lie CaJ3, boy COJD 
position ”■
In Portuguese, rule (1) is illustrated by the words 
'tranquilo' C"Ll<3/kuJÍ/lu3 (j^ ongl ide> and 'ouvido' Z eu>*i/CdAx,2 
(jn o f f g l • Rule (2), on the other hand, may occur in 
w o r d s  such as. 'Yolanda' 'Julia' (in
onglid®^' and 'noite' Cnejííl 3 (in offglide).
2.1.7. RETROFLEX
In English the retroflex is represented by the phoneme 
/r/ as in the words 'rich', 'very' and 'car'. The tip of the 
tongue is moved backwards to articulate with th© hard 
palate. This sound is also found in Portuguese, but as an 
allophone of the phoneme /R/ (see section 2.1*. 7.2. (2c)).
2.1.7. 1. HA IN ALLOPHONES OF THE ENGLISH /r/
(1) /r/ —  ^a) irlI $ ___ E.g. road, carrot
I --- $ E.g. airplane, air
Dialectal b) ^  j ___C $ E.g, board C bo;<Ll
j ___ # E.g. door tdLot]
The English /r/ may be deleted either in postvocalic 
position if a pause follows or in the middle of a word 
before a consonant. The loss of this phoneme is manifested 
by a lengthening of the previous vowel. Sometimes the weak 
vowel CaD is pronounced as an offglide to the stressed vowel 
of th© syllable, creating a diphthong. For example, 'far'
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/
/
^^3,: 3 or C{^a3 and 'farm' C or C^adm], The /r/ is
goun<^®^ when it is followed by a vowel without a pause, 
g g. hear a song C Kxsraso^] 
hearing c'Hxarx^ ]
BUT; hear C hxa 3
Rule <lb) is used in standard speech in the 'r-less' 
a reas of the US and in British English.
c) tyi^ ^ Ct,d3 ___ E.g. try, dry, dream
The Vd post-alveolar fricative CJD occurs after Cd3 and 
Ct3. It is somewhat devoiced after the VI Ct3, as in the 
word 'try' ctja-13. (Gimson, 1900:205)
Dialectal d) CT 3/ V ___V E.g. very, far away, worry
The variant C£3 is regularly used intervocalically in 
British English, either within a word or at the end of a 
word followed by a vowel.
Portuguese has 2 phonemes which stand for the 
orthographic r and rr. They are /r/ and /R/, which are in
opposition only in intervocalic word-medial position. For
/ # 
example: 'carro' / ^ a Ru./ and 'caro' /karu»/. The phoneme /R/
may represent the written symbols _r and <e.g. 'bairro'
and 'ra^dio'), while the phoneme /r/ only represents the
orthographic r (e.g. 'parada').
2.1.7.2. MAIN.ALLOPHONES OF THE PORTUGUESE /r/ AND /R/
(1) /r/ — > CT3 / ^ Cstop3 or C f , v 3___E.g. crise, Iiyro
___E.g. terno, mar (dialectal)
V   V E.g. ouro, era, careca
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does not occur in word-initial position.
(2)  ^ ^ --- E.g. roda, corrIda, subrogar
j ---$ E.g. mar, gaj^fo (dialectal)
The Vd counterpart of the vefur fricative Cx3 is CT3, 
yhich may occur in the words 'carro<ja', 'bar^iga', etc. In 
C a r ioca dialect and in dialects of the northeast of 
grazilf the occurrence of both sounds is common.
b) C£3 j --- # V E.g. mar azul (in sandhi)
Dialectal c) Cf] j ___E.g. carta, mar
The Vd retroflex Cfi, which is frequently known as the 
'caipira-r' occurs in many parts in SP and Parana". It is 
similar in quality to the English retroflex Cr3 in 
postvoca1i c pos i t ion.
Dialectal d) ChD or Cfi] ^  ^ ___ E.g. roda
The VI glotal fricative Ch3 and its Vd counterpart, cfi3 
may occur in the Mineiro and Carioca dialects.
2,2. VOCALIC PHONEMES
Table 2.3 The English simple vowels. Adapted from Lewis 
(1972;introductory part). Fig. 2.
Front Central } Back
High i
I
i u
1 u
Hid
e ®  !
Low
Be. a 1 0!
unrounded rounded
GO
wio 2 4 The Portuguese simple vowels. Adapted from
Front Central Back
High i
1
/ '
1
u
Hid e 1 o 
! . D
Low a
1
((
 unrounded 
1 — — — — —
rounded
The vowels in Figures 2,3 and 2.4 are classified 
according to (a) part of th© tongue involved in the 
articulation (front, central, back); (b) height of the 
tongue towards th© palate (high, mid, low); and (c) shape of 
the lips (rounded or unrounded). A H  th© vowels are voicad 
continuant sounds.
Since the present concern is to provid© a basic phonemic 
analysis, it is unnecessary to present a diagram with the 
exact position of th© vowels. How these vowels are 
distributed in words and th©ir a 1lophonic variants will b© 
discussed later.
According to th© classification of th© Portugu©s© vowels 
in Fig 2.4, /©/ and /o/ ar© th© only vow©Is which ar© not 
found in Fig 2.3. On th© other hand, th© English vowels 
/I,U,ae,5/ do not occur in Fig 2.4.
Th© main difference between the English and the 
Portuguese vowels concerns length. English vowels vary in 
length depending on the phonological context. They are 
longer when they appear before Vd consonants or no consonant
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a t  3 ^ ^  t h a n  w h e n  t h e y  a r e  f o l l o w e d  b y  a  V I  c o n s o n a n t .  T h e  
P o r t u g u e s e  v o w e l s ,  o n  t h e  o t h e r  h a n d ,  h a v e  n o  v a r i a t i o n  in 
1 © n g t h .
Generally linguists and phoneticians indicate length by 
marks. Bronstein (1960:143), for example, shows relative 
lengths as short (unmarked), half long C»3, or long c: 3 
(e.g- 'sit' C Sit3, 'seat' L S0»t 3 and 'seed'
mark C: 3 will be used in the present study to indicate the 
vowels which are long and half long when referred to in 
isolation. As to the transcriptions, they will have no 
indication of length, as only American broad notation will 
be used. .
2.2.1. THE FRONT VOWELS
2.2.1.1. HIGH FRONT VOWELS
There are two high front vowels in English: /ix/ and 
/I/. The vowel /i;/ differs from /!/ in both length and 
tension. The tongue muscles may be either tense or lax (i.e. 
relaxed) as we produce each vowel. /I/ is a short and lax 
vowel, while /is/ is a tense and long one.
Both /i;/ and /!/ appear in initial, medial and final 
word positions. In Portuguese, /i/ is the only high front 
vowel and it occurs in all word positions.
The English /i;/ and the Portuguese /i/ may be 
pronounced in either stressed or unstressed syllables, as in 
'react'; 'f^go', ' Jur^ '.
6 2
(i) /!••/ —  ^ iiilj In all positions E.g. ^ t ,  b ^ n , see 
The variant Ci:3 in stressed position may vary freely 
^jth the vowel Cl 3 in a small number of words. Some 
dictionaries, such as*A Concise Pronouncing Dictionary of 
Rritish and American English (Lewis: 1972), use both 
variants for the standard pronunciation of 'creek' (Cfci'i,K3 
OP C^ '^•Iyc3), 'real' (C rtl 3 or c'rial 3 )^  'hero' (c'hCrau3 or 
f^Kia-rau 3 ), and others.
(2) /I/ — * a> in all positions E.g. itch, pi_g, c^t^
b) Ci:3 I ___y # E.g. city, hurry
Gimson (1982:13) points out that the occurrence of the 
tense vowel /i:/ in context (2 b) is very common especially 
among young RP speakers, although the pronunciation with /I/ 
is still the dominant form. In standard American English,
/I/ and /!:/ also vary fre:.ely in the context above. Uhen a 
syllable is added to the final orthographic y, as in 
'hurrying' and 'baggier', the unstressed /i;/ or /I/ is 
retained. Therefore, these words may be pronounced either 
[hAri.1 ^ 3 or cKAn^iQ3, C bae.glar 3 or C*batgi-‘-ar3 . The /I/, If 
used, may be raised to make the adjacent vowel more 
distinct. (Bronstein, 1360:148)
The terminations C-I23 and C-iz3 In words such as 
'taxes' C'tas.Ksiz 3 and 'taxis' [ ■i,3etCSL. z ] must be maintained 
since they establish a meaningful distinction. 
c> C33 I in weak syllables 
/
' E.g. chocola^te, believe
2 2.1.1.a. MAIN ALLOPHONES OF THE ENGLISH /!:/ AND /I/
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Some dictionaries show that both [ID and D may vary 
freely in weak positions. For Lewis (1972), the suffixes -et 
and -ace, for example, may be pronounced with either vowel 
ij, words such as 'scarlet', 'budget', 'necklace' and 
'palace'. There are dictionaries, however, which give 
preference to either CID or [33. For example, Hornby (1983) 
transcribes the word 'scarlet' with the unstressed [3D, 
while the other three words are transcribed with CID.
The opposition between CI3 and C93 is maintained when a 
meaningful distinction is involved. This happens with the 
terminations C-ad3 and C-Id3 or C-az3 and C-Iz3 in words 
such as 'officers' C-dz3/ 'offices' C-Iz3; 'chattered'
C-ad3/ 'chatted' C-Id3; etc. (Gimson:1982;13)
2.2.1.1.b. MAIN ALLOPHONES OF THE PORTUGUESE /i/
(1) /!/ — > a) CID / In all posit
/ E.g. ,^rm^,
ions
aci^ma, aqu^
b) CÎ3 j ___CnasalD E.g. t^nha, slm, pi^ntor
One of the most controversial issues about the nasal 
voweis in Portuguese'is related to their classification as 
either phonemes or allophones of their equivalent oral 
vowels. Since this discussion is not relevant to the present 
study, I have decided, for practical reasons, to consider 
all Portuguese nasal vowels Ca,T,e,o,u3 as allophones of 
their oral equivalents /a,i,e,o,u/.
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The only mid-front vowel in English is /£/, which occurs 
only word-initial and medial positions. In Portuguese, 
there are two mid-front vowels: /e/ and /£/, which are 
classified as higher-mid and lower-mid respectively. They 
o ccur in all w o r d  positions.
According to Azevedo <1981:61), the Portuguese /e/ is 
higher .than the English /£/, which is in turn higher than 
the Portuguese /£/,
The Portuguese and the English vowel /£/ occur only in 
stressed syllables. The Portuguese /e/, on the other hand, 
may be found in both stressed and unstressed positions, as 
in 'mesa' and 'feliz'
2.2.1.2.a. MAIN ALLOPHONES OF THE ENGLISH /£/
<i) /£/ — > Ce.3 in initial and medial positions
E.g. egg, pInsure, pet
Stylistic ill I ___[alveolar] E.g. get, cents
According to Bronstein <1960:154), the variant CI3 
appears in all sections of the United States, although in 
less educated speech.
2.2.1.2,b. HA IN ALLOPHONES OF THE PORTUGUESE /£/ AND /e/
(1) /£/ — > a) ItlI in all positions
I E.g. e-Ia, peste, sape
Dialectal b) CCJD j ___Cs,z3 # E.g. dez, dez anos <in
sandhi)
^ 2.1-2. KID-FRONT VOUELS
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-2 > /e/ —  ^ positions E.g. ^le, pera
b) CeD j ___CnasalD E.g. ensino, len<jo
jj^alectal c) CiD /in pretonic position
E.g. estória, pepino 
in post-tonic position 
E.g. vezes, pares
___ # E.g. pote, verde
Generally the vowel /e/ becomes C13 in pretonic and
/
post-tonic positions as well as in final unstressed 
position. This seems to be a productive rule, which is 
applied almost generally in Brazil, the exceptions being 
some dialects In the south.
Dialectal d) Cej3 I ___ Cs,z3 #
/ E.g. tres, fez bem (In sandhi)
The vowels CeD and C£D may be slightly diphthongized, 
resulting in the variants CejD and CejD, which occur In a 
number of dialects such as 'carloca' and 'mineiro'. In some 
parts of the Rio Grande do Sul state, words such as 'tree' 
and 'dez' are generally pronounced C "treSD and C d-£SD.
2.2.1.3. LOU FRONT VOUELS
The vowel /ae/ is a short and lax low-front vowel In 
English, which appears only In Initial and medial word 
positions.. It occurs in both stressed and unstressed 
positions, as in the words 'agony' C^^S^i^^D and 'antique' 
Cæn-lùk 3.
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(1) /^/ — > a5 [36-3 / # ___ E.g. action, anthology
/ in medial position E.g. crack, package
b) Ca:3 j --- Cf,0,s3 E.g. half, path, ask
j ___ Cnasal3 C E.g. sample, aunt
According to Bronstein <1980:160), th© variant Ca:3 
varies freely with in the New England area of the United
States. In th© remainder of th© country, th© variant [ae-] is 
the common form. In British English, on th© oth©r hand, the 
long vowel /a;/ is not considered an allophonic variant of 
/asy. It is a separate and distinctive sound, i.e., a 
phoneme.
2.2.2. THE CENTRAL VOUELS
2.2.2.1. LOU CENTRAL VOUELS
As shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.4, the vowel /a/ Is 
classified as a low central vow©l in both Portugu©s© and 
English. As to its distribution, th© Portugu©s© and th© 
English /a/ occur in all word positions. Th© English /a:/ 
occurs in stress©d syllabl©s, whil© th© Portuguese /a/ is 
found in both stressed and unstressed ones.
2.2.2.1.a. MAIN ALLOPHONES OF THE ENGLISH /a:/
<i) /a;/ — ) a) Ca3/ in initial and medial positions
E.g. opt i on, box, stop
2,2.1-3-a- KAIN ALLOPHQNES OF THE ENGLISH /se/
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b) Ca;] I___Cr] E.g. arm, barn (dialectal)
___ Cvd E.g. father, calm
___ # E.g. Ma, Pa
Bronstein (19&0:162) points out that in AE, the vowel 
/a/ is short in the context (la) and long in the context 
<2 b)• In British English, on the*other hand, the group of 
words in (la) is pronounced with the RP /D/.
RP speakers and speakers in the 'r-less' areas of the US 
(i.e. Eastern New England, New York City and ths South of
s
f
the US) regularly pronounce with Ca;] the spelling -ar when 
it is not followed by a vowel. For example: 'far' C ], 
but 'far away' C-^A»"auj^ ], Most American English speakers, 
however, pronounce such a spelling with the vowel Ca:] +
Cr]. Compare both American and British pronunx:i ations of the 
following words:
RP US
'car ' t ka:] C liar 3
■ ' f
'farm' 3 C ^ arm 3
Dialectal c) Cb] / in option, not, stop, watch 
in AE ' ~
Bronstein (1960:165) says that " /D/ is found in 
individual words throughout the US, but with no clear 
consistency according to regional or standard levels. Its 
common and consistent use is found in the short o and 
words in the speech of many in New York City and Eastern New 
England.”
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(1 ) /a/ — > a) Ea] / in stressed positions
E.g. arc, tal, prato 
in non-final unstressed position 
E.g. casado, atuar
b) [“B] / in final unstressed position
' E.g. casad^, alta_
c) Ca]j ___ [nasal] E.g. ^ntigo, cama
d> Caj] j ___ Cs,z] # E.g. rap^z, paz e amor
(in sandhi)
2.2.2.2. MID-CENTRAL VOUEL
In English, the mid-central vowel /9/ is known as
'schwa', an unstressed phoneme. Some linguists establish a
distinction between it and the stressed central vowel /^/,
i
as in 'above' /abAv /. In AE, /3/ scarcely differs from /a / 
in quality. Therefore, for practical purposes, the vowels
[3] and CA] will be recognized as unstressed and stressed 
varieties of the same phoneme, both represented by /3/.
2.2.2.2.a. MAIN ALLOPHONES OF /B/
(1) /a/ — -> a) C9] / in unstressed positions
/ E.g. annoy, subside, do (weak form) 
b) CA] / in stressed positions 
I E.g. usher, come 
Dialectal c) C3:] or Car]^ V r E.g. bi_rd, b ^ n
The variant C3r3 is commonly used in AE. In BE, however.
2  2 . 2 . 1 - b -  MAI N ALLOPHONES OF THE PORTUGUESE / a /
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or C39 3 may vary freely in this context.
Dialectal d) C33 or Idvlj V r E.g. fath^, batter,
grocers
The difference between the variants of rule (Ic) and 
those of rule (Id) lies in their position in the word. C3:3 
or C3r3 occurs *in stressed syllables, while [33 or E3r3 
occurs in unstressed positions. Besides, the variant [30 
differs from [93 in that it is tense and long and the latter 
is lax and short. (Bronstein, 1960;176/173)
Gimson (1980;124) points out that in British English 
"the quality of /3;/ often coincides with that of unaccented 
/S/, both.being central vowels. It is possible to treat /®/ 
as an unaccented allophone of /3;/, since it may be claimed 
that no true opposition between the vowels exists."
Although I have classified both [A3 and [3C as 
allophones of /9/, it should be noted that there are 
linguists who consider those variants separate phonemic 
entities, since they establish phonemic contrasts in BE. For 
example:
hut, hurt chAtj, cV\3:t3 
such, search [SAii.3, C S3*.ii3
2.2.3. THE BACK VOWELS
2.2.3.1. THE LOW BACK VOWEL /O;/
The English vowel /o;/ Is low, while the Portuguese /O/ 
is classified as a lower-mid vowel. The latter will be dealt
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jjith in the next section. In English, the vowel /d :/ occurs
jfj all word positions and only in stressed syllables.
Gimson (1982:24) observes that RP Ca;,D;,3;,3D are
j.gplaced in US by Ca,0,3 3 + CrD when r occurs in the 
sp e l l i n g .  For example;
RP US
'corn ' C Ko:n 3 C Korn ]
'bird' C b3:d 3 C bardl]
'sister' C sista 3 [ sxstar3
2.2.3.1.a. MAIN ALLOPHONES OF THE ENGLISH /j :/
(1) /D:/ — > a) ID-.I J In all positions
/ E.g. off, daughter, saw
Dialectal b) CD3 / in odd, g^ne, wash 
in AE / “
Bronstein (I960;166) remarks that " /D/ is not confined 
to the Eastern New England area Cof the US3. Its use 
elsewhere may be more sporadic and less consistent, but its 
existence, at least as a variant of /a/ or /O/, in the 
speech of many educated speakers cannot be denied." The 
vowel /O/ is not, therefore, a phoneme entity in AE, which 
uses only /a/ and /oy in words where /D/ occurs. In BE, on 
the other hand, the vowel /D/ is a distinct phoneme, which 
is normally described as a short and lax vowel, and like 
/OV, it is pronounced with rounded lips. For example:
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RP US
'hot' /b/ /a/
'doctor' /D/ /a/
'dog' /b/ /OV'
'soft' /D/ /yj
\
2.2.3.2. HID-BÄCK VOWELS
The Portuguese vowels /O/ and /o/ are classified as 
mid-back vowels. They appear in initial, medial and final 
word positions.
Th© difference between the Portuguese /O/ and the 
English vowel /D:/ lies mainly In length, as shown by the 
mark C;3. According to Azevedo (1981:64), the Portuguese /O/ 
Is formed with th© tongue higher In th© oral cavity than Is 
requlr©d for th© English /O:/.
Th© vowel /o/ may be found In both stressed and 
unstressed positions, as In 'osso' C®S&3, whll© th© 
Portuguese vowel /O/ Is found only in stressed position.
2.2.3.2. a. MAIN ALLOPHONES OF THE PORTUGUESE /O/ AND /&/
<1) /O/ — » a) C03 j In alI positions E.g. obra, costa, avo 
Dialectal b) l O J l j___Cs,z3 # E.g. n^s, voz do povo
(in sandhi) 
Í2) /o/ —  ^a) Co] / In all positions
A
3 I ti<
• E.g. ora<^ a"o, encosto, avo 
b) Co3 I ___Cnãsal3 E.g. ombro, conto, tom
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Dialectal c) CuD I in pretonic position
E.g. tomate, chover 
in post-tonic position 
E.g. fdolo, p^rola 
___ # E.g. fdolo, menino
In Portuguese, the vowels /e/ and /o/*become /i/ and /u/ 
in the phonological context (2c), i.e., in pretonic and 
post-tonic positions and in word-final unstressed position.
D i a l e c t a l  d) CojDj ___Cs,z3 # E.g. arroz, arroz doce
(in sandhi)
2.2.3.3. HIGH BACK VOUELS
English has two high-back vowels: /u:/ and /U/. 
Portuguese has only one; /u/, which is short, lacking any 
trace of diphthongalization.
The English /u;/ and the Portuguese /u/ occur initially, 
medially and finally. The former is found only In stressed 
positions, while the latter appears in both stressed and 
unstressed positions, as In 'unico' CanuKu,] and 'unir' 
canirj.
The vowel /U/, on the other hand, differs from /u:/ in 
that the former is short and lax, while the latter Is long 
and tense. /Ü/ occurs only in word-medial position and in 
the unaccented form of '(in)to' C-tU3. tU3 is generally used 
in stressed positions, as in 'took' and 'cushion'.
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2,3.3. a. ALLOPHONES OF THE ENGLISH /u.-/ and /U/
^1 ) /u;/ Cu:3 / In all positions
/ E.g. oof, tune, loose 
The variant Cu:3 may vary froely with CJu:D in words 
spelled with u (when not pronounced /a/ or /U/) , ui^, 
and others in both American and British English. For 
e x a m p l e :  'tune', 'suit', 'due', and 'new'. Gimson (1982:27) 
observes that "in US, after stressed /t,d ,n ,0,s ,z, 1,st/
(i.e. those consonants having a dental or an alveolar 
contact), /u:/ rather than /Ju:/ is usual", as for example 
in the words:
RP US
'assume' C i>sjam ] c ]
' d ^  ' C 3 C 3
'stew ' C stja ] C siu-3
b) CU3 / in roof, groom, room 
The free variation between /U/ and /u:/ in the words 
above is common in both American and British English, 
although the preferred form is that with vowel /u:/ (Gimson, 
1980:119). As Bronstein (1960:171) puts it "there is not 
enough information to generalize about the regional 
preferences for individual words, nor the sporadic 
variations that exist for some of those words."
(2) /U/ — » a) tU3 I in medial position E.g. foot, wolf
Stylistic b) 131 I in unaccented forms E.g. shouId, couId
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(1) positions
/ E.g. ulcera, aturar, tatu
b) Cu3 / ___[nasal D
I E.g. unha, fungar, bumbo 
%
Dialectal c) [uJD j ___Cs,z] # E.g. cruz, cruz e souza
<in sandhi)
The diphthongs and the triphthongs in both th© 
Portuguese and the English sound systems will not be 
discussed in the present study, because th© analysis of the 
data concerns only consonants and vowels.
According to the CA hypothesis, the English phonemes 
which should present greater difficulty to th© Portugues© 
speaking learn©rs would be those that do not occur in 
Portuguese, those that have different phonotactic 
possibilities, and those that have different allophones. 
However, only ©rror analysis can test these hypotheses, 
which will be don© in th© following chapters.
2  2 3 . 3 . b -  WAI N ALLOPHONES OF THE PORTUGUESE / u /
ERROR: SOURCES, GRAVITY AND INTELLIGIBILITY
3.1. SOURCES OF ERROR
The following classifications refer to the sources of 
error, which explain most of the learners' segmental errors 
in the data. The source of each error depends largely on the 
strategy the learners have used in their phonological 
output.
3.1.1. INTERLINGUAL ERRORS: are those which result from the 
interference of the learner's mother tongue.
When the learner pronounces an English word, s/he 
considers either the whole word or the combination and 
agglutination of separate sound symbols. In the first case, 
the English word suggests a Portuguese item which shares 
either phonological, orthographic or semantic features with 
it. For Lott (1383:258), this type of association is called 
'overextension of analogy'.
In the word 'register', for instance, the learner tends 
to replace cJ] by and to shift the stress, which results
in the pronunciation * ri'2-ist^r , which is phonological ly 
and semantically closer to the Portuguese item 'reglstro'.
For SelInker (1372:41), this analogy is a process which 
results in 'cognate pronunciation'. He adds that the wrong
CHAPTER 3
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gy]5Stitution of a phoneme in such a circumstance does not 
necessarily mean that the learner cannot produce the correct 
phoneme in other English words.
It is necessary to establish two levels of discussion 
when referring to the learners' errors. They are the product 
and the process levels. According to Oulay and Burt 
(1972:236), the product level is the surface feature of each 
substitution process. For example, the analogy between 
native and target items generally involves the replacement 
of TL phonemes by the learners' native ones (TL ^  NL). Some 
learners, however, use TL phonemes or allophones to replace 
the correct phoneme (TL TL). The level of process 
accounts for the product, that is, it gives the underlying 
causes or sources of each substitution process.
To illustrate both processes, I will analyze the faulty 
pronunciations of the word 'anthology': * and
. At the product level C03 is replaced by either
o MCt 3 or Ct 3 . The unaspirated /t/ belongs to the Portuguese 
sound system, whereas.the aspirated one is an allophone of 
the VI stop /t/ in English. At the process level, however, 
the learner resorts in both cases to his/her native word 
'antologia', since it suggests the phoneme /t/. In this 
case, no matter what the product level is, the learner 
applies NL transfer, which results in an interlingual error.
The data provide evidence for the two types of 
interference from the NL: the phonetic (sound) and the 
phonological transfer (i.e. NL phonological rules
7 7
transferred to the T L ) . Two examples of phonological 
transfer are found in the data. They are the Portuguese 
v o i c i n g  assimilation rule (cf. p.145) and the affrication 
process (cf. p.160).
Uhen the learner is reading, the orthographic system 
works as a visual stimulus which encourages‘the reader to 
associate letter(s) with sound. The sound may represent 
either the orthographic symbol(s) in the learner's native 
language, reflecting LI transfer (examples in 1 below) or a 
faulty generalization of a pattern in the TL system 
(examples in 2 below).
(1) Sequence M  — > Caj3 in 'fMth'
Sequence ^   ^ CawD in 'taught'
The association above may be related to the Portuguese 
sequences ai and au which represent the sounds CaJ3 and CawD 
in words such as 'faixa' and 'taurino'.
(2) Letter o Ca3 in 'lost', 'clo^th'
Letter — > Cx] or C€-3 in 'wallet', 'partial'
In American English the spellings o and a in stressed 
syllables are sometimes pronounced Ca3 and [3^or £3 
respectively. Based on this possible spelling-sound relation 
in the target language, the learner applies the same 
'strategy' tc other English words, which results in a faulty 
generalization.
Besides these two hypotheses of association, there is 
cHother which concerns ambiguous cases, that is, those which 
suggest interference from both LI and L2 spelling systems.
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^3) L e t t e r  £  — > CaD tn 'wallet', 'always'
Letter i — > [13 or [13 In 'vJ[^ ol ated', ' w W e s '
The letter ^  in stressed position is generally 
pronounced [a3 in Portuguese. The learner may have drawn 
this analogy when s/he pronounced the English words 'wallet' 
and 'always'. On the other hand, some learners may have 
followed th© British pronunciation of words such as 'bath' 
and 'class', which are pronounced with Ea3.
It seems evident, therefore, that the spelling-oriented 
errors may have their origin within the learners' NL and/or 
the TL.
Learners in interview situations also tend to have their 
pronunciation based on the spelling system. Although they do 
not have th© graphic stimulus at hand, thdy have already 
built th© visual r©pr©s©ntation of th© English words in 
their memory.
3.1.2. INTRALINGUAL ERRORS
Jack Richards Introduced this term in 1970 to refer to 
those errors whose origin is found within the structure of 
the TL itself. According to him, these ©rrors may be caused 
by faulty generalization. This happens when "the learner 
creates a deviant structure on the basis of his experience 
of other structures in the target language.” (Richards,
1971:174)
A good example is th© English word .'ether' which Is 
found In the data with the following mispronunciations!
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I. /
r *  ^ ic £ ^ ^ r .  T h e  learner seems to associate the
w o r d  'ether' with 'either' which resembles the former In its 
o r t h o g r a p h y .  T h e  orthographic or visual similarity between 
these two words may have influenced the learner to pronounce 
the English phoneme /5/ in place of /6/ , In other words,
%
'either', a known word in the learners' vocabulary, imposes 
its phonological characteristics on 'ether', an unknown or 
unused word by the learner. Even though the Portuguese CdD 
Is used to replace the English [03 in A*ud^r^ the 
substitution, at the process level, results in an 
intrallngual error, because there is an association of items 
within the target language.
The faulty generalization illustrated In the words 
'ether' and 'either' does not imply necessarily that the 
learner is ignorant about the distinction between the 
phonemes /©/ and /2/. S/he may simply not know the use of 
C03 in that particular context.
3-1.3. DEVELOPMENTAL ERRORS
Du lay et al (1382:165) define developmental errors as 
those which are "similar to the errors made by chiIdren- 
learning the target language as their first language."
According to Ingram (1986), the phonological 
substitutions vary from child to child. However, there are 
some substitution processes that are more frequent in an 
English child's speech. Some of them will be illustrated 
below to establish a relation with the substitutions found
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jj, -the learners' speech. Only the product level is taken 
into account, because of the absence of research on mental 
u j e c h a n i s m s  underlying the production of phonological 
s u b s t i t u t i o n s  in children. Du lay et al <1302:165) remark 
that "since children acquiring a first language have not 
e x p e r i e n c e d  learning a previous language, the errors they 
make cannot possibly be due to any interference from another 
language. Uhen such errors are made by second language 
learners. It would be reasonable to hypothesize that mental 
mechanisms underlying general language development come into 
play, not the rules and structures of the learner's native 
language."
3.1.3.1. STOPPING SUBSTITUTION; Cf,v ,s ,z ,S ,^ ,6,"S,h3 becomes 
Et,d,p,b,k,g3 <Ingram,1986:225)
Ingram points out that although this process is one of 
the more established patterns in children's speech and that 
fricatives are the most commonly affected group of sounds, 
English children do not necessarily change all their 
fricatives into stops. Besides, it is not possible to 
predict which fricatives and stops individual children 
select in their substitutions.
As regards the learners' speech, the English fricatives 
cBj and are generally replaced by the stops Ct3 and Cd3
respectively. This substitution may be either the result of 
the stopping process and, thus, reflects a developmental 
error or a problem of NL interference-, since C9] and C^3 do 
not be'long to the Portuguese sound system. Cases like that.
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which reflect the learners' native language structure, and 
at the same time the speech of children acquiring their 
first language ar© called ambiguous errors by Dulay ©t al 
(1982:172).
Owing to the limited knowledge of th© psychological and 
th© n©urological process©s lnvolv©d In language learning, 
on© cannot say precisely which has originated the 
substitutions of C9d by CtD and C^D by CdD. Furthermore, Me 
Donough (1981) remarks that it should not b© supposed that 
all l©arn©rs take th© same route to the same error, (in 
Lott, 1983:257).
3.1.3.2. FRONTING SUBSTITUTION: Ck,g,i3D and Cg,f,2i,jD become 
Ct,d,n,z,s,ID (Ingram, 1986:225)
The data rev©al that the most frequent substitutions for 
the following palato alveolars are:
CiD by CtD as in 'actually', 'gesture'
CJd by CdD as in 'soldier', 'education', 'wages'
CSD by CsD as In 'vicious', 'figure', 'anxious' CksD
The substitutions above do not prove that th© learner 
applied th© fronting process. It se©ms more reasonable to 
hypothesize that the NL spelling system has influenced the 
learner in the mispronunciation of thes© words.
The letters c, ss and j< in the English words 'vicious', 
'fissure' and 'anxious', for Instance, are pronounced CsD in 
the Portuguese items 'vfcio', 'flssura' and 'taxi' CksD. Th© 
other letters which ar© Involved In the substitution 
processes above also suggest sounds found in the learners'
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native language. Therefore, th© mispronunciation of these 
w o r d s  reflects an interlingual error rather than a 
^evelop®®ntal one.
On the other hand, th© word 'wages' may be an example of 
a developmental error, because the substitution of by -
[d3 in this phonological context does not seem to result 
from the influence of eith©r th© LI or th© L2 sp©lling 
syst©ms.
« !
3 .1.3.3. GLIDING SUBSTITUTION: Cl,r3 becomes Cw,j3 
<ibid;225)
Ther© ar© some words in th© data which illustrat© the 
replacement of Cr3 by Cw3. They are 'story', 'tries', and 
'rhythm '.
One of th© probl©ms in classifying a dev©lopm©ntal error 
is the lack of research in this ar©a. Besides, Dulay ©t al 
(1982:165) emphasize that when an ©rror is not r©port©d in 
the literature, it does not necessarily mean that it is not 
produced by LI learners. Owing to thes© limitations, we 
cannot expand the analysis of these substitution processes.
There are certain errors which could be classified as 
developmental, since they reflect processes found in th© 
acquisition of first language. For example, cases of 
insertion, elision and metathesis are common phenomena which 
occur particularly in the reading of native Brazilian 
children In the process of learning to read and write. These 
errors generally result from the child's limited capacity to 
organize visually and spatially the orthographic structure
f  his/her native language. CENP (Coordenadoria de Enoino e 
^^rmas Pedagógicas) (1979:86) observes that it is necessary 
that the children be able to organize correctly the graphic 
sequence when they are reading or writing, because they tend 
to make elisions, inversions of sounds, which result in 
pronunciations such as 'secada' in place of 'escada', 
'ra^dipo' in place of 'ra^ido'.
Processes of elision and insertion of segments, 
migration of phonemes and word substitution characterize not 
only the reading of native children learning to read NL 
texts but also the reading of TL texts by the subjects of 
this research. For that reason, I will consider segmental 
errors resulting from such processes examples of 
developmental errors.
Their occurrence in the learner's IL may be due to;
- learners' careless pronunciation. Their fast reading may 
lead them to graphic confusion, especially for the learner 
who does not yet have complete mastery or training in the 
TL spel1i ng;
- lack of phonological awareness in the target language;
- complexity of clusters. In order to reduce the difficulty 
in the target language, the learner omits or inserts 
deliberately or accidentally one segment to facilitate the 
articulation. For example;
'world' * UJ^ rci (elision of the segment C13)
'width' A UJid^ô (insertion of the segment. Cl 3)
2 j .3.4. e l i s i o n  o f  SEGMENTS
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T a b le 3 •1 Number of elisions found in each contextual
style
5 2nd semester 
> 4th semester 
5 &th semester
I ______ __________ __________
J0th semester
I
I text
'"ii” 
~3Z~'
“ is”'
J Total of 
[substitution
word }
list I interv. 
t_ _  . _ _
I »
44 ! 7i
S
20 S 27
Total per 
semester
60 J
ei I
I
i J 99 S
21~~~\ 27 ! 77 !
J
325 J
J------------------------------I ---------- ------------------------------------------------------ !
Table 3.1 shows that the high occurrence of elision 
tends to concentrate in the text reading. Uhen the learners 
were reading the text, their concern seemed to be with the 
sentence as a whole, that is, with their fluent 
pronunciation. This consequently seems to prevent them from 
paying close attention to the constituent sounds of the 
words.
Elision occurs in all positions in the word. In final 
position there ar© 150 occurrences (42,5X). decreasing to 
141 occurrences (40X) in medial position and to 62 
occurrences (17,5X) in initial position.
The cases of elision involve;
1. SYLLABLES: e.g. 'mummy', 'Peggy', 'informed'
2. SUFFIXES; e.g. 'certainly', 'in^', 'taken'
3. SEQUENCES; e.g 'probably', 'even', 'criticism' C^mD
4. PHONEMES: based on the data, the elision of consonantal 
phonem*es is much more frequent than of vocalic ones and of
any other case of elision mentioned above. It covers 74,2% 
of all th© learners' elisions.
For example: 'work', 'woman' Cw3
'even', 'southern' Cn3 --> 0 
'accept', 'explanation' Ck3 — > 0  
It is interesting to mention that some consonantal 
elisions result in:
a) homophones, as in ' ^ o s e ' (elision of Ch3) = 'ooze', 
'when' (elision of Cw3) = 'hen', 'mind' (elision of CdD) = 
'mine' and;
b> meaningless words, as for example in 'thoughtful'
. A 'southern' A S^eu->tar, * SoQxr ,
*0&wlar, * G auj'bar. Besides elision, various sound changes 
result in the formation of meaningless words.
3.1.3.5. INSERTION OF SEGMENTS
style.
Table 3.2 Number of Insertions found In each contextual
I Total per 
*mest
1 4 5 '
word I
',.2nd semester
i 4th semester 
f
l&th semester
I
}8th semester
I
1 Total of 
5 substitut ion
text
~44~'
~22~'
*~27~
I list ! interv.I sem er
74 ! 2 7 “
56 31
46 ! 37
1 —
435
62 i
114
T 1 4'
According to th© table above, the insertion occurs more 
frequently in the word list. It is probable that the
8 6
learner's close attention to words in isolation makes 
jiim/her consider all the graphic symbols.
H o s t  cases of insertion occur in final position with 48% 
0f occurrences. In medial and initial positions the 
pgpcentage is 45,4% and S,S% respectively. Vocalic 
insertions represent*75,8% in relation to consonants and 
sequences of sounds.
According to the data, there are 2 types of intrusive 
s o u n d s :  those suggested by the orthography and those which 
are not suggested by it. The first type represents 56,7% in 
relation to the second one. This high percentage shows once 
more the. influence of orthography in the learners' 
pronunciation.
Examples: 'thought ' *Cg3, 'calm' *Cu3, 'partial' ACiD, 
'office
This type of insertion involves many cases which might 
be classified as an interlingual error rather than a 
developmental one. In 'calm', for example, the mute /I/ is 
pronounced Cu1, Just as in the Portuguese word 'calma'. In 
the English word 'office', the learners tend to follow the 
Portuguese VCV pattern and pronounce the orthographic symbol 
e.
It should be noted that among the cases of insertion, 
elision and others, which are here classified as 
developmental errors, there are interlingual errors. They 
Eight be called ambiguous errors; however, there is no 
research which could be compared with the present data to
8 7
ifV if the same deviation in the learners' speech/ 
eading also occurs in native children acquiring English as 
their first language.
As an example of interlinguaV error in cases 
of elision» the data provide the words 'exhaust' and 
'explanation' which were pronounced * izost (elision of Cg]> 
and (elision of CkD). The process of elision in
these words may have its origin in the Portuguese words 
'exausto' and 'expl ica<j^', which are pronounced without Cg3 
and Ck3 respectively.
The second type of intrusive sound may result from:
a) careless speech (e.g. 'rubbish' , 'thoughtful'
'attack' * ait a, kt) !
b) the learners' preference for full forms’rather than
. / V ^
contracted ones (e.g. 'I'm' k 3^ Xrr\ , 'there's' *3&rx2,>;
c) the necessity to follow patterns which reflect the 
learners' NL (e.g. 'width' * WtdLx© , 'authentic'
'sixth' * Sxl^sGi ) . In this case, the Insertions are 
classified as interlingual errors.
The process of insertion of the first and the second 
type involves cases of epenthesis (i.e. addition of a 
phoneme at the beginning of a word or between sounds) and 
paragoge (i.e. addition of a phoneme at the end of a word). 
In the word 'width', for example, the epenthetic vowel /I/ 
is used probably to reduce the complexity of the consonantal 
cluster Cd0]. Some Portuguese clusters are also pronounced 
with an epenthetic vowel, as in 'cacto' CktitKttal. In this
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case, the vowel Ci3 is used rather than CH. Paragoge, on 
t,he other hand, is heard in words such as 'valid'
'rubbish , etc. Few English words were pronounced
with schwa paragoge, as in 'danced' * - sta , and 'violated' 
^-ixd9 . In Portuguese, consonants are normally supported by 
a vowel in word-final position. However, the vowel CaD is 
never used.
3.1.3*. 6. MIGRATION OF PHONEMES
Sometimes segments are moved from one syllable to 
another, as for example in 'suddenly' *
'successful' 'published' A , ©tc. The
data also provide some cases of metathesis as In 'pressures' 
A , 'width' A wiGcLx , etc.
Although the migration of phonemes is a phenomenon which 
takes place in all the productive tasks, it is more frequent 
in the reading activities (text and word list) with 85X of 
the occurrences.
3.1.3.7. WORD SUBSTITUTION
This phenomenon is more common in the text reading. The 
learner substitutes words either from the same or different 
grammatical class. For examples
Pronoun — ^pronoun: 'their' (line 30) becomes 'they' 
Adjective — »verb: 'angry' (line 26) becomes 'agree'
Most of the cases of word substitution reveal that the 
learner keeps part or al1 the segments of the original word
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gnd adds other sounds, as in 'as' (lines 2 and 32) — > 'h^^', 
'ujy' (line 32) — > 'm^y', 'the' (line 5) — > 'there;' or 
elides sounds, as in 'was' (line 5) —^ 'as', 'an' (line 21) 
— ? 'a'; or replaces sounds, as in 'human' (line 32) — > 
'woman', 'went' (line 25) —^ 's^end', 'bag' (line 22) — ^ 
'ba^'. •*
Sometimes one process interacts with another as in 
'thought' (line 3) —9 'through' (Lr3 insertion, Ct3 elision 
and replacement of CD] by Cu3) and 'what had' (line 32) —  ^
'that'. In the second case, it is difficult to say what 
process is involved.
To the listener, the substitution of words may be taken
as:
- a syntactic error which causes no problem of 
intel1igibiIity.
E.g. 'an' (line 21) 'a'
'how' (line 27) — » 'what'
'won't' (line 11) — > 'don't'
- a different Interpretation from the one Intended.
E.g. 'human' (line 32) —^ 'woman' ("But I've lost Just a
little more faith in Awoman nature")
'we've' (line 24) — ^ 'you've' ("Ayou've looked around, 
of course, but no one saw which way you left the shop")
- difficulty in understanding.
E.g. 'angry' (line 26) — > 'agree'
'thought' (line 3) — > 'through'
'who' (1tne 13) 'you'
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Soro® cases of omission, insertion and other phenomena 
described here might b e  considered lapses, since they have 
o c c u r r e d  only once in the learners' speech. However, 
considering the limited corpus, they were not eliminated 
from the data analysis, because they may be diagnostic of 
systematic errors. Furthermore, they may hamper 
intelligibility depending on the context or on the 
interlocutor.
♦
3.1.4. UNMARKED ERRORS
This term is suggested in this work to refer to those 
errors which reflect 'natural ' phonological processes found 
in other languages other than the learner's NL or the TL. As 
Altenberg and Vago (1383:434) put it, "... the second 
language speakers can apply rules not only from their native 
languages, but also from their "innate" conception of 
linguistic structure as regards pronunciation. Ue 
hypothesize that such rules are drawn‘from a universal set."
An example of unmarked error is illustrated In Chapter 4 
(p.159) In which some learners have probably applied the 
rule of Terminal Devolclng when they replaced Cdl by Ct3 in 
word-final position.
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It, is difficult to Judge which segmental errors are more 
s e r i o u s ,  because this depends on the linguistic context in 
which they occur. Krahnke and Christ!son (1983:636) say that 
" J o h a n s s o n  (1978) has produced the most comprehensive study 
on error gravity, i n  which he points out that it is not 
p o s s i b l e  to assign weights or values to specific errors 
because factors such as receiver (or listener) 
characteristics (age, experience, education, and so on), the 
context of the communication, and the social roles or status 
of the speakers all play a role in the success or failure of 
particular communicative acts.”
The substitution of Ci:] by EI3, for example, may cause 
a breakdown in intelligibility in certain contexts, but in 
others this is not true. The following two snippets of 
conversation taken from the interview activity were 
submitted to two English native speakers (one British and 
one American) so that they could evaluate the 
comprehensibility of each text.
a) INTERVIEWER: Tel 1 me what you do on weekends.
F6 : _______________________________________________
_______ _______________ ______^  sigj__
or I'm going to my boyfriend's home... or going to the movie 
... listen to music. I love music.
b) INTERVIEWER: Do you like to live here?
A2: Yes, I do
3 2. ERROR GRAVITY
INTERVIEWER: Why?
A2 ; __0 XjK its__a __5 _________ iffJlt.
_________ _________________________ and I have my Jobs and
friends, my family.
The stretch which appears her© in broad transcription 
was originally left»blank for each respondent to concentrate 
on.
In <a) the replacement of Ci;3 by Cl] in the word 
'beach' and t©J3 by C£] in the word 'rain' have caused no 
difficulty in Intelligibility. Although the sentence also 
has grammatical problems, the two listeners were able to 
understand what F6 wanted to say.
In (b), on the other hand, the replacement of Cl;] by 
Cl] in the word 'beach' has caused two reactions: while the 
British girl could not understand the intended meaning at 
all, the American one needed to listen twice. The first time 
she heard 'benches' and finally 'beaches' with some doubt 
about it.
In order to measure error gravity, a scale of frequency 
of occurrence was set up In decreasing order to illustrate 
the number of substitutIons which involve each sound 
investigated.
Consonantal Sounds Number of Substitutions
C^] 1.947
C©] 441
-<e)s — > C-Iz] 422
-Ce)s C-z] 384
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It^l 201
_(e)d C-dD 242
Cq D 242
Cz3 224
Cp^3 216
Cs] • 211
Cü] 156
-<e)d -> C-t] 135
Cj] 128
C^] 105
Ck” ] 80 .
Cz] 43
Vocalic Sounds Number of Subatitutions
C n  1.776
CU] 339
cae] 251
Cl:] 216
ttl 201 
Cu:] 129
According to the scale above, the highest frequency of 
errors occurs with the consonantal phoneme /If/ and with the 
vocalic phoneme /I/. This may be explained by the great 
number of Enolish words in the data which contain such 
sounds. Gimson <1980:149) points out that "according to an 
investigation by D.B. Fry of the frequency of vowels in 
coloquial RP, /d/ and /!/ clearly emerge as the vowels 
having the highest count." The high number of substitutions
for the consonantal phoneme /3/ in turn reflects the 
o c c u r r r e n c e  of common words such as 'the', 'that' 'there in
t,he learners' speech.
It is very probable that the higher the frequency of a
particular phoneme in the learner's speech, the greater the
possibility to make it into a segmental error, especially
when the learner does not master the phoneme well enough.
F u r t h e r m o r e ,  t h e  t o p  p o s i t i o n  o f  t h e  Vd I n t e r d e n t a l  / S /  a n d
of t h e  v o c a l i c  p h o n e m e  /I/ I n  t h e  s c a l e  a b o v e  d o  n o t
n e c e s s a r i l y  I n d i c a t e  t h a t  t h e  a c q u i s i t i o n  o f  t h e s e  s o u n d s  i s
m o r e  d i f f i c u l t  t h a n  t h a t  o f  a n y  o t h e r  s o u n d  U s t e d .
3,3. INTELLIGIBILITY
Segmental errors may cause various reactions in the 
interlocutor with respect both to the formal code and to the
content of the message.
As to the code, there are interlocutors who are not
tolerant towards the learners' errors. The interlocutor may
become irritated with certain inconsistencies, because s/he
is forced to make different adjustments to understand the
speaker.
Although little is known about the effect of irritation 
on communication and about what errors are the most 
irritating, Faerch et al (1980:395) point out that "one 
should not expect to establish a hierarchy of errors with 
respect to irritation: all errors are equally irritating.
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p r o v i d e d  they are in fact errors, i.e., violations of a 
target language norm.”
Uhen the segmental error is systematic, the interlocutor 
may have a favourable or an unfavourable attitude. The 
systematicity of an error may not hamper the 
comprehensibility of the learner's IL, since s/he makes 
extensive use of the same segmental error and the 
interlocutor gets used to it. On the other hand, James 
<1984:30) points out that "the very predictability and 
frequency of such errors Csystematic errors] begin to grate 
on the nerves of the native speaker gradually eroding his 
patience;"
It is Important to say that the wrong substitution of a 
sound does not always result in lack of Intelligibility. The 
linguistic context and the situation itself may help the 
interlocutor understand the gist of what is said.
In order to evaluate the comprehensibility of the 
learners' IL, an evaluation test was carried out on a 
questionnaire. The respondents consisted of two English 
native speakers who were asked to complete 3 tasks:
1. to evaluate the content of 17 texts collected from the 
Interview according to the alternatives provided in the 
questionnaire (see appendix VII).
2. to give their understanding of part of the text on which 
they are asked to concentrate more. In this part, there 
are some segmental errors which may or may not hamper 
intelligibility.
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3, to provide the number of times they had to hear each 
learner's text for full understanding.
The two respondents attend Portuguese classes for 
foreign students, which are offered by the 'Extra 
Curricular' courses at the Federal University of Santa 
Catarina. Caroline is from London and she had "been in Brazil 
for 2 months when she answered the evaluation test. Luan, on 
the other hand, is from California and she answered the test 
after being 4 months in Brazil. They are around 25 years 
old. Their knowledge of Portuguese before coming to Brazil 
was minimal.
The analysis of the native respondent data reveals that 
the level of comprehensibility depends on the contextual 
support given to an error. The position of the error in a 
word, the syntactic function of the word in a sentence, the 
repetitive structures used in the learners' text are some 
factors which help the interlocutor decode the message. 
Sometimes the lack of sufficient contextual support may 
generate:
1. an impaired message which may be of two types:
1.1. The interlocutor understands something different from 
what the speaker intends. For example;
a) INTERVIEUER; What kind of problems?
E6 ; ______________________________________
__5 _____________________ ______
sJbejitfeDi-
not.
E6 pronounces * Sots to refer to the word 'thoughts'. The 
jnispronunciation of this word made Caroline think that E6 
has problems about sex. The word 'obedient', however, was 
recogniz3d after listening to it four times. Luan, on the 
other hand, could not understand either of the 2 words, 
which led her to consider the text vague. In other words, 
she is in doubt about what the speaker wants to say because 
of the difficulty in understanding the pronunciation of 
these two key words.
b) INTERVIEWER: What's the story about?
C8: Uhmm it's terrible... to tell. -Is about a 
Id cis 9 y£rj_X n S ani xr> ^neval bat i.is__
Q^.^ t m p d ^rn. Yeahi There was... it's about a family, ok? And 
the father goes to a city one day, I don't "know... I don't 
know what city and when he comes back, he brings with him a
little boy and he creates this boy as a son and ___
4=S«.-l-JUv_
For Luan, this text is intelligible although her 
interpretation does not coincide vith the one intended by 
the speaker. She has understood that the story Is about a 
'wild law'. However, C8 is referring to a 'wild love'.
Caroline had difficulty in understanding all of OS's 
message. For her, the context does not help much to decode 
the IL text. After listening to it three times, she could 
understand that 'the boy found love with...' instead of the 
intended meaning 'the boy fell in love with....' Caroline 
misunderstood this part of the text and found the remainder
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unintelligible because of pronunciation problems and of 
other types of problems, such as background noise on the 
tape.
c) INTERVIEWER; What do you do?
B6: ___, I teach English for
childrens about 11... 11... 10 years old and I do... 
'pedagogia', graduate of 'Pedagogia'.
The replacement of Ci3 by Cdl and the wrong stress 
placement in the noun phrase 'this course' gives a different 
meaning from the one intended. Luan has understood that B6 
does 'Discourse' rather than 'this course'. Her 
misunderstanding has led her to classify the text as vague. 
Caroline, on the other hand, needed to listen 3 times to 
understand B6's text correctly.
1.2. The interlocutor understands part of the text owing to 
difficulty in understanding the other words, 
a) INTERVIEWER; What do you like In your English Course?
B8; My English course... what I really like... I
would be very personal... what I really like is --------
____________________________________________________________
__and what I know it's... is what I
learn here and the course that I did, so what I really like 
Is the opportunity to develop my... my oral... my oral 
practice because grammar I 've studied a lot, writing I did a 
lot but oral practice I didn't.
B8 wanted to say the word 'abroad', but owing to 
metathesis she pronounced 'aboard'. Luan could not
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understand the intended word and classified the text as 
partially intelligible. According to Caroline's Judgement, 
the text is intelligible although there are pronunciation 
problems. She had to listen 3 tiioes to get the meaning. 
However, she does not mention the fact that B8 has never 
been abroad.
2. an ambiguous message; the interlocutor has two 
interpretations for the same message.
f
a) INTERVIEWER: Tell me about a book you've read and liked.
B8; A book? I've read Gone with the Wind and I
liked it a lot. ^  KtuL r£cL-.> Ka&n rfcd Ct rnpr__
__aj ujtuj__VedLC ________
Both interlocutors are able to understand what B8 has 
said. However, Luan has considered the text ambiguous, 
probably because of grammar problems. B8 says: 'If I could 
read' and then "If I can read'. The use of the two 
conditional clauses may have led Luan to Judge the message 
ambiguous.
It is expected that Luan has fewer problems in 
understanding the texts than Caroline, because the Yormer 
has been longer in Brazil. This suggests, therefore, that 
she is more acquainted with the Portuguese phonological 
system than the British girl. However, most of Luan's 
Judgements reveal that she is not able to understand clearly 
all the texts, even though she has provided the correct 
meaning of some learners' ILs. Her answers generally involve 
alternatives d and e. On the other hand, most of Caroline's
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a n s w e r s  cover alternative c which means that she is able to 
understand the learners' message despite their pronunciation
problems.
Considering the amount of tiie in Brazil and the choice 
of the alternatives of each respondent, we may suggest that 
Luan seems t*o be more critical towards the learners' text 
than Caroline. Ohereas the American respondent provides only 
the translation of the texts. The English one tries to give 
the interpretation of each text.
Texts 2 and 3, for example, are classified as vague by 
Luan. She gave the correct translation of the texts but she 
was not able to explain what the learners wanted to say. It 
is probable that her evaluation Is related to poor sentence 
structure rather than to the learners' pronunciation 
problems. Caroline, on the other hand. Is able to understand 
text 3 perfectly well, although she considers It partially 
Intel IIgible.
Faerch et al (1980;394) say that "the intelligibility of 
Inter 1anguage Is not a function of relative proximity to the 
target language but a function of different types of errors 
in specific textual and situational contexts." Although this 
Is true, the interlocutor cannot always depend on the 
context to dccode the learner's segmental errors. This is 
illustrated in texts 6 and 15 which are Judged intelligible 
by Caroline and Luan. However, their interpretation does not 
fit the meaning Intended by the learner.
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According to the respondents' Judgements, not only 
pronunciation problems but also grammatical and word choice 
problems are found in many of the IL texts.
In general, the respondents needed to listen more than 
once to understand the learners' texts. The maximum of times 
devoted to that was four (e.g. Caroline's number of times to 
understand text 6).
CHAPTER 4 
THE RESEARCH
4.1. DATA ANALYSIS
4.1.1. VARIETY OF ENGLISH
♦ :
The data are analyzed according to General American
English <GA) and standard British English Pronunciation 
(RP), since both varieties are used in dictionaries, 
textbooks, laanuals, etc. The hybrid pronunciation (RP + GA) 
is also accepted.
As to the acceptance of pronunciations which do not 
follow either RP or GA, there are forms in the data which 
were not considered error since they reflect speech patterns 
of educated people. For example, the word 'usually' is 
pronounced either 1^1 or Cz3 by British English speakers. 
Therefore, I agree with Bronstein (I960i7>, who says that 
"although certain usages may well be questioned from a 
structural view by some, their widespread usage by so many 
educated persons in informal speaking situations 
necessitates their acceptance into the standard pattern."
4.1.2. SUBJECTS
The sample consists of 6 students from each of the 2nd, 
4th, 6th and 8th semesters (24 students altogether) of the
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portuguese-English Letters Course at the Federal University 
of Santa Catarina.
The study begins with 2fid semester students in order to 
provide a baseline against which the data collected from the 
other semesters can be compared. The residual errors in the 
last semester (8th) constitute the main concern of this 
study.
The subjects are referred to throughout the data as A2, 
B4, C6, B0» etc. This code is explained by the numbers 2, 4,
6 and 8 which indicate the semester in which each subject 
is. The letters, on the other hand, refer to individual 
students.
4.1.3. CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS
The Portuguese and the English phonological systems are 
compared in Chapter 2 to predict the difficulties of the 
undergraduate students of English.
Based, therefore, on contrastive analysis, the following 
sounds were chosen to be the object of analysis:
Consonantal phonemes; affricates:
fricatives: /S,^,s,z,6 ,i / 
nasal : /rj/
Vocalic phonemes; front vowels; /I,i;,€.,3C/
back vowels: /U,u:/
Al lophones: Cp*^ ,t'^ .k*^ ]
allomorphg; i-z3 and C-Iz3 (inflexional ending: -(e)s)
C-tD and C-d3 (past morpheme; ~(e)d7
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The students were asked to perform the following tasks;
(1) To fill out a questionnaire to provide information about 
their background in English, and also possibly to help 
to draw some conclusions about their phonological output 
(Questionnaire in appendix I).
As productive tasks, they were asked:
(2) to record a text and a word list. Both materials 
designed to be recorded contain the English sounds 
predicted to cause difficulty. They are in different 
positions in the word (initial, medial, and final; 
stressed and unstressed positions), and in different 
syllable configurations (front and back vowels).
The word list contains minimal pairs such as 'feel/ 
'fill', 'gas/guess'; derived forms as 'worth/worthy',
'south/southern '; some words also found in the text as 
'there', 'needed'; and other words whose sounds are i n 
the positions of interest. All these words are placed 
randomly In the list. (Text and word list In appendices
11 and III)
(3) to answer questions in a recorded interview with the 
researcher. The questions are the same for all the 
students and are meant to elicit spontaneous speech 
(Questions in appendix IV).
As perception-discriminatory tasks, the students were asked:
(4) to mark the word which is recorded by a native speaker 
in a script of 25 sets of three words each (see appendix
4.1.4. DATA COLLECTION
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(5) to mark either 'correct', 'incorrect' or 'I don't know' 
in a script ot 1& sentences v;hich were recorded, 
containing a word whose pronunciation might be either 
correct or incorrect. This word is underlined in the 
students' script to be better identified. The words 
chosen to be pronounced incorrectly in the 16 sentences 
have only one mispronounced sound <see appendix VI).
The students who have marked 'incorrect' were supposed 
to record the right pronunciation of the word in a cassette, 
because this exercise involves words with more than one 
syllable. This means that the students may think of another 
phoneme rather than the mispronounced one when they mark 
'incorrect' for the word. The word 'virtuous', for instance, 
is recorded by the native speaker as *Vsr2u,©u>S , in which 
the mispronunciation is in the suffix -ous. Many students 
marked 'incorrect' for this pronunciation and recorded
* vCrii,u,ouiS. This shows that they, did not detect the - . 
mispronunciation in the suffix -ous> on the contrary, they 
made another error, replacing the Initial correct vowel C-33 
by C1].
4.1.5. ANALYSIS
4.1.5.1. PRODUCTION
All deviations found in the data vere transcribed into 
broad phonetic notation. The segmental errors were then 
placed in specific diagrams. For example, B6 pronounced the
V) .
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word 'think' as *SCji< , resulting in two segmental errors,
i.e., the replacement of C8D by CsD and Cl] by ClD. This 
word was, therefore, included in two diagrams, the one for 
the phoneme /0/ and the one for the phoneme /I/.
There are 22 diagrams altogether, which is compatible 
with the number of sounds under analysis. Next to each 
segmental error identified, there is the number of times of 
its occurrence.
In order to compare the total number of errors of a 
particular sound in each semester individually, 68 diagrams 
were made for each sound per semester (22 diagrams X 4 
semesters). They are divided into 3 parts. The first one 
contains the segmental errors found in the text reading, the 
second those found in the isolated word reading test and the 
third part those errors found in the Interview situation.
In addition, one diagram was designed for general 
consonantal substitutions and another for general vocalic 
ones, covering eight altogether (2 diagrams X 4 semesters).
All these maps provide information about the number of 
errors found in each semester, all substitutions made for 
each sound, and consequently the contexts in which each 
error occurs. Based on this, an error analysis was 
conducted.
4.1.5.2. PERCEPTION
Perceptual variations were collected to see If they are 
the same as the variants used in the productive task. After
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that, a diagram was mad© containing the number of students 
per semester who failed to recognize the correct phoneme. 
This Information provides means to measure the degree of 
difficulty in the perception of the English phonemes. In 
other words, if the perceptual variation of a particular 
English sound persists throughout all the semesters, it is 
suggested that that sound is more difficult to be recognized 
than other sounds whose frequency of perceptual variation 
tends to decrease towards the advanced semesters <6th and 
8th) .
As a final step, the English sounds were classified into 
2 categories; I) those which cause difficulty in production 
only, 2) those which cause difficulty in both production and 
recogn it ion.
4.2. qUESTIONHAIRE ANALYSIS
In this section, I will analyse only the results which 
are relevant to the purpose of this study. They will b© 
correlated with th© l©arners' residual errors at the general 
conclusion. The remaining results appear in table form in 
appendix IX for the reader to consult it for some reason or 
other s/he is interested in.
The questionnaire was done in Portuguese to guarantee 
complete comprehension of the questions and to enable the 
respondents to write with ease.
4.2.1. SUBSJECTS' ENGLISH BACKGROUND
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Table 4.1 The learners' English background before entering 
the Letters Course,
; ; Tempo (em anos)
{ categorias !___________________________________
I ♦ 1 1 1 2
1 lo. Grau i 2 1 4
I 2o. Grau l 6 1 3
} Escola parti-1 l 
J cularde lin-j 2 ! 2 
I guas I I 
I_______________ I--- 1---
3 1 4  1 5
'2 "!“Í Õ r - “
9 ! 1 I -
I I
4 ! 2 I - 
I I 
---1--- I---
6
!
% de 
alunos
75
'“iiTi"
62.5
I
All the subjects had learned English before entering the 
Letters Course, whether in the 1st 'grau', 2nd 'grau', or in 
a private language school. Table 4.1 shows the percentage of 
those who studied English in each category. Some of the 
subjects checked off more than one, which means that the sum 
of the three categories together exceeds lOOX. In general, 
the subjects had studied English for a period of time which 
varied from 1 to 4 years.
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T a b l e  4.2 Levels attended before entering the Letters 
Course.
Alunos que 
cursaram es­
cola de 1 ín­
gua antes do 
Curso Letras
níveis .
5
b a s  i CO ínterm, avan<^ado convers,
tempo
(em
anos)
A2
B2 X
E2
A4 8
D4
E4
F4
'Ãi'
'ii'
X
X
3
i'
D&
’Í6*
X
X
3
r
F6
‘ii"
C8
'ii'
*
X
X
*
X
A
*i'
'i'
’4'
A not specified 
According to table 4.2, 62,5X of the subjects attended a 
private English course before entering the Letters Course. 
They took the Basic and the Intermediate levels. The amount 
of time spent for taking both levels varies from subject to 
subject, since each one studied In a different private 
English course. At CCAA, for instance, the stages 1, 2, 3 
and 4, which comprise the Basic level, are usually taken in
2 years. At Ibensa, on the other hand, the first 15 stages 
are considered Basic and are taken in 6 months depending on 
the student.
no
Table 4.3 Levels attended after entering the Letters 
Course.
Alunos que cur­
saram escola de 
1 íngua durante 
o Curso de Le­
tras.
__
ci
Níveis"
Basico Interm.
I
Avanç. Conv.
Tempo
(meses)
6
'i'
E4 12
F4
B6
’Êi'
’f í '
X
X
D8
8
’ii"
‘ii"
’ii"
ii'
Table 4.3 reveals that only 33,3% of the students took 
or are still taking a private English course after entering 
the Letters Course. The great majority has attended the 
intermediate level, giving sequence to the private studies 
started before entering the Letters Course. <cf. table 4.2)
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a t t i t u d e  t o w a r d s  ENGLISH
Table 4.4 Answers to the question; "Gosta de estudar 
ingl#s? Quanto?” 4.
muito
bastante
pouco
54T2 i
I
37.5
8.3 î
t
õTõ îmuito pouco
Table 4.4 indicates that 91,7X of the students have a 
positive attitude towards the English language.
Table 4.5 Answers to the question: "Gosta de estudar 
ingles? Justifique.”
I Justificat 1 vas positivas
11. Ingles e' uma língua interessante e fascinante.
I________________________________________________________
12.
I__
13.
Î___
14.
I__
15.
l___
!6 .
J___
X
'ÜTÕ
Importancia e necessidade deste idioma.
Ter maior* conhecimento cultural. 
Comunicar-se.
Interesse pessoal.
Ler textos:em língua inglesa.
|7. Facilidade de aprender ingles.
i8. Desejo de falar corretamente este idioma.
16.71
“ iTã ’ 
■“i7i 
“ 4T2  
“ iTi
~~4~2
4.2
X
\___
19.
J---
Justificativas negativas 
Inaplicabilidade imediata do inglês. 4.2
iTi
’4T2
iTi
|10. Materiais inadequados e desestlmui antes ,
i__________________________ ;_____________________
|ll. Estar cansado de estudar inglês.
I
|12. Requer muita memorizaqab.
I
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Among the several reasons shown In table 4.5, the 
positive ones, particularly numbers 2,3,4 and 6 confirm the 
importance of English in the glo)7al context.
Table 4.6 Answers to the question: "Ate que ponto as 
pessoas abaixo consideram o ensino de língua inglesa 
importante?”
I segmentos da 
j comunidade
Sua famfli a 
Seus amigos 
Seus profs. 
A sociedade 
Vocô
muito S i pouco { nao
i mport.í i mport.5 i mport.l i mport. 
(4) ! (3> I <2) J (1>
Grau de | 
impor- 
tanci a
29.2% ! 58.3% J 12.5% 1
í6TÍ%” í“6ÍTÍ%” i liTii” { 473%””
75% {“iüTix"! ~ 4.Í% I
ÍÕTÍ%~| 62.5% J Ti.5% I 4-2%
_______5____ __1-------\
79.2% I 20.8% 1 - I
Table 4.6 is based on the numbers ascribed by the 
subjects to each segment of the community. They have 
evaluated the degree of importance of English teaching 
according to the several segments of the community.
This evaluation is based on a scale from 1 to 4, In 
which 4 = 'very important', 3 = 'important', 2 * 'of little 
importance' and 1 = ' uni mport ant
According to the subjects, the teachers <3.7) and they 
themselves <3.8) consider English teaching very important. 
Their evaluation is closer to number 4. The other segments, 
on the other hand, tend to remain around 3: important.
SUBJECTS' MOTIVATION
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Table 4.7 Some factors that motivate th© subjects to learn 
English.
J X *
I O c u r s o  em s  i . 
I
j A obten<^a'b de um diploma.
I 0.0
A ______
J 12.5
J O g o s t o  p e l a  l i n g u a  i n g l e s a . 1 91.7
I A possibilidade d© viajar/morar no ©xterior. j 87Í~
i----------—________ _ ______________________________ •___J________
I A importancia/nec©ssidad© do inglês. " "i 4.2~
J Q c o n h e c i m e n t o  d e  o u t r o  i d i o m a T
__I,
I Os filmes © músicas inglesas. 
í _
J A p o s s i b i l i d a d e  d e  s e  c o m u n i c a r .
I_________ ;■_________________________
i A possibilidade de lecionar ingles
-^------------------------------------------------------------ j__
A Some subjects checked off more than one alternative
All the subjects feel motivated to. learn English. The 
reasons appear in the table above, which shows that 91,7% of 
the subjects are motivated by the foreign language itself.
It is probable that their interest in learning English 
results from the status that this language has in the world 
of science, technology, business, and other fields.
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t e a c h i n g  EXPERIENCE 
Table 4.8 Subjects' experience as English teachers.
T  T
1 a l u n o s 1 e x p e r i e n c a  p r o f i s s i o n a l n i v e i s
•4
t e m p o  1 
( m e s e s ) i
5 
t
i s
t ! f •
-  -
3 1 4 1 5 b a ' s  i C O : i n t e r m . 
f
{ A 2 ! i
1
i i X  
1 f
i X  
1
~~12  { 
1
; B 2 I 
! ..  J
X  ! J 1 X  t 6 i
t C 4 1 i X \ I 
t 1
X  : 
t
i  J 
1
I B 6 i 1 X  1 S 
_  _  J _  1
X  1 ”“i  2 ! 
__________ 1
: E 6 i 1 X  ! X
1 I
X  ! X  
t
24  i 
t
J F 6 ~ J X  i J J - ” 
i 1
• X  
1
24 1 
1
S A 8  : 
1 1
I
1
I X  t
a I
t X  
1
7 J 
1
1 1
1 1 Í >« X  I 12 : 
_  J
i C 8 S 1 I I X "1 1 •
6  :
I
{ EB~~\ 
\ I
}”
{
t X  I X  : 12 I
\ F 8  I x - ! ”x ” i X  i X 51  I
1. Aula particular, 2. Monitoria, 3. Escola particu 
Escola municipal/estadua1, 5. Escola de LÍnguas.
ar , 4 .
Table 4.8 indicates that 45,8X of the students have had 
some experience as English teachers. Host of them have 
taught in Pub1ic SchooIs and in private language courses at 
both basic and intermediate levels. The levels are 
classified according to the structural organization of each 
private language course. For the public and private schools, 
the basic level covers roughly the 5th, 6th and 7th grades 
and the intermediate level, the 8th grade, 1st, 2nd, and 3rd 
years 'of high school.
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The subjects' working experience varies from 3 months to
2 years. Host of them (72,2%) are satisfied with their 
teaching experience. The other 3f/, 3% are not.
It is interesting to note that almost all the students 
who feel satisfied have only worked in private schools and 
as students teachers at the university, while the subjects 
who feel unsatisfied have worked in public schools. In fact, 
private schools compared with public ones offer better 
conditions for the teacher in terms of salary, material 
resources, good working atmosphere, etc. Public shools, on 
the other hand, have a different teaching reality 
characterized by the students' low socio-economic level, 
poor environment, the teachers' low salary and lack of 
motivation, etc. It is to be expected, therefore, that 
teachers who work in private schools are more satisfied than 
those who work in public schools.
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Table 4.9 Reasons for satisfaction or dissatisfaction 
the experience of teaching English.
Justificativas positivas
1. Experiência pessoal.
2. Interesse dos alunos.
3. Oportunidade de praticar inglês.
4. Possibilidade de transmitir conhecimento acadê­
mico.
5. Bom ambiente de trabalho.
Justificativas negativas
6. Desinteresse dos alunos.
7. Escola distante.
8. Henhum interesse pelo magisteVio.
9. Pouca experiencia como docente.
lO. Baixo nível intelectual dos aiunos.
with
"sTi
4.2
iTi
4.2
iTi
X
"i7i
"iTi
4.2
'ïTi
4.2
According to reasons 1 , 3  and 4, the subjects feel 
satisfied because of the opportunity they have not only to 
teach English but also to improve their knowledge of 
English. Reasons 2 and 5 are related-to factors that 
contribute to efficient language teaching and learning. 
Reasons 6,8 and 10, on the other hand, refer to factors 
which determine the failure of both processes.
CONTACT UITH ENGLISH AND OTHER LANGUAGES
1 1 7
Table 4.10 Answers to the quest’on; "Como e feito o seu 
contato com a lingua inglesa?"
{ Musica. 
FiImes. 
Leitura.
Sala de aula.
Conversa com falantes nativos.
Conversa com falantes nao nativos. 
Membro’de sua família.
Emprego. 
Compos i «ja"©,
X a
"iiTi'
TiTi'
~3Ï~Ï'
roõ”'
~23~F
~7Õ7Í'
' Ü T Õ '
’ü T i ’
4.2
* The subjects checked off more than one alternative.
Outside the classroom, the subjects find other ways to 
be in contact with the English language. According to the 
table above, listening to songs and reading English texts 
are the activities with which most subjects get involved.
Table 4.11 Uays of reading.
S i1enc i osamente.
!----------------
! Em voz alta.
5 Com o uso do dicionário.
X * s
I
~547i~!
25.0 {
A Some subjects checked off more than one alternative. 
The data Indicate that 62,5X of the students read 
English texts besides those required by the Letters Course,
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A c c o r d i n g  t o  t a b l e  4.11, t h e  s u b j e c t s  p r e f e r  t o  r e a d  th em  
s i l e n t l y  r a t h e r  t h a n  a l o u d .
Some subjects use the dictionary in their reading. This 
is a positive habit considering that they have access to the 
meaning of new words as well as to their phonetic 
transcription.
Besides English, some subjects can speak other foreign 
languages, such as German (D2), Spanish (E2), and French (A4 
and B8). It is difficult to say whether or not a particular 
sound substitution reflects the phonology of one of these 
foreign languages in the speech of those students. Besides, 
no systematic substitution was detected which could suggest 
the influence of a 3rd language in the speedh of D2, E2, A4 
and B8. — ,
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SUBJECTS' PRONUNCI ATION
Table 4.12 Answers to the question: "Quais as estrategias 
que voce usa para superar seus 'problemas de pronúncia na 
1 I'ngua inglesa?"
Estrategias usadas
Ouvir tapes.
Ouvir mdsicas.
Assistir fiImes.
Prestar atencjáb a pronúncia dos professores.
Prestar atenqalj a pronúncia dos colegas. 
Procurar transcrição fonética em dicionários.
% *  I
"iïTi”I 
~7ÍTÕ 5
"BiTi" 
“ÜTi’ I
" ü T B ” Î
I
“iÕTi"!
Cantar em ingles.
Repetir a palavra/estrutura várias vezes, 
Corrigir e ser corrigido pelos colegas. 
Fazer auto-corre<jáb.
4.2 !
-"4T2 “ ! 
-ÍTi-j
""4TÍ~ 1
* The subjects checked off more than one alternative.
95,8X of the students are used to paying attention to 
the teachers' pronunciation to overcome pronunciation 
problems. This means that the teachers should have an 
accurate pronunciation, since they are taken as models.
Listening to songs is the second most used strategy. One 
of the problems concerning it is the risk of getting an 
incorrect pronunciation owing to perception-discriminatory 
problems. Besides, there is no feedback to confirm whether 
or not the subjects' pronunciation is correct.
Although paying attention to the classmates' 
pronunciation as a way to correct your own may be a risky 
strategy, 1 agree with Cohen who says that "student
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self-correction and peer correction may do more to eradicate 
errors than teacher correction" (In Hahn, C, 1987:8/9).
Table 4.13 Answers to the question; "Voce como aluno do 
Curso de Letras considera a pronúncia correta algo:”
~6677~1
~Õ7Õ~J 
” 570“ !
I Muito importante
I Bastante importante 
I_______________________
1 Pouco importante
J__ ____ ___________
I Na”© .importante
Only one subject did not answer this question. 
Table 4.14 Reasons for the answers given in table 4.13.
11.
I —
Para a inteligibilidade. •
12. 
I_. .
Para melhor se comunicar.
I X * Î
!~4Í7Í~|
I~2Õ78~!
rÎ275"{
I. t. î
|4. Para que a comunica<^^ futura seja perfeita. { 472~5 
15. Faz parte do aprendizado. | 472~l
Tk Some subjects provided more than one reason and others 
did not answer.
According to table 4.13, all subjects consider an 
accurate pronunciation to be either very important <66.7X> 
or fairly important (29.2X). As shown in table 4.14, 45,8X 
of them believe that good pronunciation is an important 
ingredient for mutual Intelligibility.
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Table 4.15 Answers to the question; "Como classifica sua 
pronúncia em relacjáb a outras habilidades?"
j Melhor em relatai? às outras habilidades.
I __________ ___  ___ ___ ___ ___ _______________
j Boa em rela<ja'b as outras habilidades.
I X I
"iiT/'
I~2Ï~7
.!
I Mais ou menos em relaçao as outras habilidades.! 39.1
j Ruim em rela<ja'b as outras habilidades. { 17.5
The subjects were asked to evaluate their own 
pronunciation in relation to other skills, such aa reading, 
writing and listening. The result given in table 4.15 
indicates that 39.IX of the subjects consider their 
pronunciation reasonable in relation to those skills. On the 
other hand, 43.4X believe that their pronunciation is 'good' 
(21.7X) or 'better' <21.7X) than the other skills.
THE TEACHING OF PRONUNCIATION
Table 4.16 Answers to the question; "Os cursos orientaidos 
para a pronúncia ajudaram voce a resolver seus problemas?'
i 2o.
1 semestre
Sim 1 2
{ __
: 4o. : 6o.
J semestre|semestre 
! !
6o.
semestre
_
X
! 2 
•
! 6 
1
nao 1 3 I 1 
•
1 ~ 
1
1 25
1 22
Table 4.17 Answers to the question; "Os cursos orientados 
para a pronúncia ajudaram voce a resolver seus problemas? 
Quanto?
t 2o. Î 4o.
! semestre|semestre
iMuIto I Ï Î Ï
JBastante | 1 J 1
iPouco S - I -
IMuito poucoî - 1 
I______________ I----------------'----------------
1 6o. 8 o. 1 1
semestre semestre i X |
3
j 1 
i j iÕ""! 
1 1
3 2 ! ii”  ! 
1 1_ _ _ _ _ • • _ . ____ ^ 
1 11. iT -r. iri n' n >i ^
I J 5Tõ~i
1 - 1
Among the 20 subjects who answered the question in table 
4.16, 7 5% agree that pronunciation classes have helped them 
much to improve their pronunciation (see table 4.17). On the 
other hand, 25% of the subjects, most of them in the 
beginning semesters (2nd and 4th), do not consider 
pronunciation classes helpful, probably because the 
systematic teaching of pronunciation is only done in the 
advanced semesters (6th and 7th).
Table 4.10 Answers to the question: "Quais atividades e/ou 
exercícios que mais o tem ajudado a melhorar sua pronuncia"
At i V i dades/Exerc i c i os 
Pares mínimos.
Transcri<^ao fonética.
Leitura em voz alta.
Descri<jâb fonologica.
Exercícios em fitas.
Ouvir palestras.
Ouvir/repetir liqoes em fitas. 
Ouvir pronúncia dos professores.
X * Î
“iiTi"s 
~ 2ÕTb" 
"7570'
iTi' 
iTi' 
iTi' 
~”iTi"!
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yc Some students checked off more than one alternative.
For the majority of the subjects, the activity which is 
most helpful to eliminate pronunciation problems is 'reading 
aloud' (75%).
t h e  LETTERS COURSE
Table 4.19 Answers to the questions "Indlque ate que ponto 
eeta"“ satisfeito com os diversos aspectos abaixo:
1. Material usado nas aulas de expressão oral.
2. Atividades/exercícios de pronuncia.
3 ! U9 0 do laborattírlo de língua.
4. Oportunidades extra classe para o uso da língua.
5. Habilidade do professor em auxiliar os alunos.
6 . Fluência do professor.
Item
3
1-17
1.67
2.17
1-50
1.63
item
4
1.17
1.83
1.67
1.67
1.59
Item
5
2.67
2.50
2.17
3.00
2.59
Item
6
2.83
2.67
3.67
3.67
3.21
7. Pratica de 1/ngua inglesa em sala de aula.
8 . Ensino de fonética e fonologia.
9. Condi<jo'es para que o aluno fale em sala de aula.
10. Carga horarla destinada a língua Inglesa.
11. Disponibilidade dos professores.
12. Dlda'’tlca dos professores.
1 24
|2 o.
I sem.
I -----
I 4o.
{sem.
I---
1 6o.1 sem.
I 8 o .
I sem.
I me-  
Idl a 
I----
item
7
O. 17
0.04
1 tem
8
O. 17
0.04
i tem
9
0.17
0.04
item
10
O. 17
0.C4
item11
O. 17
0.04
1 tem
12
0-33
0.08
Table 4.19 gives the degree of the subjects' 
satisfaction In relation to several aspects concerning the 
Letters Course. The numbers go from 1 to 4, in which 4 = 
'very satisfied', 3 = 'fairly satisfied', 2 = 'little 
satisfied' and I = 'unsatisfied'.
According to the numbers ascribed by the subjects, they 
feel little satisfied and unsatisfied with most of the 
items. According to the data, 78.3X of the subjects think 
that the laboratory classes are really important. However, 
the teachers hardly ever work there with the students.
The subjects' dissatisfaction includes not only the use 
of the language laboratory (item 3) but also other items In 
table 4.19. Depending on the semester, the degree of 
satisfaction varies. In item 1, for example, the 2nd and the 
6th semester students feel fairly satisfied with the 
materials used in the oral expression classes, while the 4th 
and the 8 th semester students feel little satisfied with
them. The only item with which most subjects feel satisfied 
1 0 number 6 - Their answers vary between 2.6 to 3.6.
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Table 4.20 Answers to the question: "Quais as sugestões que 
voce daria para os professores ou responsáveis pelo Curso de 
Letras?"
i. Usar o laboratcírio com mais fregüência.
2. Corrigir os errors dos alunos.
3. Estabelecer discussões em sala de aula.
4 . Hotivar os alunos a fal^.
5. Praticar mais leitura em voz alta.
6 . Ouvir músicas.
7 . Melhorar as aulas de laboratorio.
8 . Introduzir aulas de conversaqao como diciplina 
a parte.
9. Utilizar temas atuais desvinculando-se do livro 
didático.
10. Praticar mais a pronuncia das palavras novas.
11. Fazer os alunos refletir sobre a pronúncia 
das palavras.
12. Aumentar a carga horaVla das aulas áe expres­
são oral.
13. Aumentar a carga horM'la de língua e literatu­
ra inglesa.
14. Introduzir Lingüística Aplicada nas fases ini­
ciais.
15. Observar e orientar os alunos com dificuldades
16. Ter boa vontade para trabalhar com os alunos.
17. Detectar as dificuldades dos alunos desde as 
fases iniciais.
18. Adotar material eficiente e sequencial.
X
'ÜTi'
'íiTi*
’íiTi'
'~B~3
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
~4T¥
'ÍTi'
4.2
’4T 2 ’
1 26
Cont. (...)
1 19. Assistir filmes com mais freqüencla.
20. Hals leituras.
21. Mais exerci'cios orals.
22. Oferecer oportunidades de contato com falantes 
nativos.
4.2 I
“ Í T F  I 
“ 4 7 2 "  I 
I
4.2 I
______ I
The subjects' suggestions provided In table 4.20 also 
reflect some dissatisfactions with the teachers' method as 
well ës with the Letters Curriculum.
29.2 X of the subjects emphasize the necessity to use 
the language laboratory more frequently. Besides, one 
subject points out that the laboratory classes might involve 
more interesting activities, games and exercises: (Item 7).
Other subjects suggest that there should be introduced 
conversation classes (items 3,4,8) with discussions on 
up-to-date and exciting themes (Item 9).
Error correction is for some subjects also important 
(Item 2). It is a way to get feedback on their phonological 
output.
The claims set above should be points of discussion and 
reflection on the part of teachers and authorities of the 
Letters Course.
The data indicate that almost ail the phonemea. under 
investigation cause difficulty in recognition, except for 
the English /i?/, /J/ and /I/, which presented ho perceptual 
variation In the 8 th semester.
In words containing either the suffix -ace or the suffix 
-ate such as in 'surface' and 'considerate', the phoneme /I/
IS generally pronounced and recognized as Cej3.
No comment will be made for the sounds and ,
because they were not considered In the perception 
-discriminatory tasks.
There are phonemes whose perceptual difficulty tends to 
increase or to decrease along the semesters. This is 
■detected through the number of learners who have failed to 
recognize the correct phoneme in each semester (see table 
4-21). Most learners could not perceive the segmental error 
in * and * pronunciation of the uords
'does' ^nd 'use' <n.) In the recorded sentence list. This is 
probably due to the lack of phonemic contrast between ts3 
and Cz3 in word-final position in Portuguese. In the 
production task, the learners also tend to replace Cs3 by 
Cz3 and vice-versa without being concerned with the final' 
voice contrast.
The word 'sing' In the sentence list was recorded
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4,3. PERCEPTION-DISCR IH1NATORY ANALYSIS
1 28
A and the learners considered it 'correct'. The
spelling -ng influences them not only in th© recognition but 
also in the production task. In the multiple contrasts, 
the phoneme /g/ is generally heard as Cn3 in the words 
'thing and 'tongue'. As a result, the learners checked off 
'thin' and 'ton' as being the words recorded.
The high number of learners who failed to recognize the 
phonemes /s/ and /z/ in word-final position remains the same 
throughout the semesters. On the other hand, the difficulty 
in recognizing the phoneme /q/ tends to increase in the 6th 
sem©ster and to decrease a little in the 8 th (se© table 
4.21).
According to the error analysis, the VL interdental 
phoneme is normally pronounced CtD. At th© perception level, 
however, [03 is heard as Cs3 by most learners. This occurs 
in word initial and final positions as well as with front 
and back vowels (e.g. 'thin', 'thought', 'worth', and 
'faith'). The variant Ct3 in th© production task may result 
from the Influence of the spelling system, whereas the 
variant Cs3 may be considered perceptually closer to C03.
For th© word 'ether', the learners tend to h©ar '©ith©r' 
probably because of their greater acquaintance with the 
second item. It is interesting that the voice contrast 
existing in C03 and C^3 is not distinguished. In the 
production task, the word 'ether' is pronounced with C?3, 
which reflects once more the learners' tendency to extend 
the phonology of the word 'either' to 'ether'.
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The VD interdental sound is recognized as CdD in word- 
initial and medial positions (e.g. 'there', 'those' and 
'other') and as Cz3 in word-final position (e.g. 'breathe' 
and 'clothe')..in the production task, the learners 
generally tend to replace cSl by either CdD, Ct3 or CÖ3, but 
rarely by Cz3 , even in the words 'clothe' and 'breathe', 
which are preferably pronounced with Ct3. It is interesting 
to note that /0/ and /3/ are heard as CsD and Cz3 
respectively in word-final position.
The learners' difficulty in recognizing both VL and VD 
interdentals persists all long the semesters, although at a 
decreasing rate. The difficulty In the perception of the 
phoneme /^/ Is greater in the 6th semester, decreasing In 
the 8 th.
The vocalic phoneme /i:/ causes difficulty especially to 
the learners in the 6th semester- Host of them tend to hear 
the recorded word 'leaving' as 'living'. In the word 'feel', 
/I;/ Is sometimes recognized as CI3, which made the learners 
check off the word 'fill'. This variation In the learners' 
perception may be explained by the spelling system. The 
learners may have associated the sound Cl;3 of the recorded 
words 'leaving' and 'feel' with the orthographic symbol of 
the written words 'living' and 'fill'. This possible 
association does not necessarily mean that the learners have 
difficulty in recognizing the phoneme /I:/ In the recorded 
words, but in associating it with the correct word.
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According to the data, the learners In the advanced 
semesters have more difficulty In recognizing than [ae]
(see table 4.21). The words 'said' and 'guess', for example, 
are generally heard as 'sad' and 'gas'. The learners in the 
2 nd semester, on the other hand, can easily perceive in
'said' and 'guess', but cannot perceive C3&] in the word 
'pan'. It is possible that the learning and*the awareness of 
the phoneme /ct/ m  the advanced semesters has affected the 
recognition of CfcD. In other words, the learners seem to
♦
ignore the fine phonetic details between C*.] and C£3 and 
favour the former. In the beginning semesters, however, the 
learners seem to be more familiar with the phoneme /£/, 
because /as/ is pi'obably not yet well mastered.
As for the vocalic phoneme /U/, few learners had 
difficulty In recognizing it in the word 'look'. In the 
words 'could' and 'full', on the other hand, it is generally 
perceived and produced as Cu3. In the exercise of multiple 
contrasts, some learners took the recorded pronunciations of 
the words 'fool' and 'cooed' for 'full' and 'could'.
Considering that the spelling system exerts a great 
influence on the learners' pronunciation. It is believed 
that the subjects were able to hear the vowel /u:/. However, 
they failed to check off the correct words. They seem to 
have related the graphic symbols ^  and ou of the words 
'full' and 'could' with the sound Euii.
The data indicate that the learners are not able to 
Identify the segmental error In the pronunciations A lae.2xs ,
*parki<i and * ^ raebid , In both the production and perception 
tasks, the learner seems to follow a general morphological 
rule for the formation of the past of regular verbs <l,e. 
the addition of the C-Id3) and for the plural allomorph
i-lzl (i.e. the variant C-Is3). The spelling may certainly 
explain these variants. The learners keep the extended form 
suggested by the past morpheme* -ed and the plural morpheme 
-es.
In the mispronunciation of the word 'lashes', the 
learner falls to recognize the error In the segment Cs3 in 
*C-IsD. In fact, the contrast between Cs3 and Cz3 in 
word-final position is not established In Portuguese; 
therefore, it Is ignored by the 1earners-
Ulth the production and the perception-discriminatory 
tests, two groups of sounds emerges
1. T h o s e  w h i c h  c a u s e  d i f f i c u l t y  In  b o t h  p r o d u c t i o n  a n d  
r e c o g n i t i o n :  C 0 , i , i | , s , z , 3 e , 6 , l t , u s D ,  t h e  p l u r a l  a n d  
t h e  p a s t  a 11o m o r p h s .
Even though the number of students who failed to 
recognize the vowel Cutl throughout the semesters is 
significant and the number of students who failed to 
recognize the vowel Cl:3 is high In the 6th semester. It is 
probable that both vowels do not cause perceptual 
difficulty, falnce the English vowels Cis3 and Cu:3 are 
similar in quality to the Portuguese 113 and Cu3. The 
problem, however, seems to lie in the faulty association
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between the former sounds and the graphic symbols J_ and 
u/oul which suggest Cl3 and CuD respectively.
Based on the data, the phonemes /s/ and /z/ cause 
perceptual difficulty only In word-final position. In other 
positions, however, those phoneir.es were not tested.
2. Those which cause difficulty In production only:
At the perceptual level, the subjects from all the
semesters were able to recognize /J/. As to the phoneme /}L/,
!
only some 2 nd semester subjects had difficulty in 
recognizing it. However, this difficulty tends to decrease 
greatly throughout the semesters (see table 4.21).
The vowels C H  and CU3 do not seem to cause perceptual 
difficulty to the subjects, because the number of those who 
failed to recognize them per semester is quite insignificant 
(I.e. one and two subjects among 6 ).
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Table 4.21 Number of students per semester who failed to 
recognize the English sounds in both multiple contrasts and 
sentence list.
c o n s o n a n t a l ''p h o n e «es
SEMESTERS 
2nd semester
4th semester 
6th semester 
8th semester
affric.
/«/
4
I
I
fr'i cat Ives (nasal
7s7~T/z/~T/®/”T 7 1"7g7”
— !— I I . I _ ~
6 I ~6” |~ii” j”l5 I i3~r
i"I i"I"I2~I~Ii~\~i2~~
6~I i"I i~I”17" J”I4
5” J i"I i"I~12” I”lo””
VOCALIC PHONEMES ALLOMORPHS
1
! crPHESTEK
"f r o n t BACK ” PAST "PLURAL
1
J2nd
J
/I/ l/l:/|/*/ i/e/
I 1 1____
/U/ 1 /us/ 
1
L-tl 1 C-d3 
„ 1
i-lzl
sem. —  1 1 1  5 1 
1 1 1
2 1 1 5 5 1 7 5
14th 
1
sem. 2 1 1 1  3 1 
! i I
5 — 1 8
f
5 ” 5
|6th
1
sem. 1 1  6 1 4 1
t i 1
7~ 1 1 6 6 1 9 5
|8th I- -sem. 1 1  2 1 2 1 7 2 1 6 5 i 1 11- 5
4.4. ERROR ANALYSIS
4.4.1. ENGLISH CONSONANTAL PHONEMES
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4 .4.1.1. PRONUNCIATION PROBLEMS OITH AFFRICATES
4 .4.1.1.a. VL AFFRICATE /t/
Table 4.22 The most frequent substitutions for Ci]
CtD OTHERS iK 1 I 1 1
T U L
I
n
t T U L
I
n
t T
_T
i I 
1 U L|
n
t
T.l 1
e o i e e o 1 e e 1 o i 1 e
X
t
r s 
d t
r
V .
X
t
r s 
d t
r
V.
X
t
1 r s| 
I d. t|
I 1
r
V.
'2 nd
sem. 4 8 1 2 14 7 — 1 1 i 1 1
— 37 1
4th
sem. 5 5 5 — 9 2 —
I 1 
I 3 i 1 1
— 29 {
ith~
sem. 2 1 1 6 2 1 1 1 —
1 I 
1 1 I
- 1 J.
— 34 1
8 th
sem. 7 9 A 3 6 1 —
i t 
I 4 1
{ I
— 31 1
T.2 64 58 9
T.l = Total of subst 
T.2 = Total of subst
tutIons per semester 
tut ions per variant
A The frequency of occurrence of other variants involved In 
the substitution processes of each phoneme is given in the 
tables. However, these variants will not be described, 
because the number of occurrence of each one does not
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surpass the number of occurrence of either the first or the 
second most used variant.
The most frequent contexts and possible sources*
1 . — > CtD / 4^ t + u E.g. actual, actually,
fortunate, natural, gesture 
»
The substitution of C23 by CtD reveals that most of the 
learners have no knowledge about the alveolar palatal in 
this particular context. They are, therefore, misguided by 
the spelling system.
The phonological, graphic and semantic overlap between 
some of those English words and their equivalent ones in 
Portuguese, such as 'natural ' and 'gesto' may trigger NL 
transfer.
2. / ch E.g. chew, cheque, cheap,
bachelor, approaches, marched
In the word 'marched', the past morpheme -ed is 
generally pronounced with an epenthetic vowel.
In most cases, the replacement of by £^3 occurs
when the cluster cli is in initial and medial positions. This 
substitution results from the association of thecluster ch 
with the sound it represents in Portuguese, the , as in
'cha', 'enchente'. etc. Although there are English words 
which follow that spel 1 Ing-to-sound relation, such as In 
'chic', brochure' (French loan words). It is more plausible 
to believe that the influence comes from the learners' NL.
The graphic and semantic similarities between the 
English words 'cheque', 'marched' and the Portuguese
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'cheque', 'marchou' may also contribute to the use of 
rather than Cii] In the former words.
It is interesting to note that in the word 'machinery', 
most learners tend to violate the substitution process
described above and pronounce the cluster ch with Cii] . This
» * it 
resulted in the following mispronunciations: and
ii mztxrxdri .
4.4.1.1.b. VD AFFRICATE /J/
Table 4.23 The most frequent substitutions for cJ d
1 2 nd 
I sem
iïth” 
I se m .
îith“ 
I sem .  
I----
J8 th
i s e m .
I""
|T.2
1 CÎÉ3 Cd3 1
1
OTHERS
I I 1 I•
1 n n t I I n T.l 1
1 T U L t T U L| t 1 T 1 U L| t
t ® o i e e o i 1 e 1 e 1 o >i 1 e
I X r 8 r X r 8 ] r 1 X 1 r 8 1 r
1 t d t V. t d ti V- J, t t <i t| V. 1
:
_ j___
14 2 2 & \ 4 I 1
'i r 
1 6 i 2 39 1
1
i 2 19 4 - — & i
,
2 J —  
1
i 1 
} 2 1 1 36 1
\~
1 2  
_ 1____
1 1 3 . — 4 1 1 1 1 i 4 t
-1 1
— 26 t
1
7 i 1 7 1 3 1 2 1 5 1 1 27 1
I ----
■---- ---- ---- 1 ---- 1---- . 1 1. — ----- 1
1
65 36
1
1 27
. 1 , --- ---- 1----------- ■----
T.l = Total of subst 
T.2 = Total of substitutions per variant
The most frequent contexts and possible sources:
1. Cjl —^ / a) ^ g E.g. wages, arranged, fragile,
original, pageant, intelligent
/ b) g + e,y # E.g. stran^, antholo^
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In the words 'arranged' and 'managed', most learners 
tend to pronounce A - ^Id for the final sequence -ged.
In Portuguese, the letter g is pronounced either Cg] or 
zil in both initial and medial positions. For example, the 
words 'galo' and 'fi^ ’gado are pronounced with Cg3, while 
'giro' and 'fri^gido are pronounced with 1^1. This 
spelling-sound relation may have been extended to the 
pronunciations of the English words 'gin' < * 3 1 0  , A ,
'gesture' <A gtsîiar , A^àesîS^r ) and 'wages' <A iwÿgz ,
) .
In general, occurs much more frequently in the
substitution processes than Cg3. This is due to the great 
number of English words In the data which share semantic and
»
graphic similarities with Portuguese items pronounced with 
CÎèl. As a result, NL phonology is transferred- For example, 
the Portuguese words 'fragil', original' and 'registre' have 
probably imposed their phonology on the pronunciation of the 
English words 'fragile', 'original' and 'register', which 
resulted in the replacement of by £^3.
• The final sequence ge/y In the words 'strange",
'village' and 'anthology' was pronounced iil without the 
support of the final vowel- According to the Portuguese 
sound system, C5Î3 is not pronounced in word-final position, 
except when the vowel Ce3 or Cl3 is dropped in rapid speech 
Ccf- p.46).
In the word 'anthology', thé equivalent Portuguese item 
'antol.ogia' may have led the learner to replace Cj3 by C^3.
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2- — > CdD / a) ^ d + high vowel E.g. soldier,
education, graduation
b) ^ g E.g. wages, ages, fragile, 
arranged
In the first context the spelling system influences the
ft
learners' pronunciation. They seem ignorant of the 
assimilation process between the alveolar Cd3 and the 
palatal CjD, which is present in the pronunciation of 
'education' C ] and 'graduation' I ^ rae-àjv
(Collins Cobulld Dlcionary). In fact, the learners follow 
neither that form nor the coalesced one Cjfl. Their 
pronunciation reflects simply the graphic symbol Lewis 
(1971:244) points out that GA and RP treat the palatal CJD 
alike, "either keeping it in the original form or 
converting it into the alveolar palatal consonants /tj/, 
/d^/, /J/ or ■ This conversion is carried out more 
thoroughly in GA than RP."
The replacement of CjD by Ed3 in (2b) occurs in few 
cases. It reflects the fronting substitution, which is 
common in the speech of English children acquiring their 
first language.
4 .4.1.2. PRÜllUNCIATION PROBLEMS WITH FRICATIVES
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4 .4 .1.2.a. VL PALATO ALVEOLAR /á/
Table 4.24 The moat frequent substitutions for CX].
Cs3
X
t
1 2 nd 
I sem.
I 4th"
I sem.
lith~
I sem.
|8 th~
I sem.
I
IT.2
T.l = Total of subst 
T.2 = Total of subst
7
3
3
2
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r s
d t
14
6
9
3
56
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3
2
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d t
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3 
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4 
34
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T
e
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t
1
1
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r s 
d t
3
1
I
n
t
e
r
V .
15
T.l
44
19
31
11
tutions per semester 
tutIons per variant
The most frequent contexts and possible sources:
1. — > Cs3 / ^ ss, 8 , sc, c, X ,  t
E.g. pressures, fissure, insurance, consciousness, social, 
anxious, partial, revolutionary
The learner may have associated the English words above 
with their translation into Portuguese and applied LI 
phonology. For example, the English words 'social',
'anxious' and 'pressures' are translated into Portuguese as 
'social', 'ansioso' and 'pressões'. It is very probable.
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therefore, that the phonology of these translated forias has 
affected the replacement of CáD by Cs3 In the equivalent 
English words. Besides, the letters s, ss, c, and
the English words above may also suggest the Portuguese CsD. 
Both strategies indicate NL Interference. One is activated
%
by the spelling and the other by the semantic and 
orthographic sim 1 1 ar 1 tles between Portuguese and English 
Items.
In the words 'partial' and 'revolutionary', CS3 changes 
to Cs3 probably because of the Influence of their equivalent 
Portuguese forms 'parclal' and 'revolucionário', which are 
pronounced with CsD. The spelling system In this case exerts 
no influence on the learners' pronunclat ion, since the 
orthographic symbol t in Portuguese is phonetically 
represented by /t/. The replacement of the palatal CS] by 
the affricate C2 D in the word 'partial ' is also commonly 
produced. It is possible that the learner has applied the 
affrlcation rule here, since the phonological context 
suggests this process.
The use of CsD for c83 in initial and final positions Is 
not very frequent in the data. The words 'shrugged' and 
'English' with four mispronunciations each are the only 
examples that Illustrate this substitution. Although it 
reflects the fronting substitution, which results in a 
developmental error. It is possible that the learners have 
considered only the first element of the clusters shr- and 
“sh as a way to reduce their complexity, since these
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sequences are not found in Portuguese. The latter 
explanation seems to be more plausible.
2. — » Cii] / a) ^ sh E.g. shop, fallow, bushes. 1 ashes
b> sh # E.g. cash, wish
c) ch E.g. machinery
ft
Few learners replaced by CiiD in contexts (2a) and
(2b). This substitution seems to follow no pattern within LI 
or L2. Therefore, it is probable that the learners have
♦
formulated their own hypothesis without an apparent 
influence of their NL or the TL.
In context (2c), the learners were expected to pronounce 
the word 'machinery' correctly, since they tend to associate 
the cluster ^  with the sound (cf p. 135). However, the
learners have associated the spelling ch with one of its 
phonological representations In English, the sound CiiD, as 
in 'bachelor'. This spelling-sound relation was probably 
extended to the word 'machinery', resulting in an 
intrallngual error.
4 . 4 . 1 . 2 . b .  VD PALATO ALVEOLAR /^ /
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Table 4.25 The most frequent substitutions for . 
I
I 2nd 
I s e m .  
I----
I 4th 
I sem.
I----
I 6th 
t sem. 
I----
|8 th 
I sem.
I----
I
OTHERS
T I U L 
e i o 1 
X I r s 
t I d t
____I-----1
—  I
—  I
I
n
t
e
r
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T.l = Total of subst 
T.2 = Total of subst
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T
e
X
t
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d t
8
I
n
t
e
r
V .
19
T.l
13
1 0
11
tut ions per semester 
tut ions per variant
The most frequent contexts and possible sources:
1. Cj3 / ge # E.g. b e l ^
Depending on the English word, the final sequence ge may 
be pronounced either or CJD- The former occurs In French
loan words^ as in "beige' and 'garage'. Some, learners were 
able to pronounce them correctly. In 'beige', for example.
It may have occurred positive transfer since the Portuguese 
word 'bege' Is pronounced with 1^1. There are learners, 
however, who prefer the sound ijl rather than in the
pronunciation of 'beige'. In this case, the substitution 
process reflects an intralingual error, because the learner
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overgeneralIzes the more usual phonetic variant of the 
sequence ge in English.
Glmson (1982:29) points out that the English native 
speakers also tend to anglicize the sound in French loan
words ending in -(a)ge. The word 'garage', for Instance, has 
five accepted pronunciations, in which three have :
 ^ 3, C 3 ar<ijf í'^ x.rsL'.Í.i and C 3
(p.60).
2. 1^1 — > E23 or Cz3 / V + s + u E.g. measure, composure 
The occurrence of the variant Câ3 in the context above 
and particularly in the words 'measure' and 'composure' may 
be accounted for by the association between these words with 
other English words of similar spelling, such as 'sure' and 
'censure' that are pronounced with C^3.
The variant Cz3, on the other hand, may reflect either 
the fronting substitution or phonological transfer. The 
learner may have applied the Portuguese voicing assimilation 
rule to the words 'measure' and 'composure'. This rule 
occurs when the phoneme /s/ is between VD sounds.
«
The figures below show the frequency of occurrence of 
each variant;
'measure' * C^3 5 'composure' * 4
•k Izl 2 * Cz3 6
In the word 'usually', C^3 also changes to Cz3. This 
replacement was not considered a segmental error, because as 
Malcolm Coulthard (personal communication) points out, the
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sound Cz3 In that particular word is an acceptable variant 
in the speech of educated people In England.
4.4.1.2.c. VL ALVEOLAR /s/
Table 4.2& The most frequent substitutions for Gs3.
CzD
I I I 1
n n n 1 T.l
T u L t T U L t T U L t 1
e o 1 e e . o 1 ■ e e o 1 ® 1
X r s r X r s r X r s r 1
t d t V - t d t V . t d t V .  1
--- -- — ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
1I 2nd 
I sem .
I 4th
I se m .
lith" 
i se m .
jith 
I sem.
1”  
jT.2
T.l = Total of subst 
T.2 = Total of subst
14
8
11
14
17
9
7
11
134
7
14
13
9
5
6 
3
34
2
3
OTHERS
1
5
1
5
7
10
43
56
55
48
52
tut Ions per semester 
tut 1 ons per var 1 ant
The most frequent contexts and possible sources:
1. Cs3 — > Izl / a) # s E.g. small, smile, son
b) ^ x + vouel E.g. exercise 
c> s<e), S3 ^
E.g. disagree, nervous, cases, useful, 
purpose, house <n.), loss 
The variant Cz3 in (la) is probably explained by the 
position of the phoneme /s/ between voiced sounds (e.g.
'some *^mal I ', 'young s^on'). It is probable that the learners
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have transferred the Portuguese voicing assimilation rule to 
the pronunciation of /s/ In those Engl Ish words. When there 
IS no Vd sound preceding /a/, the following voiced sound may 
cause the change to Cz3 (i.e. thi bilabial nasal Cm3 in '## 
small' and '## smile').
It is Interesting that no epenthetic vowel is pronounced 
before Cs] In the words 'small' and 'smile'. This Is a 
surprising fact for the CA hypothesis, because in Portuguese 
the phoneme /s/ in word-initial position is generally 
pronounced with an epenthetic vowel, as In 'espelho',
'este', etc.
In the word 'exercise' the sequence C'Eksl is frequently
pronounced C'£.kzD on account of either the influence of the
/ .
following vowel * language transfer. The
learner may have thought of the pronunciation of the 
Portuguese item 'exerc/cio' and transferred Izl to the 
pronunciation of the English word 'exercise', which shares 
graphic and semantic similarities with the former. This is a 
kind of 'phonological graft'. In which part of the English 
phonology is preservedi and another part is borrowed from 
Portuguese.
In the word 'useful the learners replace [s3 by Zzl 
quite frequently. They sometimes introduce the epenthetic 
vowel CI], resulting In the mispronunciation . in
this case, the phoneme /s/ becomes izl because of Its 
position between vowels. The voice assimilation reflects 
phonological transfer.
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the replacement of CsD by iz3 In word-final position may
reflect phonological patterns from the learners'-natIve
language. Hascherpe (1970:74) states that the Portuguese
phoneme /s/ is pronounced either Cs] or Cz] in word-final
position- The occurrence of these variants Is conditioned by
ft
the following sound. The variant izl, for instance, occurs 
when the following sound is voiced. Some learners, 
therefore, may have applied this phonological rule to the 
English words 'loss' and 'nervous', since they are followed 
by a vowel in the text (e.g. 'loss of my personal things' 
and 'nervous about').
There are words, on the other hand, which are followed 
by no sound, such as those in the word list (e.g. purpose 
##, house (n.) ##, etc). In this case, the variant izl may 
reflect either a lapse, an Incorrect hypothesis formation, 
or probably the influence of the preceding Vd sound.
2. Cs] -♦ C0] / # s + V
E.g. southwood, something, south, singer, soul.
Based on contrastive analysis, the replacement of Cs] by 
C0J is not expected to occur, because on the one hand, the 
Portuguese Zsl occurs in the context above (e.g. 'salmo', 
'sombra'). On the other hand, the phoneme /0/ does not 
belong to the Portuguese sound system.
The substitution above is characterized by the 
anticipation of the VI interdental to word-initial position, 
without losing its original position. The result Is the 
following mispronunciations: A 0 <iui Gu-cL for 'southwood'.
1 4 7
^ GarqOcj for 'something' and A 0 au) 0 for 'south'.
In the word 'southern', the cluster Is also
pronounced c6 ] and anticipated to word-lnltlal position, as 
in A 0auJ0£rn and A 0o0£-«~n . Sometimes the correct in
this word is replaced by either the alveolar Ct] or CdD as 
in )k Gatot^r or 0 <i.uj darn .
4.4.1.2.d. VD ALVEOLAR /z/
Table 4.27 The most frequent substitutions for CzD.
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I
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T.l = Total of subst 
T.2 = Total of subst
tut ions per semester 
tut Ions per variant
The most frequent contexts and possible sources
1. CzD Cs3 / s(e), ze #
E.g. please, these, o o m , is, his
The substitution process above suggests either 
phonoroglcal transfer or spelling Interference.
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In the words 'please ## ' and 'these ##', the spelling se
suggests the variant CsD. In 'ooze ## ', however, the
learners may have followed the pronunciation of Portuguese
words ending in when followed by silence.
E.g. 'paz' ## CpJ/SD 
ft
BUT; 'paz e amor' C paZt <3/mer ]
It is worth noting that no epenthetic vowel was 
pronounced after the English phonemes /s/ and /z/ in the 
words above, even though the orthographic symbol ^  suggests 
thl s .
The variant Cs3 also occurs in the words 'is' and 'his', 
even when a Vd sound follows them. This variant occurs 
inconsistently within the same word and in different words 
with the same context. In this case, the learners follow the 
spelling command rather than phonological transfer. If they 
had applied the Portuguese voicing assimilation rule, they 
would certainly have made positive transfer.
2. Cz3 — > C0] / se # E.g. those, these, n o ^
The substitution above is considered unexpected because 
the English C6 ], which is predicted to cause difficulty, 
replaces Cz3, a familiar sound to thé learner.
Just three words have followed this substitution 
pattern. For the words 'those' and 'these', the learners 
pronounced A àeui6  and . In the first case, the learner
replaces C^D by Cd3 coming close to the correct phoneme /^/,
,while in the second case, the learner Is probably misguided 
by the spelling, resulting In the replacement of C&3 by CtD.
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In both cases, however, the cluster ^  Is associated with 
the sound C03 and postponed to word-final position.
4 .4.1.2.e. VL INTERDENTAL /©/
Table 4.28 The most frequent substitutions for C0D.
Ct] Cs] OTHERS
i I I 1 I
1 n n n T.l
T 1 U L 1 t T U L t T 1 U L| t
e 1 o 1 i ^ e o i e e 1 o i 1 e
X 1 r s \ r* x r s r X I r s| r
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(2 nd
1 “ • '
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t 7 i = Total of subst tutions per semester
T.2 = Total of subst tutions per variant
The most frequent contexts and possible sourcesi
1. C03 Ct3 or Cs] / a) ^ th E.g. Uiree, f o u g h t
something, aiuthent 1 c 
b) th E.g. barroom, sixU}
1 50
The phoneme /6 / is one of the English sounds which does 
not belong to the Portuguese phonological system. Therefore, 
based on CA theory, this is a phoneme which causes
»
difficulty in articulation and recognition.
In order to reduce the phonetic difficulty of /0/, the 
learners generally replace it by either Ct3 or Cs3, because 
both variants share similar phonetic features with the VI 
interdental, such as articulatory approximation and voice.
In general, the variant CtD occurs more frequently than 
Cs3. According to Ferguson (1979), the learners make use of 
a phonological strategy called 'preference strategy', in 
which they favour a particular variant in the substitution 
process. It is probable that the preference for Ct3 is 
explained by the spelling which suggests this variant.
The data reveal that in certain words and contexts the 
variant Cs3 prevails. In the words below, for Instance, 
cS] changes to CsD at a higher frequency than to the sound 
Ct3 .
'^ink' a l8l 55 '^ing' * CsD 14
* Ctl 6 * [t] 1 0
'somethi ng ' * Cs3 24 
k tt: 6
The variant CsD generally occurs in contexts where the 
th is followed by the high front vowel CI3.
The following context is generally characterized by the 
var i ant Ct3.
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2, C0D — > CtD / # ___9 E.g. yjlrty, ^underbolt
#   r E.g. threw, three
 #  0 E.g. thought
The learners' preference for CtD rather than CsD In the 
words 'threw' and 'three' may have Its source in the 
learners' NL. In other-words, the consonant cluster Ctr-D, 
which has replaced the Initial C6 i— 3, is found in the 
Portuguese sound system, while the cluster Cor— D is not.
♦
Uhen the VI interdental occurs In a syllable boundary or 
in word final position, the preference is also given'to the 
variant CtD.
E.g. 'southwood' * CtD 9 *south * CtD 3
* CaD 2 A CsD 1 
'eigh^' * CtD 7
* CsD 2
In the words 'anthology', 'athlete', 'authentic' and 
'catholic', the learners replace C0D by CtD on account of 
the influence of the pron\inci at ion of “the Portuguese 1 terns j 
'antologia', 'atleta', 'autêntico' and 'católico', which are 
pronounced with CtD.
To sum up, the use of the variants CtD and CsD indicates 
that the learners fail to acquire the contrast between c6 d 
and CtD as well as between C0D and CsD. This results, 
therefore, in problems with the discrimination of minimal 
pairs such as 'think/sink', 'three/tree', 'thought/taught/ 
sought'.
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4 . 4 . 1 . 2 . f .  VD INTERDENTAL  /^/
Table 4.29 The most frequent substitutions for
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183 1 16 
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1 8th 
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1
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T.l = Total of subst 
T.2 = Total of subst
tut Ions per semester 
tut Ions per variant
The most frequent contexts and possible sources:
1. 1^1 — » Cd3 or Ct3 / th E.g. thus, otjier, leather
/ b> th(e) E.g. southern. clothe 
The phoneme /^/ is generally replaced by the alveolars 
Cd] and Ct3, probably because of the articulatory 
approximation between these variants and
Both variants differ from each other In the voice
feature:
Cbl /+ voice/ Cd3 /+ voice/ Ct3 /-voice/
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The replacement of by CtD occurs in all positions,
although its frequency varies according to the word and the 
position that the ^  occupies in it.
In initial position, Ct3 is less frequent than Cd].
For example:
'Uius' A CdD 9 '^ese' * CdD 15
A CtD 6 A CtD 3
Some learners are probably influenced by the element t in 
the spelling which explains the variant CtD in the words
above.
The variant c9d also occurs in the substitutions of C^D. 
In general, C0D IS more frequent than CtD in words where the 
latter has a higher occurrence in relation to CdD.
E.g. 'sou^ern' A C0D 8 'worUiy' A C0D 16
A CtD 4
A CdD -
clothe' A C0D 9
A CtD a
A CdD 1
A CtD 7 
A CdD 3 
'rhyUim' A C0D 18 
A CtD 9 
A CdD - 
B U T ; 'al^ough' A CdD 25
A C0D 7 
A CtD I
For the word 'although', the learners prefer the variant 
CdD, which is perceptually closer to the Vd interdental c3 d .
According to the English sound system, the cluster ^  
may be pronounced either C0D or C^D, depending on the word. 
In the words above, the th was related to the VI interdental
1 54
rather than to its Vd counterpart, which resulted In an 
intralingual error. The variant Ct],. on the other hand, 
results from the spelling-oriented pronunciation.
In the word 'worthy', some learners tend to elide the 
final vowel and pronounce ACusrO ## or * u;art ##. There 
are learners, however, who pronounce the final CI3, as in 
##.
The high occurrence of c9] and Ct] in the words 
'worthy', 'southern', 'loathsome', 'clothe' and 'breathe' 
reflects the pronunciation C8 ] of the items from which they 
derive: 'worth', 'south', 'loath', 'cloth' and 'breath'.
The varl&nt Ct], on the other hand, is probably used when 
the VI interdental is not yet well mastered.
The variant Cs] does not occur very frequently in the 
Bubst 1 tut Iona of C^]. However, many learners use it in the 
pronunciation of the preposition 'with' < ACs] 32, ACt] 18).
It should be noted that the phoneme /^/ is mainly 
replaced by the variants found in the substitutions of the 
phoneme /Q/. They are Ct], Cf] and Cs] which replace iSl in 
a range of 76, 70, and 36 occurrences respectively. Besides 
those variants, CB] also replaces C^] with 73 occurrences.
It is evident that each learner uses his own strategy 
for the substitutions. These strategies are based on 
associations within L2 or across LI. The word 'rhythm', for 
Instance, is sometimes pronounced Ari03ra or A Txiam . In 
the first mispronunciation, the cluster ^  is pronounced
1 55
C03, reflecting an Intralingual error. The second 
mispronunciation has probably its source in the spelling th.
4.4. 1.3. PRONUNCIATION PROBLEMS 'ilTH THE NASAL /ij/
J
Table 4.30 The most frequent substitutions for Ci}3.
11
1
CijgD Sf 1•
1
OTHERS t1
1
! ! 1• I 1 ! I 1 1 • 1 1 I :
• * • 1 •1 n ! ! n •1 . 1 1 1 1 n \ T.l
! 1 ! Ü L{ t T i Ü L{ t 11 T ! Ü LS t 1
1 e 1 o 1 ! e e 1 o i i e 1• e 1 o i ! e :
1 X i r s } r X s r s 1 r 11 X I r s| r J
1 t ! d t| V . t 1 d t ! V. f1 t ! d ts V. 1
1 I _ 1 ___|_ _ ! i _ J.
l2 nd 1 * • 1 1 1• ! ! 11 1 i 1
! sem.! 23 ! 24 J 1 1 1 1  1 ! — tt 2 1 2 J 64
1- ( 1 1 • 1 S 1 _J_ «
!4th « I 1 1 1• ! ! 11 1 1 1 • 1•
1 sem. 
t
1 18 I 
t 1
2 2 I 
1
8 1 J —  1 — 1
1 " I  1 1 1 ■
** ” 1 50
!&th 1 1 ( 1 \ I 11 I ■ 1 11
i sem. 
1
1 14 i 18 i
1
9 —  ! 3 1 9 
1 1
1I1 "  i 4 I4 1
1 !
I
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|8 th 1 11 1 •1 f 1 1 1 t1
■ 9 
1 • • • J
; sem.5 18 1 2 2 ! 14 1 ! 1 1  8 11 3 I 1 ! 2 ! 70
1 1 1 • ____ 1 1 1 1. .1 „ !
I ! ! 1 1
JT.2 \ 2 0 1 1 25 f• 16 1
f fI _ 1■ 1 J
T.l = Total of substitutions per semester
T.2 = Total of substitutions per variant
The most frequent contexts and possible sources:
1 . -r^  or J0' / a) ng, ngue #
E.g. young, king,' something, tongue 
/ b) ng + suffix #
E.g. singer, bringing 
It seems evident that the spelling ng suggests the 
variant C^g3 in the words above. This spelling-sound 
relation is valid for the pronunciation of some English 
words such as 'longer' and 'finger'. It is possible that the
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learners have overgeneralized that association to the words 
'singer' and 'bringing', as well as to words which contain 
the cluster ng in word-final position.
It should be said that I had some difficulty in 
recognizing which deviant form the learners produced for the 
medial cluster ng in the words 'singer' and 'bringing' (I.e. 
yc OP jic ; A - Qp ^ i, since the
difference between the forms of each pair is almost 
imperceptible when we hear them on a tape recorder. Whenever 
I was in doubt, the error was classified as having the 
variant C^g3, because It covers the nasalization process as 
well as the velar nasal CijD, which Is phonetically affected 
by the velar stop Cg3, forming an homorganlc cluster.
The variant Sf, on the other hand, results from the 
nasalization process of the preceding vowel and the elision 
of C5 D, such as in 'railings' , 'wedding' A (A>£cLt
'everything' * Svaritic , etc. The same process occurs with 
the Portuguese nasals (e.g. 'bingo' C ] and 'flnca'
which may have Influenced the pronunciation of the 
English words above.
4.4.1.4. PRONUNCIATION PROBLEMS WITH OTHER CONSONANTS
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Table 4.31 Number of errors In other consonantal 
subst i tut i ons.
!2 nd
I semester 
t
'l4th
i semester 
! 6th
I semester
I
i 8 th” 
i semester
{ Word 
Text ! List
65
44
40
32
!
S 83
62
Interv.
81
53
33
37
36
34
T1
181
143
157
125
i T2 { 606 I
T.l = Total of substitutions per semester 
t .2 = Total of substitutions per variant
Some substitutions are described here because of their
high occurrence in the data;
I . Cr] Cxi / a) ^ ___
E.g. Remember, rubbish, bathjroom 
/ b) in medial position 
E.g. learn, marched
/ c ) ___# E.g. f i ngej;, the i r
In some dialects, as the Catarinense one, the Portuguese 
phoneme /R/ in word initial position is pronounced Cx], as 
in 'rio', 'romaria', etc. Some learners, therefore, seem to 
have transferred this spel 1 ing-to-sound relation to the 
pronunciation of the English words; Vegister', Vemember', 
'roses', etc. This phonetic transfer also occurs when the 
orthographic r is in medial and final positions. The
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consonantal cluster rr in the English words 'terrible' and 
'arranged' was also pronounced CxD, Just like in the 
Portuguese words 'terrível' and 'arranjo'.
2. Cr3 —^ C-C] ./ a) $ Cobstruent3___
E.g. shrugged, dread, proof, strange
b) V ___V
E.g. very, around, orig ln a 1 
The use of the tap In the contexts above may be 
accounted for by LI transfer. In Portuguese, CT] forms 
consonantal clusters with ptops, as In C 'prato',
'grama', and with some fricatives, as in C-^ jceVu.] 
'frevo', C l(2,vxaduj 'lavrado'. Besides, the tap occurs 
between vowels in Portuguese, as In the word 'careca'
C karelídu ]. The replacement of Cr3 by C£3' In context (2b) 
was not considered incorrect, since the sound Cr3 is 
regularly used intervocal leally within RP (Glmson,
1980:207).
/
3. C£D —^ Ed3 / V ___V E.g. le^er, be^er, water
Owing to the difficulty In recognizing the phonetic and
acoustic characteristics of the allophone C-C] in this 
context, some learners replace It by Cdl, which shares 
common features with the former, such as point of 
articulation and voice.
4. Cw3 Cv3 / # ___ E.g. wallet
This replacement seems to reflect NL transfer, because 
in Portuguese, words beginning in /w/ are pronounced Cv], as 
in the proper nouns 'Walter' and 'Oaldlr'.
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5. Cd3 — > Ct3 / a) # ___ E.g. does, did
b) ___ # E.g. need, food, sad
The phoneme /d/ in these words becomes VI probably 
because of either the devoiclng process or the slight 
difference in voice onset time (VOT).between the phonemes 
/d/ and /t/.
In initial and especially in final positions, following 
or preceding silence, /b,d,g/ are part i al ly devoiced. WiPi 'K 6>P 
According to Bronsteln (I960), full devoicing in those 
particular positions indicates a foreign ism. The replacement 
of CdD by Ct3 in word-final position, for example, may be 
explained by the process called Terminal Devoicing <TD), 
which is formulated by the following rule; C-sonorant3 —  
C-voice3 / ___ # (Eckman 1981:197).
Eckman also remarks that TD is an independent rule when 
neither NL nor TL motivates ILs for this type of process.
Both Portuguese and English do not seem to exhibit such a 
rule. As to English, Eckman (ibid.) points out that It has 
phonological contrast in word-final positione however, there 
Is no TD rule.
Speakers of Brazilian Portuguese differentiate Vd 
/b,d,g/ from VI /p,t,k/ in word-initial and final positions 
by means of VOT, the interval between the release of the 
stop and the onset of phonation. It is also probable that 
the replacement of Cd3 by Ct3 in the contexts (5a) and (5b) 
is due to the similar VOT values between the two stops.
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Cv3 also shares the features of full devolclng in uord- 
initial and final positions. Some learners replaced Cv3 by 
Cf] in uords as 'wives' (3), 'conceive' A KesC-^
(2), 'village' * ( 1 ) .  Apparently, this case may be 
explained by the same process described for the Cd3-to-Ct3 
substitution. However, this is only a hypothesis. *In the 
function word 'of', on the other hand, the learners tend to 
be misguided by the spelling and pronounce *; .
6 . Cd3 — » Cj3 / a) 4- d + i" E.g. difficult, audition
b ) ___# E.g. chi Id, old
7. Ct3 — > i'6l / a ) ___Cl ,u,03
E.g. acoustic, together, story
b > ___#
E.g. taught, let me see 
The phonetic substitutions above reflect a phonological 
process found in the learners' NL. For example, the English 
words 'difficult' and 'audition' were pronounced with Cjl3. 
The vowel CI3 is replaced by Ci3 and the alveolar Cd3 
assimilates the latter, resulting in the allophone Cj3. This 
affrication process may also explain the variant C2i3 in the 
words 'acoustic', 'city', etc. In word-final position, the 
consonants /t/ and /d/ are supported by the high front vowel 
Cl3 and become Cii3 and Cjfs respectively through affrication. 
This occurs in the words 'taught', 'let', 'child', 'old', 
etc, in the subjects' output.
The occurrence of the affrication process in contexts 
where Ct3 Is followed by Cu3 or C03 is not very frequent in
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Portuguese. It occurs in a few dialects (cf. Chapter 2). It 
is possible, therefore, that phonological transfer has 
occurred when the learners pronounced the words 'together'.
5ic ' t w e l v e '  *  ^ g n d  ' s t o r y '  A siorj .
8 . Cg: Cj3 / !^ g. gg
E.g. finder, sagged, shrugged 
The spelling g or gg represents certain sounds in the 
TL. One of them is the affricate Cj^ 3, which is heard in the 
words 'suggest', sergeant' and 'vegetable'. The substitution 
process above seems, therefore, to reflect an intralingual 
error, since the learner overgeneralizes the English C^3 .
The data contain other consonantal substitutions which 
are not dealt with, because there are only few cases of 
each.
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4.4.2. ENGLISH VOCALIC PHONEMES
4.4.2.1. PRONUNCIATION PROBLEMS OITH FRONT VOUELS
/
/
4 .4.2.1.a. MID-HIGH VOUEL /I/
Table 4.32 The most frequent substitutions for CI3
12nd  
I s e u .
lith" 
t se m .
lith” 
I sem
lith” 
I sem.
I
jT.2
T.1 = Total of subst 
T.2 = Total of subst
tutIons per semester 
tutIons per variant
1
1
111 J0T OTHERS 1
J
i 1 I I i I I 1
1 t n n n t T.l 1
1 T 1 U L t T U L t T 1 U Li t 1
i ® 1 o I e e o I e e . 1 o I 1 ® 1
i X I r s r X r 8 r X 1 r 8 1 ^ 1
i t t d t V. t d t V. t t d V. 1
1 ■---- ----
----
1 1 1
------— 1
1 1 51 72 4 6 14 25
i i 
1 35 t
1
3 1 277 1
1 1 
i &0 \ 
. 1____ 1
80 129 1 0 9 9 2 2
1 1 
1 27 J 
! I
1
346 :
r  ~ 1 
t 80 1 98 223 1 2 16 23 2 0  1 26 1
1
2 t 500 J
1 1 
I 94 1 
1 1
8 8 336 a 16 56 24
1 1 
1 27 1 
.t 1
1
4 1
1
653 i
m I 1 
1
1 1 .378 183 215
1
___1
Two factors may explain the substitution processes shown 
above. The first one consists of the association between 
the letter and the sound it represents in Portuguese, as 
in 'lludlr' C tlu.d/ir ] , 'f Im ' C 1 , etc.
The replacement of CI3 by Cl3 in stressed positions Is 
much more frequent than In unstressed ones. This Is
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explained by the larger number of words containing the 
stressed vowel 1 in the data.
The phoneme /I/ in the suffix -ing is generally 
pronounced cT] in words such as 'nothing', 'something', 
'railings', etc. Since there is no phoneme /!/ in the 
Portuguese sound system, the learners resort to the 
Portuguese high front vowel /i/, which is nasalized when a 
nasal consonant follows it. Therefore, in the English suffix 
-Ing, the velar nasal C^3 nasalizes the preceding vowel.
J u s t  a s  i n  P o r t u g u e s e .
The second substitution process consists of the elision 
of the vowel CIj or £9 3 in some English words, which causes 
the formation of consonantal clusters such as Czk3 for the 
word 'mus^c', Cst3 for 'un 1 versj[^ty', Ckts3 for 'practice', 
Cts3 for 'criticism', Efs3 for 'offl^ce', and Cfk3 for 
'difficult'.
This is a form of simplification which occurs when a 
weak vowel follows a stressed syllable. In colloquial 
English speech, for example, it is common to find 
simplifications of this kind. Tench (1381:70) mentions 
two:
1) The loss of /3/ after a consonant and before /r,l,n/ in 
an unaccented syllable immediately after an accented 
syllable is firmly established in British English 
E.g. history / Kistn / 
family /
reasonable / ruz-n^W /
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2 ) /r/ is elided along with an unaccented vowel (usually 
/3/) when another /r/ is close.
E.g. library / laibrx/ 
february / -^ebri /
In Portuguese there are also c^ses of elision of an 
unaccented vowel after a stressed syllable, as for example 
in Í
'lápis' [ laps 3
'chacara' 3 — > c 3
The clusters formed by the elision of the English vowel 
>- /\/ are not familiar in Portuguese, except for Cst3, which 
occurs only at word boundaries (e.g.'mais tempo'
C majs t e p ^ 3 ) and for Cfk3, which is found in the phrase 
'vem ca*^  flcar com 1 go' when it Is pronounced in rapid speech: 
I v€j ka^ ka kamC^uy ] ,
Some of these clusters occur Ih English words as for 
example In 'lu^', 'acts', ^ a t s '  and 'muffs'. The cluster 
Czk3, however, is found neither In Portuguese nor in 
English.
The phoneme /I/ or /Is/ In word filial position Is elided 
by some learners and devoiced by others. The. elision of the 
final vowel in the words 'city', 'coffee' and 'worthy' along 
with some other sound substitutions have resulted In 
homophones with the words 'seat', 'cough' and 'worth'- 
Besides, there are learners who devoice the final Cl;D, as 
In , * stadl , * j v  nov/^rslL . This process seems to
reflect language transfer, since the Portuguese final Cl3 is
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g o m e t  l ines  d e v o  i c e d  i n  w o r d s  a s  ' g e n t e ' ,  ' g r a n d e ' ,  ' p o d e ' .  
D e p e n d i n g  o n  t h e  d i a l e c t ,  t h e s e  w o r d s  a r e  s u b j e c t  t o  
a f f r l c a t l o n  a n d  t h e n ,  o p t i o n a l l y  d e v o i c e d .
affrication devo 1 c 1ng e 1 1 s i on
-gente-
-grande- l9^5«L>-] [9 «:2jl] [ giij]
The forms C leí 3 and are considered optional.
4.4.2.1.b. HIGH VOWEL /Is/
Table 4.33 The most frequent substitutions for Cis3
I 2nd 
I se m .
lith“ 
t s e m .
jitíT
I se m .
leth”
t s e m .
1
|T.2
T.l = Total of subst 
T.2 = Total of subst
tutIons per semester 
tut ions per variant
cn* C13 OTHERS
1
1
1
~ • I I 1 I 1
n n 1 1 n ] T.l I
T Ü L t T Ü L t 1 T i 0 Li t 1 1
e o i e e o 1 e t e \ oj\ e t J
X r s r X r 8 r 1 X I r st r \
t d t V- ' t d t V. i t 1 d tt V. 1 1
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 1--- 1 t I 1
4 14 12 5 5 4 I 5
i 1 
1 2& 1 
-1 -I
t
1 i 76 J 
1
6 6 1 6 4 — 1 2
1 1 
1 10 ]
\ Í
37 1
---- ----- ---- ---- ---- 1----. 1---- i. I 1
5 15 2 1 4 6 1 —
• • 
i 18 }
1 1
1
.1 1 52 1
_ __ 1
2 16 10 — 6 9 I i I 7 \ 1
1.
1
51 1
95 50 71 1
____\ -
The occurrence of the Portuguese Cl] In the substitution 
process is accounted for by the difficulty In producing the 
English long El:3, since in Portuguese there are no long 
vowels.
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The variant Cl 3 occurs In words such as 'leave', 'deed', 
'cheap', 'feel', etc. It Is possible that the learners have 
mixed up the phonemes involved In the minimal pairs, which 
resulted, therefore, in homophones with 'live', 'did',
'chip' and 'fill'.
There are words, however, t>hlch do not form minimal 
pairs and are pronounced with CID, such as 'leaf',
'thieves', and 'these'. The data reveal that the learners 
tend to associate the graphic symbols ea, le, ^  and e
with the vowel CI3. It is possible, although this is just a 
hypothesis, that the learner considers the vowel CI] an 
allophone of the phoneme /I/ in the graphic contexts 
mentioned above. This hypothesis is suggested because moat 
of the learners use Cl 3 as an alternative pronunciation of 
Cl3. The examples below illustrate the frequency of 
occurrence of each variant;
peanut * Cl 3 4 leave A Cl3 5
* ci3 2 * r n  3 
t h ^ v e s  * CI3 7 these * Cl3 8
* Cl3 5 * CI3 4 
beaches * C13 7 week A C13 6
Another variant used In the substitution process of the 
English Cl: 3 Is CE-3 , which was pronounced in the words 
'ether' and 'athlete'. These words share graphic and 
semantic similarities with the Portuguese equivalents 'e^ter' 
and 'atleta', which are pronounced with C£3. It seems 
evident, therefore, that the replacement of Cl;3 by C£3 in
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these English words may have Its source In the phonology of 
the equivalent Portuguese Items.
4 . 4 . 2. I.e. LOU VOUEL /ae/
Table 4.34 The most frequent substitutions for C<3£]
Ca]"
----- -----
i£l
---------
OTHERS 1
1
1
1
T 1 U L
I
n
t T W L
I
n
t T
1 1 
t 1 
1 U L|
I
n
t
1
T.l 1 
1
e 1 o I e e o 1 e e 1 o I 1 e 1
X i 
t 1
r s 
d t
r
V .
X
t
r s 
d t
r
V .
X
t
1 r 3 1 
1 d t|
r
V .
1
1
1 2nd 
1 sem. i I 18 5 3 7 3
\ i 
1 17 1 1
1
55 1
|4th 
1 sem.
|6th 
1 sem.
1
4 1 7 6 — 3
’l 1 
1 24 ! 
1 1
3
I
48 ! 
!
!
1 t 
1
10 2 2 8 — & I ’31 t 
1 1
9
1
&9 ; 
1
|8th 
: sem.
1
4 1 10 2 2 9 9 8
1 I 
t 24 1 11
1
79 I
1
|T.2
---- 1---- ---- ---- ---- ---- -----1 -------- 1 —— —
58 53 140
T.l = Total of subst 
T.2 = Total of subst tut ions per variant
The most frequent context and possible sources:
1. 1X1 — * Ca3 o r  C6.3 / a
E.g. actual, bachelor, grabbed, shallow, lack
The orthographic symbol has suggested two types of 
association. One reflects the spelling-sound relation 
derived from the learners' NL. In Portuguese the letter £  in 
stressed position is pronounced CaD. Therefore, the 
r^eplacement of by Ca3 in words such as actual ,
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'attack', and 'lashes' may result from the Influence of this 
assoc 1 at Ion.
It is Interesting to note that when the vowel Ca3 is 
followed by the nasal consonants Cm3, Cn3 or Cgl, the 
learners tend to replace Ca&3 by [6] or Ca] . The latter 
occurs less frequently.
E.g. C£D Jam CaD bamboo
handbag anthology
bank answer
janxlous _angry
The nasalized vowel ta3 in the words above suggests HL 
transfer; because in Portuguese it also occurs in similar 
contexts, as in 'lampada', 'tanto', angulo', etc.
The second type of association reflects ã spelling 
-sound relation in English: the graphic symbol a_ may be 
pronounced EE-3 in words such as 'stare' and 'scarce'. 
However, it is probable that because of the relatively 
aaarked nature of , the learners resort to the vowel C£3, 
which is perceptually closer to the former. Besides, C£3 la 
a familiar sound to the learners, since it belongs to the 
Portuguese sound system.
The variants C£3 and Ca3 differ in frequency of 
occurrence, depending on the word. For example:
v£lld A Ca3 3 sagged A Ca3 4
A [£3 I A CÊ3 1
grabbed A Ca3 4 gas A C£3 5
A C£3 1 A Ca3 2
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In the word 'laughed', is replaced either by as
in , A logadL , * 3o6icL , etc, or by the diphthong
/ /
CawD, resulting in the mispronunciations A^<iwg£t, * Jiurn£,t, 
etc. In the first case, the learners overgeneralize the 
vowel CO] to the spelling since this association Is
possible with words such as 'taught' and 'laundry'.* In the 
second case, the learners are influenced by their NL 
spelling, because in Portuguese the diphthong /au/ is always 
pronounced Caw].
4.4.2.1.d. HID VOUEL 75/
Table 4.35 The most frequent substitutions for C6].
cat] Cl] 1 OTHERS 1I
I i I 1 i I 1 1 \ I1 I n 1 1 n 1 I 1 n T. 1
T i U L ! t T 1 U Li t t T t U L| t
e ! o I ! e e 1 o I 1 e 1 e i o 1 ; e
X 1 r s 1 r X I r s 1 r 1 X 1 r 81 r
t I 1 d t 1 V. t 1 d t| • 1 V. 1 1 t 1 1 d t| 1 V.
|2nd 1
1 1 1 1
] sem. 2 i 
I
4 ! & 3 t 11 I 
* « f
•8 1 
t
5 1 1 3 42
I 4th 1 1 \ 1 1
I sem. 1 10 1 1 13 1 14 2 1 10 ! 1 f 1 4 1 1 5 1 « 8 66
|6th i t 1 11 sem. 1 10 1 I 6 i 1 2 1 11 1 1 1 1 & ] • & 11 4 ' 4&
|8th 1 I 1 1 1 11 sem. 6 1 3 t 4 1 i 9 1 —  [ & 1 12 1 6 47
1 ---- !---- 1---- ---- 1----! _ 1----!
1---- -------
1
|T.2 79 49 11
t
73
t 7 i ”= Total"of”subst tut Ions per semester
T.2 = Total of subst tut ions per variant
The replacement of C€-] by contradicts CA theory as
well as the markedness considerations, because the English
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CSD is not expected to cause difficulty to the learners, 
since it has a similar phonetic status to the Portuguese 
C£3. Even the letter e in the words 'left' and 'guess did 
not suggest positive transfer. The graphic and phonetic 
similarities between the English and the Portuguese /£/ do 
not seem, therefore, to prevent £he learners from making a
segmental error.
In the minimal pair 'sad/sald', the learner tends to 
pronounce CSxci] for both words. The tendency to replace 
C&3 by may be accounted for by overgeneralization in the
direction of Ca^ 3 , a very salient and focused on segment in 
the English language learning process.
The variant Cl3, on the other hand, is also used to 
replace [£.3, such as in 'leaden', 'dread', 'ledger', etc. It 
IS probable that the learner has followed the English 
spelling system and associated the graphic symbols ea and ^  
with the vowel c n .  This overextension of analogy often 
occurs in the learners' IL. There are•learners, however, who 
use the variant AC 13 rather than *Cl3 or *Cae3 in the words 
above. This preference may be explained by the hypothesis 
proposed on page 166: the English vowel CI3 generally occurs 
in the graphic contexts ea, l_e, e_l and e, replacing
either Cl:3 or C£3 depending on the word. Because of that.
Cl 3 will be considered a free variant of either /I/, /S/ or 
/as/, since these vocalic phonemes occur along with CI3 in
the learners' mispronunciations.
The frequence of occurrence of each variant Is given
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be1ow:
l^den * 1 m^sure *  -
3k Cl3 21 * Cl3 a
* c n  1 * c n  4
dread A 1^1 7 ledger * C*,] 2
A c n  5 ‘ * c n  4 
A c n  5 * c n  -
In the word 'leaden', most learners tend to replace C£3 
by Cl3 probably because of the words 'lead' <v) and 
'leader', which are pronounced with C i n  and share 
orthographic similarity with 'leaden'. This faulty 
association of items within the TL results in an
intralingual error.
The variant Caej is perceptually closer to C6.3 than the 
other variants used In the substitution processes above. The 
replacement of C6] by Cae^3 may be explained by the acoustic 
similarity between the two vowels. On the other hand, the 
replacement of LSI by either C n  or C n  may result from a 
spel1ing-to-sound association in the TL, which is 
overgeneralized to other contexts. Those substitution 
processes reflect, therefore, intralingual errors.
In the word 'their', two mispronunciations were 
detected: and A duxr . In the first one, the
diphthong Cejl results from spelling influence. The schwa 
sound IS introduced to ease the transition of Cej3 to Cr3.
4.4.2.2. PRONUNCIATION PROBLEMS UITH BACK VOWELS
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4.4.2.2.a. KID-HIGH VOWEL /U/
Table 4.36 The most frequent substitutions for CU3.
___
I 2nd 
i sem.
I 4 th” 
I sem.
jith” 
I sem.
1 ith” 
I s e m .
T
e
X
t
19 
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20 
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I
n
t
e
r
V.
22
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I
JT.2
T.l = Total of subst 
T.2 = Total of subst
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T
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e
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8
OTHERS
T
e
X
t
U L
o 1
r s
d t
I
n
t
e
r
V.
41 8
T.l
72
96
79
92
tut i ons per semester 
tut ions per variant
As the phoneme /U/ does not exist in the Portuguese 
sound system, the learners tend to resort to their native 
vowel Cu3.
The replacement of CU3 by Cu3 in the English words 
containing the orthographic \i reflects a spelIing-to-sound 
relation existing in the learners' NL. The variant C5 3, on 
the other hand, is also produced in this particular graphic 
context. In this case, the learner overgeneralizes the vowel 
C3] to the graphic symbol u, which results in an 
intrallngual error.
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The variants Cu3 and [53 occur In the same phonological 
contexts, although the number of occurrences of each one 
differs according to the word. For example:
looked A [u3 22 ful 1 A Cu3 12
A C33 4 A [03 3
book A [u3 35 bushes A [u3 1
A [33 2 A Cd3 15
4.4.2.2.b. HIGH VOUEL /u;/
Table 4.37 The most frequent substltut ions for Cu:3.
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1 1 1
----
1 1
----
j —
I
1 12 1 — 1 "  1 a 1 —
i
5 1 14 1 —
1----
I
1 5
1----
t 1 1
----
1 •
----
t 1 1 1
1 I 1
1 —  1 a 1 —
i
4 1 a I —
I---- I
I
1----
I f 1
----
1 1
----
I —
2
1 6 1 —
1 1 1 
1 ”  1 9 1 —
1
4 1 12 i —
1----
1
5 6
1----
1 1 f
----
1 •
----
i 1 I —
i 1 1 
1 1 1  3 i —
1
3 t 13 i 5
I 32
TotaT~of~i
1 ~ ~ r
1 23 1 
substitutions per semester
sa
31
32
T.2 = Total of substitutions per variant
The variants [33 and [ow3 used to replace the high back 
vowel result from false analogies drawn from the English 
spelling of the words.
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The orthographic ju in the words 'tune', 'brute', 'rude' 
and 'Juice', for example, is generally pronounced on
account of the overgeneralization of this spel1ing-to-sound 
relation, which Is found in words such as 'but', 'buck' and 
'bud'. Another example of overgenera 11zation is the 
association made between the spelling o and the sound Cow3 
in the word 'lose'. The learners have extended the 
pronunciation pattern of words such as 'rope' and 'home' to 
an Item of similar spelling.
In the word 'acoustic', several possibilities of 
association may occur: * Cow3 4
A [03 3 
C33 2
The variant CowD reflects the spelling ou. Just as in 
Portuguese. COD and C3D, on the other hand, result from 
overgeneralizations of spelling-sound relations within the 
TL. English words containing the spelling ou may be 
pronounced either COD or C3D, such as in 'bought' and 
'enough' respectively.
In the word 'ooze', the spelling oo Is produced either 
as CowD or as CUD. The first variant may reflect the same 
analogy drawn for the word 'lose'. The variant CUD In turn 
reflects the pronunciation of the sequence op found in the 
words 'book' and 'cook'.
It is interesting to note that the same learner 
pronounces the sequence ew differently according to the 
contextual style. In the text reading, for example, the word
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'threw' is pronounced A by D2, F2, B6, C6 and E6. The
replacement of Cu:3 by Cl3 may be accounted for by the 
learners' limited orthographic awareness during the reading 
of the text. They may have thought of the word 'three' when 
they pronounced 'threw', since these words share some 
graphic similarity. It is also possible, however, that the 
learners have simply associated the spelling ew with the 
sound CI 3.
In the Isolated word reading style, the word 'chew' was 
pronounced * by D2, B6, C6 and A by F2 and E&. The
learners' pronunciation tends to be based on the spelling, 
since this type of contextual style involves a more careful 
reading and a close attention to the sequence of phonemes in 
the word.
4.4.2.3. PRONUNCIATION PROBLEMS WITH OTHER VOWELS 
Table 4.38 Number of errors In other vocalic substitutions.
Text
1 Word 1 
1 List 1
1
Interv.j
1
T1 1
i2nd
1 semester 
1
19
1 |~ 
{ 3 1  1 21
I
i
1
71 1
|4th
j semester 
1
30 ! 52 ] 
i I
32 1 114 1
|6th
1 semester
j . . .. .....
23
1 i 
1 46 1 
1 1
52
1
1
1
121 1
|8th
1 semester 
1-
52 1 70 I 
1 1 .
&3
t
I
. -I
185 J
1
1 T2 491
1
1
“ 11
T7I~=~Tota 
T.2 = Tota
of substitutions 
of substitutions
per
per
semester 
var i ant
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1. CO] — > Caw] / au, ou E.g. audition, taught, thought 
The replacement of CO] by Caw] In the words above la
certainly caused by the spelling. For the same reason, in 
the word 'thought', the variant Cow] occurs more frequently 
than the variant Caw]. .
Contrary to the spelling-oriented pronunciation, there 
are learners who pronounce Caw] for the sequence ^  (as in 
'thought') and conversely. Cow] for the sequence ^  (as in 
'exhausted' and 'taught').
The frequency of occurrence of each variant shown below 
Illustrates the possible associations which the sequences 
ou and au may generate.
thought * Cow] 7 exhaust * CowD 7
A Caw] 3 A Caw] 5
A Cow] 3 A Cowl 3
In the word 'cloth', the learners tend to follow the 
same pronunciation pattern of the words 'close' and 'home'. 
The association process between the orthographic o^ and the 
sound Cow] existing in the TL is overgeneralized, causing an 
intralingual error.
2. CeJ] C£] or / a ,  ai, ei (+ nasal)
CeJ] -V Ca] / a + nasal
The occurrence of the variants Cfc] and C3S-] varies 
according to the word. For example:
strange * C£] 8 arranged * Cae.] 8
* ca^ ] 6 * cej 4
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plaj^n * C63 8 obtain * Cae^  4
3k C3£3 5 * CÊ3 2
b ^ g e  * [Ê3 2 nature * C* 3 5
A C*3 1 * zei 1
It Is possible that the emphasis given to the phoneme 
/ac/ in the learning process has caused the learners to 
overuse it. This probably explains the high occurrence of 
this vowel rather than the vowel C£3 in some of the words 
♦
above. There are learners, on the other hand, who pronounce 
Ca3 in words containing the vowel a followed by a nasal, as 
for example in 'arranged' (9) and 'strange' <4).
In the word 'beige', Cej3 is replaced either by or
by CE3. No matter which of the two variants the learner has
»
used, either a TL sound or a ML sound, s/he was probably 
influenced by the Portuguese word 'bege', which is 
pronounced with C£3. This association of items result in an 
interlingual error.
It is interesting to note that thé variants and
also occur together in other phonological contexts.
For example; Ca3 — > £*3 or LB-1 / bilabial + a + 1* 
partial * C£3 5 marched * CaC] 3
* Caq 2 * C63 1
In the words 'partial', 'part', and 'apartment', the 
vowel C53 also replaces Ea3, although there are few 
occurrences.
In the word 'wallet^ Co3 is replaced either by CS.3 (as 
in * ), by [3£3 (as in A Vae-lzt ), or mainly by ta3 (as
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in AViiljt ). The first two substitutions reflect an 
intrallngual error, while the variant CaD reflects NL 
transfer, because in Portuguese the stressed orthographic ^  
is generally pronounced Ca3.
The substitution processes which involve the variants 
lei and Cae.] share the same graphic symbol: the a. In 
English, it may be pronounced either C£-3 in words such as 
'many', 'fare', etc, or CX-3 , such as in 'marry', 'sad', etc. 
It is probable, therefore, that the learners have extended 
this spelling-sound relation to other words which contain 
the graphic symbol _a_.
Other vocalic substitutions are found in the data but 
they are not within the scope of this study.
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4.4.3. ALLQPHONES
4.4.3.1. PRONUHCIATION PROBLEMS WITH THE ASPIRATED VL STOPS
4.4.3.1.a. THE ASPIRATED Cp”l
Table 4.39 The most frequent substitution for .
I 2nd 
I sem.
jith” 
isem.
|ith~
I sem.
jith”
I sem. 
j —
IT.2
\--------- -----------------------
T.l = Total of substitutions per semester 
T.2 = Total of substitutions per variant
The most frequent context and possible sourcesj
I. Cp«3 tp»3 / ^ p + V
E.g. parked, apartment, package, pub11 shed, Portuguese, 
Important
In Portuguese there are no aspirated VL stops, 
therefore, the learners resort to the unaspirated Cp®t®,k‘i in 
the substitution process.
4 . 4 . 3 . 1 . b .  THE A SP I R A TE D Ct*^]
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Table 4.40 The most frequent subst
Ct® D
T
e
X
t
I U L
I o 1
I r s
I d t
I
n
t
e
r
V
T
e
x
t
U
o
r
d
I
n
t
e
r
V .
tut ions for Ct D.
OTHERS
T
e-
X
t
U L
o 1
r s
d t
I
n
t ft
e
r
V .
T.l
I 2nd 
[ sem.
I----
J4th 
I sem. 
I.
I
2 I 10 12 32
10 I 10 12 17 56
6th 
: sem. 14 1 19 38 17 90
12 16 49 24 103
18th 
I sem.
t----
I
[T.2 J 204 I 72
T.l = Total of substitutions per semester 
T.2 = Total of substitutions per variant
The moat frequent contexts and possible sourcesi
1. Ct”3 Ct®3 / ^ t + V
E.g. taken, potato, a^ack, took, taught
2. Ct” 3 — > Cii: / ^ t + Cj,/,u,03 
E.g. tune, teacher, took, torture
Uords produced with stress shift, such as * Ssmtiytnz, 
were not disregarded, because we want to find out whether 
the learner can apply the aspiration rule to the VL stop 
Ct3. The result indicates that few learners aspirate Ct3 in 
initial position in accented syllables.
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The data also reveal that both aspirated and unasplrated 
Ct3 replace C0D In many ILs. D6, for example, pronounces
|J
with Ct 3 the words 'anthology' and 'thousand', while 
'thunderbolt' and 'thoughtful' are pronounced with 
Ct*D. The use of these variants does not seem to be rule 
governed. Besides, It Is very probable that the learners are 
not aware that they are pronouncing the aspirated variant. 
The lack of consistency In the use of Ct*^ 3 and Ct®3 in the 
data shows that the learner has not acquired full mastery of 
the aspiration rule.
The variant E2i3 occurs in contexts where CtD is followed 
by a back vowel, as in 'torture' A , 'took' * ,
etc. There is a phonological rule in Portuguese, which 
characterizes the speech of the people from’ the interior of 
Florianopolis island as well as some dialects in the 
northeast of Brazil. Uords such as 'multo' and 'olto' are 
pronounced cmuj£u^] and In these places. The
existence of a phonological process like this in Portuguese 
might explain the replacement of Ct**3 by In the English
words above. However, this is only a tentative explanation.
Uhen the phoneme /t/ is followed by the high front vowel 
El3 or the palatal Ej3, the learners tend to apply the 
affrlcation rule. This Is a quite common phonological 
process in Portuguese, which has certainly influenced the 
pronunciation of English words as 'tune' * , 'teacher'
* , 'tunnel' * ^u-neuj and 'boutique' * WiScK.
1 8 2
The word 'tune' was also pronounced * . In this
case, the phoneme /t/ assimilates the palatal CJD resulting 
in the coalesced form .
4.4.3. I.e. THE ASPIRATED Ck*^ 3
Table 4.41 The most frequent substitution for Ck"3 .
I 2nd 
I sem.
14th 
I sem.
I 6th 
I sem.
iith 
{sem.
I----
I
Text
11
10
Word
List Interv.
11
16
80
T1
19
28
28
IT.2
T.l = Total of substitutions per semester 
T.2 = Total of substitutions per variant
The most frequent context and possible sources:
/
I . Ck‘^3 Ck®3 / ^ k + V
E.g. card, account, discover, course
Just like the phonemes /p/ and /t/, /k/ has an aspirated 
variant which causes difficulty to the learners. As it does 
not exist in the Portuguese sound system, the learners 
resort to their native Ck*3.
Ingram (1986) points out that English speakers hear 
unaspirated VL stops as VD ones; In other words, Cp,t,k3 
become Cb,d,g3, when aspiration is lacking. Therefore, some
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English words such as 'parked', 'pay', 'time' and 'came' may 
be heard as 'barked', 'bay', 'dime' and 'game', if the 
learners do not aspirate the VI stops correctly.
4.4.4. ALLOHORPHS
4.4.4.1. PRONUNCIATION PROBLEMS UITH PAST ALLOHORPHS
4.4.1.1.a. ALLOHORPH C-t3
Table 4.42 The most frequent substitutions for the 
allomorph C-t3.
12nd 
I sem
14 th 
I sem
1 6th 
I sett
jitiT
I sem 
I
IT.2
t T i“
T.2
I
1
C-Id3 J0' i
1
OTHERS
__
1
1
1 i I I 1 7  T I
\ i n n I i t n T.l 1
1 T 1 U L| t T U L t 1 T 1 u L| t 1
i e t o i i' e -e o 1 e I e I b i i e 1
1 X { r s| r X r s r 1 x i r 8] r
i t 1
1 !
d t| v. t d t V- T t I d t1 V.
1
i 1 
i 8 i 10 1 2 5 1
1
2
1 t 
1 9 1 
. 1 - 1
—
1
37 1 
____ J
J 1 
1 10 U 7 J 1 2 4
1
3
t 1 
\ 8 1 —
1
35 1
1 i 
t 9 i 16 1 3 ' — 2
,
i 4
’l 1 
t 3 1 1 38 ] 
_ 1
1 I 
I 3 1
I____J
3 t 4 — 2
1
___ _ j
5
i 1 
1 7 J
1 1
1
1
25 1
i
1
1 76 16 1 43
, 1 -— 1__ -- ----
Total of subst 
Total of subst
tut ions per semester 
tut ions per variant
4 . 4 . 4 . 1 . b .  ALLOHORPH L-dl
i S 4
Table 4.43 The most frequent substitutions for the 
allomorph C-dD.
C-IdD
T I U L
e I o 1
X I r s
t I d t
I
n
t
e
r
V ,
T
e
X
t
U L
o i
r s
d t
I
n
t
e
r
V.
OTHERS
T
e
X 
. t
U L
o i
r s
d t
I
n
t
e
r
V .
T. 1
I 2nd
I 2em. 
I----
15 1 25 10 69
I 4th 
t s em.
I----
7 I la a 10 57
I 6th 
I sem. 
I----
17 24 11
.1
66
1 8 th 
t sem. 9 i 15
t
|T.2 i 161
T.l = Total of subst 
T.2 = Total of subst
24
tut ions per semester 
tutions per variant
a
57
50
Only the allomorphs C-t3 and C-d3 are analyzed In this 
study. The allomorph C-Id3 was disregarded, because the 
learners are able to extend this form to the verbs ending in 
Ct3 and Cd3, In this case, the spelling - <e)d serves as a 
positive visual sign.
The substitution processes shown in tables 4.42 and 4.43 
reveal that the learners make use of two main strategies for 
the pronunciation of the morpheme ~ (e)d. The first one is 
based on the spelling, which suggests the use of an 
epenthetic vowel between the consonantal cluster <e.g. 
'loved' A-VidL and 'dumped' A — pxcl). Other vowels rather
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than Cl 3 are also heard In the learners' IL. They are .[£3, 
Ca3 and C i 3.
The difficulty in pronouncing the consonantal clusters 
formed by the addition of the morpheme ~(e)d may explain 
the Portuguese CVC pattern. As Tench (1981:66) puts it 
"problems concerning consonant clusters ‘are usually simply a 
problem of articulation". However, I believe that these 
intrusive sounds are actually the result of a spelling- 
oriented pronunciation. The orthographic symbol e_ suggests 
the addition of a vocalic segment.
Some of these consonantal clusters are found in 
Portuguese at syllable boundaries, as in the words 
"subdlto ', "captou", 'factual', 'afta'. Although these 
sequences are possible in Portuguese, they have a different 
phonetic effect If compared with the Engl 1 sh f ina 1 s £!bd3 , 
Cpt3, Ckt3 and Cft3. According to Cagliari (1986:108), these 
consonantal clusters in Portuguese have no fixed form, so 
they can be modified either by an epenthetic Li 3 or not. The 
word 'factual', for example, may be pronounced either 
[ 3 or C 3 depending on the speaker.
Generally, the learners tend to preserve the Portuguese 
CVC pattern as a means of reducing the complexity of certain 
English clusters. The sequences -rl- and -dth- in the words 
'world' and 'width', for instance, are considered difficult 
to pronounce, because they are not found in Portuguese. In 
order to simplify the pronunciation of these words, the
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learners tend to use one of the following strategies; 1) to 
pronounce an epenthetic vowel between the cluster (e.g.
Vk; uJodilS: [13 insertion); 2) to eliminate one sound of the 
cluster (e.g. A u>3rdL ; [13 elision, A UjidL ; [^] elision);
3) to replace one element of the cluster (e.g. A ujetud. [ 13 — >
%
Cw3 and [r3 elision, A UJxd\ [0] — > Ct3); and 4) to replace 
the cluster by a single sound (e.g. A *^15 Cd03 —» C33).
The replacement of the allomorphs C-t3 and [-d3 by 0  
characterizes the second strategy used by the learners, 
which is called 'avoidance strategy'.
According to Ferguson (1979:195), individual adult and 
child phonologies exhibit preferences and avoidances. 
Sometimes a child may avoid saying words containing certain 
difficult sounds. It is probable, therefore, that the 
learners avoid pronouncing the morpheme - (e)d, because of 
their lack of security In applying the correct phonological 
rule for the formation of the -ed form.
The data indicate that the zero allomorph in the text 
reading represents 15,28%, while the percentage in the 
isolated word reading is of 13,89X. In the interview part, 
on the other hand, the learners hardly ever use the past 
tense. They favour the present tense even when refering to 
past events.
’'in the text reading, the learners elide the morpheme 
-(e)d probably because of their careless reading. This is an 
unconscious process, the opposite of the avpidance strategy,
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which seems to be a conscious way of eliminating 
pronunciation problems.
The verbs 'phoned' and 'informed' in the text are
followed by the definite article 'the'. Owing to the
difficulty in pronouncing the sequence CdD and ,
resulting from the pronunciation of the past morpheme and
the following th in 'the', the learners unconsciously apply
the dissimilation process to break up the similarity between
these two sounds. In other words, the allomorph C-d3 is
dropped and is replaced by CdD, which is expected to
occur. As a result, the learners pronounce cLi and
/
inform dLx . The elision of the past morpheme in these verbs 
was not considered a segmental error, because even English 
native speakers dlsslmllate contexts like that In rapid 
speech. -,
Comparing the total number of errors in table 4.42 
with that in table 4.43, we come to the conclusion that the 
allomorph C-d] causes more difficulty than the allomorph 
C-t3. However, this Is not true, because the learners do not 
apply the rule formation to both allomorphs, they simply 
create a general phonological rule on the basis of the 
spelling -ed. As a result, the extended form Cvowel + d3 
becomes a productive rule, which prevents the evaluation of 
the degree of difficulty between the acquisition of the 
allomorphs C-t3 and E-d3.
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4.4.4.2. PRONUNCIATION PROBLEMS 'JITH PLURAL ALLOMORPHS
4.4.4.2.a. ALLOMORPH i-zl
Table 4.44 The most, frequent substitutions for the 
allomorph C-z3.
I 2nd 
t sem.
|4th~ 
I sem.
|6th” 
I sem.
iith" 
I sem. 
,
JT.2
t TI~=
T.2 =
1
J
C~b 2 i
1
OTHERS 1
1
1 t I I 1 i t I 1
1 1 n n 1 1 i n T.l [
1 T U L| t T U L t 1 T 1 W.LI t 1
i e o 1 I e e o 1 e 1 e 1 o 1 I e 1
i X r s j r X r s r i X 1 r SI r 1
1 t d t| V . t d t V . 1 t
.!___
1 d t| 
-}_ 1.
V . J
J
1
1 22 23 I 16 4 1 “
1 i 1
65 ]
1
1 37
1
29 1 15 5 2 —
1
1 1
J _____
1 1 
i 2 t —
1
91 1
I
1
i 32
J
34 1 40 6
1
1 ”  
1___
I 1 1 113 I
!
l”  
t 22 26 i 
f
66
1
1 --
J___
: 1 t
-.J 1.
1
115 1
1
*
362 17
I
1 5 -
Total of subst 
Total of subst
tut,ions per semestei 
tutions per variant
4 . 4 . 4 . 2 . b .  ALLOHORPH C - I z ]
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Table 4.45 The most frequent substitutions for the 
a 11omorph C- 1z3.
I 2nd 
i sem.
|4th~ 
I sem.
C-Is] iBl
T I U L
e I o 1
X 1 r s
t I d t
I
6 I 17
1
a I 22
I 6th
Isem.{ 6 I 21
Iith”  ^ *
Isem.1 3 I 16
I
IT.2 j 123
T.l = Total of subst 
T.2 = Total of subst
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2
2
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5
2
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I
n
t
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V .
T.l
46
43
46
37
tut ions per semester 
tutIons per variant
The plural morpheme has 3 allomorphss C-al, C-z3 and 
C-Iz3. The.first one is used after VI sounds, except for 
ts]. The clusters formed by the addition of this allomorph 
do not cause much difficulty to the learners* therefore, 
they were disregarded. The allomorph C-z3, on the other 
hand, is used after Vd sounds, except for Cz3. C-Iz3 in turn 
forms a separate syllable and is used after the sibilants 
Cs,z,S,^,ii, J3 .
In table 4.44, the allomorph C-z3 Is replaced by C-s3 
probably because of the influence of the graphic symbol £, 
which suggests the pronunciation Cs3. For example, 'clubs'
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* lildbs , 'knows' A iietus , etc.
Considering the Influence of the orthographic system on 
the learners' pronunciation, the morpheme -es in the words 
'does', goes', 'thieves' and 'wives' would be pronounced 
*C-es]. However, they prefer AC*-s3, which is perceptually 
closer to the correct pronunciation of the morpheme in these 
words.
The replacement of the allomorph C-z3 by 0', which occurs 
mainly In the text reading activity, may result from a 
careless reading. The learners ignore the marked element in 
the word, that is, the plural morpheme, and pronounce the 
singular form, as if it were already in the plural.
Table 4.45 shows that most learners are able to apply 
the extensive form to words ending in Cs,z^ S, J3 . The data 
do not provide examples of words ending in til followed by 
the - <e)s morpheme.
The element Cz3 in the C-Izl allomorph is generally 
replaced by Cs3, resulting in the following 
mispronunciations A kxsis  ^ ^ bxjSiS , * reiuzis, etc. The 
spelling -es has certainly contributed positively to the 
extended form but negatively to the use of ts3. The problem 
lies in the lack of ability to produce the voice contrast 
between Cs3 s*nd Cz3 in word-final position.
Some pronunciations are not apparently motivated by the 
spelling, as in 'wages' * »'approaches' A apreujiS-s
and ' 1 ashes ' A iaeSs . The learners consider only the 
element Cs3 in the morpheme -es. Although there are a few
X
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cases like that in the data, the learner opts for the C-s3 
form, which represents the more general phonological rule in 
the formation of noun plurals.
It is Interesting to note that when Cs3 Is pronounced 
after , the latter sometimes becomes Cd3, as in 'wages'
A d-S and *ages ' A «j «i-S .
The occurrence of a Vd sound before the morpheme - (e)s 
does not seem to Inhibit the use of Cs3. This is the case of 
the word 'wages', which had the following mispronunciations:
* , * 10^5.5 , A tuyj s  .
COHCLUSI ON
In general, a sound substitution does not result from 
the inability to produce the correct phoneme. The data 
reveal that most learners know how to articulate all the 
English sounds, including those which do not belong to the 
learners' phonological system. The difficulty lies (a) in 
the interrelation between the segment and the several 
contexts in which it occurs, (b) in contrasting the 
Portuguese and the English sounds, (c> in contrasting the 
sounds within the target language. Therefore, the learners' 
difficulty does not seem to be the lack of knowledge of a 
segment but the use and the command of the segment in their 
output.
According to the error analysis, two main factors 
contribute to trigger sound substitution:
1, The graphic context.
The learners tend to associate the graphic symbol with 
the sound It represents in either the NL or the TL. E.g. 
'remember' (English Cr3 becomes Portuguese Cx3), 'worthy' 
(English 3 becomes English C03).
The number of variants in the substitution process of 
each phoneme is generated by the several possibilities of 
association suggested by the graphic symbol. Among these 
possibilities, each learner chooses his/her own. Sometimes 
the learners' acquaintance with the English vocabulary may
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help them produce a variant perceptually closer to the 
correct phoneme. There are variants, on the other hand,
!V
which result from word associations. Uhen an English word 
shares orthographic and/or semantic similarities with 
another English item or with an equivalent Portuguese Item, 
the learners tend to resort to the phonology of these 
equivalent words. In the word 'ether', for Instance, zOl is 
replaced by , probably because of Its similarity with the 
English Item 'either'.
2. The phonological context
Some segmental errors occur as a result of the 
phonological context. For example, in words such as 
'difficult' and 'audition', the learners apply the 
affrlcatlon rule. There are learners, on the other hand, who 
pronounce these words according to the graphic context,, 
without being influenced by the assimilation process.
Depending on the context, the learners follow 
phonological processes found either In their HL <as t.he 
affrlcatlon process), or in both Portuguese and English <as 
the voicing assimilation process). There are phonological 
rules that occur neither in the HL nor in the TL. They are 
'natural phonological processes' found in other languages or 
they are simply patterns created by the learners. For 
example, in the words 'food' and 'need', the phoneme /d/ 
becomes Ct3 probably owing to the terminal devolcing 
process.
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Contrary to what the strong version of CA theory claims, 
most of the substitution processes observed in the corpus 
are mainly generated by similar linguistic factors existing 
in the target item and its equivalent form In the learner's 
NL. Therefore, similarities more than differences have 
activated NL transfer. This is also true as regards 
over-genera 1izat1ons. Sometimes these similarities have 
resulted in correct pronunciations but generally they have 
caused deviant pronunciations.
Substitution processes verified in the first semesters 
have persisted into the advanced ones. Their frequency of 
occurrence varies according to the semester and to each 
phoneme.
Two different statistical treatments are given to the 
present data to see whether the residual errors persist at 
an Increasing or decreasing rate or whether they remain at 
the same rate throughout the semesters (see appendix VIII). 
For that, the semesters are grouped into the following 
pairs: 2nd and 4th, 4th and 6th, 6th and 8th, and 2nd and 
8th.
The first statistical treatment was based on 'Paired 
Comparisons' (Glbra, 1973 :265/9). It shows that the 
difference ir. frequency of occurrence of errors of one 
semester in relation to the other is insignificant. For 
example, the number of errors involving the phoneme /iL/ that 
occurred in the 2nd semester is about the same as the number 
of errors involving the same phoneme in the 6th semester.
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This Is Indicated by the sign =. This result Is valid not 
only for the phoneme /<i/ but also for the following 
phonemes: / J, , s , B, ij ,3C, i : ,6 , U ,u: /, for the past 
allomorphs, for the plural allomorph L-lzl, for other 
consonantal/vocalic substitutions and for the cases of 
insertion and elision. Therefore, we can conclude that the 
number of errors involving these sounds in the 2nd and in 
the 8th semesters isolatedly is almost the same.
The only phoneme that has a decreasing, amount of error 
in the 8th semester In relation to the 2nd one is /X/. On 
the other hand, the sounds which show an increasing amount 
of error, in the 8th semester are Cz, I t” ,k**3 and the 
plural allomorph E-z3.
The second statistical treatment gives the ratio of 
segmental errors between the paired-semesters. The numbers 
provided by this treatment do not prove to have complete 
scientific rigour. Therefore, they will not be dealt with. 
Despite that, the procedures followed in this 
statistical treatment are explained so that the reader may 
understand the numbers provided in appendix V I M .
The ratio was calculated through the functions 
K = XI - X2 in which 
S2
XI = total number of errors of a particular phoneme of the 
semester below the one with which the comparison is 
made. For example, the phoneme /6/ In the 2nd and 4th 
semesters, XI = errors concerning /6/ in the 2nd
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semester.
X2 = total number of errors of a particular phoneme of the 
semester above the one with which the comparison is 
made. Taking the same example above, X2 = errors 
concerning /&/ In the 4th semester.
S2 = deviation of errors of a particular phoneme of the 
semester above the one with which the comparison Is 
made. E.g. S2 = deviation of errors concerning /&/ in 
the 4th semester.
K is positive when X2 is lower than Xi. Conversely, K is 
negative when X2 is higher than XI. The higher the 
positive result of K is, the greater the difference in 
errors between the 2 semesters In comparison will be. On 
the other hand, the lower the negative result of K Is, the 
greater the difference in errors between the 2 semesters 
in comparison will be.
K = O when the total number of errors in each semester 1s 
the same.
K = oo when the number of errors is the same for each student 
. In the semester above the one with which the comparison 
is made.
Based on the results of the first statistical 
treatment, one may conclude that although efforts were made 
to help the subjects eliminate their segmental errors, these 
efforts were not enough, since It was expected that the 
subjects would gradually Improve their English until they 
reached the 8th semester in a process of phonological
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development, ühat should be done to remedy residual 
segmental errors then?
As a suggestion, there should be used systematic 
pedagogical procedures beginning at the early stages. These 
procedures would include the application of remedial 
materials and activities as well as techniques capable of 
widening the learners' phonological awareness. Some of these 
activities are suggested by the subjects in this research 
(see table 4.16). Reading aloud, for example, is a 
supporting remedy which could help the students improve 
their pronunciation. However, this activity per se does not 
contribute much to that. It should involve the teacher's 
participation as to the treatment and the correct I on of 
errors. The errors Identified, for example, should be the 
object for further pronunciation exercises. As for error 
correction, Cathcart and Olsen's <1976:52) questionnaires 
reveal that students want to be corrected even "more than 
teachers feel they should be" <ln Hahn, 1987:8). However, 
any correction should require much care so as not to create 
a negative psychological effect upon the students.
Another activity mentioned by the subjects is exercises 
with minimal pairs, which Is valid for the discrimination of 
sound differences. Considering the subjects' answers In 
table 4.20, we can find a number of pedagogical suggestions 
to Improve the oral expression classes as well as the 
learners' pronunciation.
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As motivating remedial materials, there are 
pronunciation games, communicative exercises in which the 
problematic segment is used In output, written materials for 
transcription, songs which contain the segments which cause 
difficulty to the learners, dictation, etc. Some existing 
books and articles on pronunciation can help the teacher 
design his own remedial materials (some are mentioned in the 
suggested bibliography). It is Important to note, however, 
that pedagogical materials should be designed according to 
the particular needs of each learner or group of learners.
Preparing a systematic remedial program on segmental 
phonology is not an easy task, because it requires not only 
the detecting of errors and the study of their source but 
also error treatment and correction. The latter requirements 
deserve further research.
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APPENDIX I - QUESTIONÁRIO
Este questionário fol elaborado com a finalidade de prover 
informaçdes sobre a formação do aluno em língua inglesa. Sua 
resposta sera' de grande valia para proporcionarmos uma 
melhoria no programa, portanto, contamos com a sua 
compreensão e co 1 abora<jao. Por favor, preencha o 
quest i ona'r i o de forma clara e legível.
1. Nome:
2. Fase:
3. Data de nascimento:
4. Telefone:
5. Lugares onde morou antes de vir a Florianopolis:
6. Estudou ingles antes de ingressar na universidade?
< ) nao < > S i m
Onde? Por quanto tempo?
< ) lo. Grau? < ) 
( ) 2o. Grau < ) 
{ ) Curso Particular? ( ) 
Nome do curso;
Nfvei s ;
( > Prof. particular? 
( ) Outros ;
7. Você ja
) nao
Vi ajou para
(
o exterior?
) SlD
Em que 
Com que 
< ) Acadêmica 
( ) Turística 
( ) Outras:
Por quanto tempo?
país esteve? 
final idade?
A
8. Frequentou algum 
un i vers i dade?
( ) n a'b
curso particular depois de ingressar na
< ) í 
Nome
11 m 
do curso :
Nivel:
Por quanto tempo?
9. Gosta de estudar inglês?
( ) nâb < ) sim
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Justifique:
Quanto?
< ) Multo
< ) Bastante 
( > Pouco
< ) Muito pouco
10. Em sua oplnia'o ate que ponto as pessoas abaixo 
consideram o ensino dé 1fngua inglesa importante: 
Escolha um nxlmero da relaçáb seguinte e preencha os 
parênteses de acordo com a avaliação que lhe convier,
4= muito importante 
3= bastante importante 
•2= pouco importante 
1= náõ importante
) a) Sua fam f1i a 
) b) Seus amigos 
) c") Seus professores 
) d) A sociedade em geral
> e) Você
11. Sente-se motivado a aprender a 1/ngua inglesa?
< ) náb < ) sim
O que o faz sentir motivado?
( > O curso em si
< ) A obtença'o de um diploma
< } O gosto pela língua inglesa
< > OutT*os:
12. Ensina ir^lês atualmente?
( } n a o  < ) s i m
Onde?
Ha' quanto tempo? 
Quantas horas semanais? 
Em que nfvel?
Esta'satisfeito?
< ) < ) si»
Justif ique:
13. Ensinava inglês anteriormente? (mas agora nao ensina 
mais) ^
< ) nao ( ) sim
Onde?
Por quanto tempo?
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Quantas horas semanais? 
Em que nfvel?
Ficou satisfeito?
C ) náo .< ) sim
Justifique:
14. Exerce alguma profissa^õ além de professor de língua 
inglesa? »
( ) náo < ) sim
Qual?
15. Exerceu alguma profissão antes de ingressar no Curso de 
Letras?
< ) n â o  ( ) s i m  Qual?
16. Tem algum diploma de curso superior?
< ) náo < ) sim
Especifique:
17. Algum membro de sua família fala Inglês?
< > nâb < ) sim
18. Como e' feito o seu contato com a língua inglesa?
< ) música < ) conversa com falantes noivos
{ 3 filmes < ) conversa com falantes na'o-nativos
( ) leitura < > membro de sua família
{ ) sala de aula < > emprego
< ) outros ;
19. Fala outra língua alem do português e inglês?
( ) náo ( ) sim
Qual?
20. Como e feito o contato com esta 1fngua?
( ) música < > conversa com falantes noivos
{ ) filmes ( ) conversa com falantes náõ-nativos
< ) leitura < ) membro de sua família
< ) sala de aula ( ) emprego
( ) outros:
21. Considera-se um leitor em língua inglesa? O s t o  e, le 
material extra que nao fa<ja parte das exigências do 
Curso de Letras?)
( ) náo < ) sim
Como?
i ) silenciosamente 
( ) em voz alta ^
< ) com o uso do dicionário 
Com que freqüência?
. ( ) hora(s) por semana
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22. Quais as estrategias que voce usa para superar seus
problemas de pronuncia na língua inglesa?
( ) ouvir tapes 
( ) ouvir musicas 
( ) assistir filmes
( ) prestar aten<^áo a pronuncia dos professores
< ) prestar aten<^ao a pvontincia dos colegas
< > outras:
23. Você acha que o ensino de pronuncia recebeu enfase 
adequada no seu Curso de Letras?
( ) n â b  <)siin
24. Os cursos especificamente orientados para a pronuncia 
ajudaram você a resolver seus problemas?
( ) na”o < > sim
Quanto?
( ) multo
< ) bastante
< ) pouco
( ) multo pouco
25. Indique ate^  que ponto esta^ satisfeito com os diversos 
aspectos abaixo. Escolha um niSmero da relação seguinte e 
preencha os parênteses de acordo com a avaliação que lhe 
convier. 4=-muito satisfeito
3= bastante satisfeito - 
2= pouco satisfeito 
1= insatisfeito
) a> 0 material escrito usado nas aulas de expressão 
oral (apostilas, livros, leitura, etc).
) b) As atividades e/ou exercícios de proniíncia usados 
em sala de aula.
) c) O uso do iaboratdrio de língua.
) d) As oportunidades extra-classe para praticar o uso 
da língua.
) e) A habilidade do professor em auxiliar os alunos na 
aprendizagem.
) f) A fluência do professor no uso da l/ngua inglesa. 
g> Ha^mais algum aspecto que gostaria de salientar?
26. Acha valido o uso do laboratorio?
( ) não ( ) sim
27. Quais atividades e/ou exercícios que mais o tem ajudado
a me horar sua pronúncia?
> exercícios com pares mínimos 
) exercícios com transcriçao fonética
> leitura em voz alta
) descrição fonologica 
) outros:
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28. Como classifica sua pronuncia em relaçao a outras 
habilidades, como por exemplo, leitura, escrita e 
compreensão auditiva? ^
< ) melhor em relaçáo ^s outras habilidades 
( ) boa era relaçáo ^s outras habilidades 
{ ) mais ou menos igual 'as outras habilidades 
( ) ruim era relac^áo as outras habilidades
29. Você como aluno do Curso de Letras considera a pronuncia 
correta algo:
»{ ) muito importante
( ) bastante importante
( ) pouco importante
< ) náb importante
Just i f i que :
as
3Q. Caso você nao conseguiu ou nâo esta conseguindo 
solucionar seus problefuas de pronuncia, quais 
sugestões que daria para os professores ou responsa'vei s 
pelo Curso de Letras?
KUITO OBRIGADA
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Please first read this passage silently and then read it 
aloud as naturally as you possibly can.
AN OPEN LETTER TO A TRIO OF THIEVES
This is an open letter to the three people who stole my 
handbag from the Highgate boutique where I am employed as a 
sales assistant.
Uhen you took my bag I don't know what you thought you 
were going to get. With my wages, there's not much left on a 
Wednesday. I hope the last eighth pound was useful to you. 1 
have informed the social security office so you won't be 
able to cash the child benefit next_week. 1 hope that won't 
leave you too short, but if you really need a couple of 
pounds, I suppose you could always cash one of the two 
cheques left in my cheque book. Isn't that lovely? Of 
course, I phoned the bank right away and the cheque-cashing 
card is no longer valid, so tt won't-be much use to you.
Actually I don't mind about the money too much. Ue 
single parents who work to support our families understand 
only too well what it means to be short of cash. On the 
other hand, I don't suppose it went very far between three 
of you. Sorry about that!
I wish you had put the bag behind you and left it and 
Just taken the wallet and cheque book. There were all kinds 
of papers in it, and notes and things that 1 really need. I
APPENDIX II - READING PASSAGE
:o5
really think that was very inconsiderate and indelicate of 
you. I mean, how would you like something like that to 
happen to you?
Uel1, perhaps the bag will appear. It wasn't even an 
expensive one. Just a plain, old brown leather shoulder bag. 
You probably dumped it in the nearest rubbish bin or threw 
it over the park railings into the bushes. We've looked 
around, of course, but no one saw which way you went after 
you left the shop.
1 'm neither angry nor nervous about this terrible 
situation. I know how the pressures of modern living can 
affect one, but I am sad and distressed at the loss of my 
personal things. I feel violated and helpless, and although 
the police were very nice, they Just shrugged their 
shoulders. 'It happens all the time', they tcld roe. Some 
small comfort, I think. But I 've lost Just a little more 
faith in human nature. And as my young son said when I told 
him what had happened, 'Why, mummy, why us?' I couldn't 
answer that question. I wonder If you can?
Peggy Smith 
Southwood Avenue 
Hlghgate, N6
Adapted from ABBS, B. et aI 1382 Studying Strategies, 
London: Longman, p.20.
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Please now read aloud the words in this list in vertical 
order and make sure to pause between each word. Circle the
»
words that you don't know.
APPENDIX III - OORD LIST
tea purpose alone
♦
bank machinery pan
ki 1 1 fragile furnace
thin nothing rich
be 11 peanut please
nose attack footbal1
guess capture proof
insurance usually Implement
piayed change onion
east gen1 us goes
ful 1 cathedral authent1c
clubs anxious a house
south these vicious
filter criticism lose
king sudden1y package
loathsome feel thanks
pot ato remarkable taught
calm parked acoustic
exerci se fortunate measure
chocolate explain bachelor
moon obt a i n thousand
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‘ i nger chew 1 ashes
1eaden Jam parti al
soul thus usher
wor 1 d clothe breathe
publ1 shed marched singer
worthy cheap appoi ntment
cloth brute ether
explanat 1 on cover garage
gas gin tunnel
ship beige worth
audition Iaughed thirty
ooze anthology natural
certainly V i  1 I age loved
thoughtful middle exhaust
tongue fissure bamboo
wr1tten either rude
tel 1 soldier bathroom
danced person gesture
fi 1 1 kisses arranged
dread thunderbolt bringing
there actual a Ithough
width Jui ce i edger
apartment s ixth wives
tune grabbed coffee
account i 1 1 headache
composure woman sagged
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excuse me 
ages 
shallow 
does 
athlete 
home 
apple 
pageant 
It'S'no use 
approaches 
pathway 
leaf
even 
suggest 
conceive 
original 
visited 
knows 
called 
southern 
studied 
engine 
register
rhythm 
managed 
successful 
tries 
strange 
whose 
deed 
food 
those, 
roses 
needed
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APPENDIX IV - GUIDING QUESTIONS USED IN THE INJERVIEU
Where were you born? How lonrj have you been living here? 
Do you like t,o live here? Wh>, ?
If the person is not from Fpolis:
Tell me something about your native town.
Who do you live with? Do you get along with _____?
Have you ever quarreled with _____? When was it?
Tell me what happened.
2. Tell me what you do on weekends.
Do you go to any bars at night? Which one?-- 
I ike?
What Is it
Have you gone to the movies recently?
If not: What was the last film you saw?
What did you see?
Tell ine what the story was about. (Give a brief summary) 
Did you 1 ike it?
Do you often watch TV? What programs do you 1 ike to see? 
Do you see soap opera? Which one? What happened 
yesterday?
If s/he did not see the previous chapter, ask: What is 
the soap opera about?
5. Are you married?
What do you think about marriage? 
What do you think about abortion?
6. Tell me about a book you've read and liked.
7, What do you like in your English Course?
What don't you like in your English Course?
APP E N D IX  V -  M U L T IP L E  CONTRASTS
2 1 0
1. ( ) shoe 
) chew 
) Jew
2. ( ) tin 
) sin 
) thin
3. ( > long 
) 1 awn 
) 1 aw
4. < > breed 
) breathe 
) breeze
5. ( ) shin 
) chin 
) gin
6. ( ) pan 
) pen 
) pin
7. < ) taught 
) thought 
) sought
8. < > ful1 
) fool 
) fal 1
you have heard.
3. ( ) tongup 17. ) face
( ) ton ) faith
( ) Tom ) fate
10. < ) either 18. ) 1 1 1
( > eater ) eel
( ) ether ) L
11. < ) clothe 19. ) look
( ) close ) Luke
( ) clove ) luck
12. < ) sad 20. ) dare
< > said ) there
( ) sit ) tear
13. ( ) f 1 1 1 21. ) home
( ) feel ) hum
< > fel 1 > whom
14. ( ) worth 22. ) utter
< ) worse > udder
( ) word ) other
15. { ) theme 23. ) 11ving
( ) thin ) leaving
( ) thing ) leafing
16. < ) gas 24. ) could
( ) guess > cooed
< ) geese ) cud
25. ) those 
) doze 
) toes
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APPENDIX VI - SENTENCE LIST
Each sentence below has one underlined word which may or may 
not be pronounced correctly by the speaker. Pay attention 
and mark either correct or incorrect according to the 
correct or incorrect pronunciation of the words you are 
going to hear. In case of doubt, mark I don't know.
ft
1. My car is parked ( ) correct over there.
CwurtCKi] ^   ^ incorrect
{ ) I don't know
2. Tom seems to be very considerate < ) correct
correc 
don't know
3. She arranged ( > correct her papers before starting 
to wr ite.rafeintidl < ) incorrect
< ) I don't know
4. The wave lashes < ) correct the rocks.
— 5 incorrect
‘* ( > I don't know
5. The painting seems authent1c . < ) correct
co'etntiK] < >
( ) I don t know
6. He grabbed < ) correct the coin and ran off.
[qratbid] <  ^ incorrect 
‘■J ■* < > 1 don't know
7. Does ( > correct the parrot sing well?
CddS}  ^  ^^  ncorrect
< ) I don't know
8. They are not stingy, although ( ) correct they are
poor. toi'de-i) ; ;■' < ) I don t know
9. If all people were virtudus < ) correct there would
be no crime  ^ incorrect[var2fu.eo.sJ  ^  ^ j
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10. He doesn't know how to sing. < ) correct
rsinq]  ^ > incorrect
) I don't know
11. He pi ayed ( ) correct her f. nasty trick by taking 
all the money.( ) incorrect
< ) I don't know
12. Please, ( ) correct* a little sugar in my
coffee. rt)utl  ^  ^ incorrect
• < > I don't know
13. The bank < ) correct clerks are on strike. 
 ^  ^ incorrect
14. The surface < ) correct of it is plain.
15. Few of my friends are rich < ) correct. men.
y-i < ) incorrect 
'* <. ) I don't know
16. The use < ) correct of it seems to be necessary.
J. • -J < ) incorrect
< ) I don't know
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APPENDIX VII - EVALUATION OF INTELLIGIBILITY BY TOO NATIVE 
ENGLISH SPEAKERS
RESPONDENT'S NAME;
Listen carefully to some learners' inter1anguage on the tape 
which is partially transcribed in this evaluation test. The 
blank space is the part of the text on which you are 
supposed to concentrate more. Your answers will be based on 
the questions below for each non-transcribed text.
1. How would you classify the text? Give more than one 
alternative if it is necessary.
A < > Unintelligible due to pronunciation problems;
B < ) Unintelligible due to other types of problems 
(specify them);
C ( ) Intelligible although there are some pronunciation 
problems;
D ( > Partially intelligible due to the difficulty in 
understanding the pronunciation of some words;
E ( > Vague, that is, you are in doubt about what the 
speaker wants to say, due to the difficulty in 
understanding the pronunciation of some words;
F ( > Ambiguous due to pronunciation problems;
0 ( ) Funny due to pronunciation problems;
H ( ) Others (specify)-
2. Uhat did you understand from the text? (Do not answer if 
you mark A or B in question 1).
3. How many times did you have to listen to it to 
understand? (Do not answer if you mark A or B in question 
1) .
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TEXTS
1. INTERVIEUER: Tell me what the story was about.
D4 : A woman that cor.bat to the past. She review 
your life and... things that she. don't... maked, made and... 
she change something and when she return in thé present, she 
thinks that your life... that her life is good and... she
ppfefer stay. . . 1.^4— __
______________________________________________________________________
INTERVIEUER:
, D4 :
__bLàZ^dnii________
And at the end?^ /, ►
2. INTERVIEUER: Uhat is the story about?
B4: I don't know exactly. There's a lot of 
stories in the... in the same time.
_gâÿz— 2__^
nôu).
3. INTERVIEWER: Uhat was the story about?
E 4 î  The guy that... was 'preso'.
INTERVIEWER: Was in jail.
E4: In Jail... because... let me rémember..- he 
died a guy but it was. . . it was not htm. Afj\ Kv ujfcnt. cLi.
_s-te.) ^er beiu^  .y______________________________ _________
__________ dx hû haev . .tts
‘ XJ K__hsi
4. INTERVIEUER: Do you like to live here?
F6: Yes. So much.
INTERVIEWER: Why?
F6: Because the city is... very calm and. ^ ro« ui It? lo*«« ^oiiu ciijna**«
re 1 ax _______________________
?«U, Itv_______________ D®"_____________________ ___________
5. INTERVIEWER; What kind of person would you like to 
marry?
F 4 : I don't have a kind of person... when I 
met, I met... a good person, honest, ne. I think that 
everyone wants a person honest, good, ^with the... a
f i nanc i a 1 s i tuat i on we 1 1 -- ^ - ‘1’— “iP-----
K__ _^________ ?______________________________ But. . .
believe that I... I would like a Christian person... like 
m e .
JKL<àJ.
7. INTERVIEWER: What do you think about marriage?
i E6 : k ___
... rvBuj__dx dae.t, VC3rn*j>lL4id Ke.r.__________________
8. INTERVIEWER: Tell me what you do on weekends. ,
F6 : ImwKendz. ? __me n Hacv S^m ajm geu<jij
h??!'• • V rfc.n aj st-ej ho<urri____________or
I'm going to my boyfriend's home... or going to the movie... 
listen to music. I love music.
9. INTERVIEWER: What do y,ou do?
B&: __jáílJÇjLrs__________ I teach English
for childrens about 11... 11... 10 years old and 1 do... 
'Pedagogia', graduate of 'Pedagogia'.
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5. INTERVIEUER: Uhat kind of person would you like to 
marry?
F 4 : I don't have a kind of person... when I 
met, I met... a good person, honest, n e . I think th&t 
everyone wants a person honest, good, ^with the... a
f i nanc i a 1 s i tuat i on we 1 1 -- --------------
__ I _________ ?.________________________________But. . .
believe that I... I would like a christian person... like 
m e .
6 . INTERVIEWER: Uhat kind of, problems? ^
E6 : JirjJú-sLíOZ______________________________________ ^
ebecia&n-t.
7. INTERVIEUER: Uhat do you think about marriage?
E6: _— di---------------
iy> ?.p.. • r-— __áí.___________________________Ii^g _______________
8 . INTERVIEWER: Tell me what you do on weekends. ,
------------ or
I'm going to my boyfriend's home... or going to the movie... 
listen to music. I love music.
3. INTERVIEWER: Uhat do y,ou do?
B6: _êrj._jL4;___________________ _ I teach English
for childrens about 11... 11... 10 years old and I do... 
'Pedagogia', graduate of 'Pedagogia'.
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10. INTERVIEWER; Do you 1 Ike to live here?
B8; Yes, I like.
INTERVIEWER; Why?
BB; I like Fpolis. Is difficult when we are 
speaking English and suddenly you have to say a word in 
Portuguese. Why? I like the beaches that there are here. I 
don't like the... the... wind, the South Wind... the cold... 
I don't like these... these things, because I'm from Rio and 
there we don't have winter. But jL?_--------------------------
11. INTERVIEWER; Tell me about a book you've read and liked.
BSs A book? I've read Gone With the Wind and I
liked it a lot.______________________________—  
________ 3-^ _______________ tA.'sLa.CX. 
12. INTERVIEWER: What do you like In*your English course?
B8; My English course... what I really like...
I would be very personal... what I really like is — j-.---
<^3C. Caj tluu diVel^p_________________
___________ h2gjL_.^bL2JQi------------- -------------------^------
and what I know it's__ is what I learn here and the course
that I did so what I really like Is the opportunity to 
develop my... my oral, my oral practice because grammar I've 
studied a lot, writing I did a lot but oral practice I 
didn't.
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13. INTERVIEWER: Uhat was the last filra you saw?
A8 : !JUo/ÍlQ______________________________________
INTERVIEWER: Did you like it?
AS: Yes, but they mixture everything... wolves 
and 'Chapeuzinho Vermelho', yeah,., mixture everything. 
INTERVIEWER: What's the story about? ,
AS: _4l c___________________
but there was some men that transformed in wolves.,, s'-taek
'pt.p^3
14. AS:
15. INTERVIEWER: What's the story about?
C8: Uhmm it's terrible... to tell. Is about
a,. . majlA, Id ._Cts j»
-Jaait-iSi_------------------------------------------ yeah !
There was... it's about a family, ok? And the father goes to 
a city one day, I don't know... I don't know what city and 
when he comes back, he brings with him a little boy and he
creates this boy as a son a n d ___________________
_________________________  ^ ^
16. F8: What I like? Well, I like the teachers,
because I think they explain very well, but a good 
teacher... have good teachers, but on the other hand, we 
don't train the conversation, but don't I like English 
Literature, because we read a lot and.,. we read and she 
always correct our... pronunciations and this doesn't happen 
with the others.
INTERVIEWER: Who's she?
F8: Bernadete. _bx
b 3 ^ cL not... i?a't nauj az 3,j Xrr>x _
.^. bat j.»x ^loqljg__LS._lt5iCi..beiil__S ® ^ i y __ "gu-dnxS X_______
_______ - The sort of things you get upset.
You don't know how your English is.
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17. INTERVIEWER: Do you like to live here?
A2: Yes, I do.
INTERVIEWER: Why? ,
/ A2 : _ xts_^na^S t__S£np_iy_ujan._
my Jobs and friends, my family.\42lS_bi?^_5 and I have
APPENDIX VIII - STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
i9
! /«/ 
i TOTAL 
I‘ TEXT 
•WORD LIST 
I INTERV.
2/4 ! 
k= 0,82! 
K= 0,40! 
K= 0,54! 
K= 0,32!
4/&
K= -0,13 
K= 0,20 
K= -0,29 
K= 0,10
6/8 1 2/8 
= K= 0,26! = K= 0,58
- K= -0,82! = K= -0,55 
= K= 0,33 I = K= 0,33 
= K= 1,9 !melhora 2,9
/J/ 2/4 4/6 ! 1
----------------------------- ------------------------ —  — ---------------------------------------J ---------------------
TOTAL = k= 0, 10 = K= 0,55! = K
-------------------------------------------- ----------------------------- ------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------1 ---------------------
TEXT. = K= 0,32 = K= -0,30! = K
-------------- ----------------------------- ------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------I --------------------
WORD LIST = K= 0,04 = K= 0,44! = K
-------------------------------------------- ----------------------------- ------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------! ---------------------
INTERV. = K= 0,17 = K= 0,61! = K
6/8 2/8
= -0,09! = K= 0,36 
K= O
K= 0,70 
K= 0,43
= 0 1
! /^/ I 
I TOTAL 
i TEXT
I WORD LIST
1 --------
! INTERV.
I .  .  —  ^
2/4 4/6 ! 
K= -0,55j
6/8 . 1 2/8 ! 
K= 4,4 I me1hor a 7,3 1= K =  1 , 1  1 =
K= 0,91[ = K= 3,7 j 
K= 3,6 {melhora 5,8! 
--------- j------------ ,
= K= 0,75! = K= 0 I = 
= K= 1,0 ! = K= -0,581 =
I J
= K= «« I = K= -0,60! = K= «>0 • = K= "O !
__ _______________________________I ______________  __  _________ —  i __________________________ _ I --------- . . . --------- ------------------------- t
/^/ 
TOTAL 
5 TEXT 
'WORD LIST 
INTERV.
2/4 
= K= 0,48
= K= 0,48! =
4/6 I 
K= -0,22!
K= -0,22!
6/8 ! 2/8 
= K= 0,32*1 = K= 0,64
= K=
I
0 ,3 2 'i = K= 0,64
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1 /s/ 1 2/4 I 4/6 1 6/8 1 2/8 I
i TOTAL = K= 0,05 = K= 0,53 = K= -0,31 = K= 0,311
! TEXT = K= 0,97 = K= 0,11 = K= -0,10 = K== 0,311
{WORD LIST = K= 0,63 1 = K= -0,16 = K= -0,47
_ _ _ j 
= K= 0 1
! INTERV. = K= -0,54! = K= ^0,73 = K= 0,07 = K= 0,07'
i /z/ 2/4
1
4/6 6/8
1
1 2/8 1
i TOTAL = K= -1,2 K= -0,97
( 1 
= K- -0,89ipiora -3,4 1
! TEXT = K= -0,65 = K= -0,2 = K= «»o 1 —  Í
I WORD LIST = K= -0,63 = K= -0,80 = K= 1,5 1 = K= -0,451
1 INTERV. = K= -0,36 = K= -0,76 = K= -1,3 ipiora -2,1 1
/0/ 2/4 I 4/6 1 6/8
1 1 
2/8 1
TOTAL = K= -0,02i = K= 0,18 } = K= 1,0 = K= 1,2 1
TEXT
I 1
= K= 0,231 = K= 0,09 imelhor a 1,4 melhora 2,0}
WORD LIST = K= 0,341 = K= -0,13|melhora 3,1 = K= 3,7 1
INTERV. = K= -0,30! = K= 0,341 = K= 0,13 = K= 0,05*1
/if/ 2/4 1i  4/6 5 . 6/8 1
1
2/8 1
TOTAL = K= -0,04
> 1 I
= K= -0,41} = K= 0,395 = K= 0,22l
TEXT = K= 0,71
1 1 .1 
= K= 0,60s = K= -0,501 = K= 0,151
WORD LIST = K= 0,62 = K= -0,811 = K= 0 1 = K= -0,151
INTERV. = K= -0,18
t 1 1 
= K= -0,66i = K= 0,621 = K= 0,21|
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J /!}/
TOTAL 
TEXT 
WORD LIST 
INTERV.
I 2/4
= K= 0,58 
= K= 0,60 
melhora0,83 
= K= 0,27
1 4/6 I 6/8 ! 2/8 I
6i = K= -0,281
j = K= 0,55
I = K= ««
= K= -0,24*! = K= -0,62
K= 0, 481
— _ 1
= K
K= 0, 69 Í 
1
= K
K= -0, 44 1 = K
K= -1,
t
1 1
/I/ 2/4 4/6 ! 6/8
TOTAL = K= -0,56 = K= -1,3 { = K= -0,67
TEXT = K= 0,09 = K= -0,381 = K= -0,31
UORD LIST = K= -0,79 = K= -0,811 = K= 0,17
INTERV. = K= -0,62
— — — ^ — — — —— — —. 1 — — — — — — — — — 
piora - 1,6; = K= -0,94
---------- ------------- — — — — ^ — — — — —
2/8 
pi ora - 1,6 
= K= -0,67 
= K= -0,75 
piora - 1,9
/i:/ ! 2/4
— — — — ——. I
TOTAL !melhora 1,5 
TEXT 1 = K= O 
ÜORD list!melhora l,2l = 
INTERV. I = K= ^  I =
4/6 
K= -0,73 
K= 2,1 
= K= -1,0 I 
= K= -0,97'
6 / 8  1 2 / 8  
= K= 2,7 1 = K= -4,7 
= K= 0,6 1 = K= 2,2 
= K= 0,42imelhora 0,8 
= K= -0,531 = K= -0,72
!
/«/ 
TOTAL 
TEXT 
WORD LIST 
INTERV.
2/4 I 
K= 0,31 
K= -0,41 
K= 0,57 
K= 0,41
4/6 I 
K= -0,67 
K= 0,16 
K= -0,83 
K= -0,64
6/8 
K= -0,18 
K= -0,30 
K= 0,21 
K= -0,71
2/8 I 
= K= -0,44 
= K= -0,43 
= K= 0,04 
= K= -1,0
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/£/ I 
TOTAL i = 
TEXT I 
UORD LIST
2/4 !
 K= -0,781 = 
= K= -0,141 =
INTERV.
= K= -1,7 I = 
= K= -0,68 5 =
4/6 
K= 1,6 
K= -0,43 
K= 0,68 
K= 2,4
6/8 I
= K= -7,8 1 =
= K= 0,611 =
= K= -0,11*1 =
= I^ = -0,69 5 =
2/8 
K= -0,38 
K= 0 
K= -0,32 
K- -0,14
/U/ 2/4 4/6
TOTAL I = K= -1,1 5 = K= 0,70 
K= -0,4 5melhora 2,5TEXT 1 
ÜORD LISTl = K= -0,50! = K= -0,24
INTERV. 5 = K= -0,39) = K= 0,14
6/8 2/8
= K= -0,36} = K= -0,93 
= K= O 1 = K= 0,9
— — — — — —
= K= 0,34ipiora - 1,4 
= K= -0,421 = K= -0,77
/u:/ 5 2/4 I
TOTAL 1 = K= 0,69 5 =
TEXT 1 = K= 0,321 =
UORD LIST!melhoraO,83j =
4/6 
K= -0,31 
K= O 
K= -0,46
INTERV.
6/Ô {
K= -2,8 I =
K= 0,65} =
K= 0,181 =
K= -0,63{ =
2/8 
K= 0,2 
K= 0,97 
K= 0,43 
K= -0,63
I 2/4 i 4/& I 6/8 S 2/8 | 
= K= -Q,36Spiora - 3,2| = K= 0,54iplora - 1,2 
= K= -0,34{ = K= -1,4 jmelhora 2,1! = K= -0,17 
UORD LISTl = K= 0 ,1 1 5 piora - 4,0} = K= 0,93} = K= -0,78
TOTAL J 
TEXT 1
INTERV- = K= -0,32{ =,K= -0,831 = K= -0,52{ = K= -0,90
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Ct*^ 3 : 2/4 ! 4/6 6/8 5 2/8 {
1
TOTAL 1 = K= -0,60 = K= -0,69
1
= K= -0,25ípiora - 1,4
TEXT I piora -0,68 
-- ---- - -
= K= -0,13 = K= 0,13| = K= -0,59
ÜORD LIST! = K= 0 = K= -0,95 = K= 0,16 5 = K= -0,16
IHTERV. i = K= -0,41 = K= -0,67 = K= -0,51
• *
!piora - 1,7
•
Ck^l ! 2/4 4/6 6/8
I “ - “ 
2/8
TÓTAL Jpiora - 1,1 = K= 0,40 = K= 0 piora - 1,2{
TEXT !piora - 1,0 = K= 0,07 = K= 0,27 = K= -0,45}
ÜORD LIST! = K= 0 = K= -0,42 = K= 0,44
1
= K= -0,44;
IHTERV. I = K= -0,63 = K= -0,55 = K= -0,26 = K= -0,82S
1
C-d3 ! 2/4 4/6 6/8 2/8 {
TOTAL 1 = K= 0,33 = K= -0,53 = K= 0,49 = K= 0,58|
TEXT ! = K= 0,71 = K= -0,68 = K= 0,61 = K= 0,61}
ÜORD LISTI = K= 0,11 = K= -0,62 = K= 0,68 = K= 0,50|
— ------ j --- -- —
IHTERV. 1 = K= 0.30 = K= 0,22 ^ K= -0,11 = K= 0,55J
1
l-tl } 2/4 1 4/6 6/8 .
1
V 2/8 í
TOTAL J = K= 0,13 = K= -0,19 = K= 0,49 = K= 0,45j
TEXT 1 = K= O = K= 0,25 = K= 0,55 = K= Q,77{
OORD LIST! = K= 0,07 = K= -0,24 = K= 0,72 = K= 0,64í
IHTERV. { = K= 0,41 = K- -0,61 = K= -0,10 = K= -0,31}
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1 i - Z ] 2/4 4/6 1 6/8 I1 2/8
• TOTAL = K= -1,0 = K= -0,73 = K= -0,06 pi ora - 1,5
1 TEXT 
lUORD LIST
= K= -0,80 = K= 0,48 = K= 1,1 = K= 0,27
= K= -2,0 = K= -0,32 melhora 1,4 = K= -0,80
j INTERV. = K= 0,07 = K= -1,1 = K= -0,82 piora - 1,6
i-lzJ 2/4 Í 4/6 1 6/8 ! 2/8
--------- — ----- --— — — — — — — — — ^ — — - ----
TOTAL K= 0,231 = K= -0,371 = K= 0,87 1 = K= 0,87
--------- — ----- t-- --- -----
TEXT = K= 0,32! = K= -0,411 = K= 0,611 = K= 0,61
UORD LIST = K= -0,14! =: K= — oo 5melhora 1,1! = K= 0,19
INTERV. = K- 0,66!
(
= K= 0,44! K= 0 1 = K= 2,0
other 1( 1 1
vocali c 2/4 ! 4/6 ! 6/8 1 2/8
substit. i tt f1
TOTAL = K= 0,65! = K= -0,36! = K= 0,75! = K= 1,3
— -- ----- -----1 -- — — —  — —  — — — —  ^ ——---- -----
TEXT K= 0,63! = K= 0,36! = K= 0,55! = K= 2,3
--------- -- ----- ----- j --1. —— — — — —  —— ^ .--- -----
UORD LIST = K= 1,1 ! — K= -1,2 1 K= 1,0 ! = K= 1,1
INTERV. K= -0,21! K= 0,-05! = K= 0,14! = K= -0,07
--------- — • , » V — M — 1
other ! 1.1 1t
consonant 2/4 ! 4/6 1 6/8 S 2/8
subst it. 1f i 11
TOTAL = K= -0,36! = K= -0,11! = K= -0,27! = K= -0,52
TEXT = K= -0,30! = K= 1,0 1 = K= -0,38! = K= -0,44
UORD LIST = K= -0,33! K= 0,431 = K= -0,251 = K= -0,42
— — —_____ __ --- -------- -------------- - 1--- ------------
INTERV. .= K= -0,371 = K= -0,581 = K= -0,181 = K= -0,67
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Insertion 
TOTAL 
TEXT 
WORD LIST 
INTERV.
2/4 
K= 2,5 
K= 1,7 
K= 2,7
4/6 
p i or a - 1,7 
= K= -0,45 
= K= -1,3
6/8
= K= 1,8 jpiora -0,93
2/8
= K= 0,01 = K= 0,391
0,691= K= -0,21 = K=
= K= 0,38 = K= 0,96*
-0,295= K= -0,17 K=
Omi ssion 
TOTAL 
TEXT 
OORD LIST 
INTERV. J
2/4 
K= -1,1 
K= 0,09 
K =  - 1 , 2
4/6 j
K= -0,351 =
K= -0,81! =
K= . 2,9 1 =
K= -0,14J = K= -0,701 =
6/8  
K= 0,47 
K= 1,4 
K= -0,04 
K= 0
2/8 ! 
= K= -0,391 
= K= 0,185 
= K= -0,26! 
= K= 0,621
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Table 4.46 Subjects' age.
IDADE
2nd
semester
! 4th 
i semester
Î 6th 
5 semester
i 0th 
Î semester
Total
%
~2Õ~- ~2Í~ 4 ! 4
. _ t
1 — 1
I
54
~23~- "ii -
, _
1 1 2 
1
2Ï~~~
26 - 28 2 1 ” ; — ! 2t
17
29 - 31 . Î
i
1
1
1 1 
t
4
~32~- ”Í4 - !1
1 1
.1
4
Table 4.47 Experience abroad.
î 5 Pais 1
îAlunosi i 
î } InglaterraîEUA
j""Âi"“i x”” î
) î !
Fin.
acadSmica
-
ilidade
türfstica outras
Tempo
(meses)
Ï2
1 B2 ! I X
f 1 f
t ce S 1 X
X
X
6
i
! F8 ! X î . 
t 1 (
X 48
Table 4.48 Present professions plus English teaching.
ProfissoesNúmero de a 1 unos !
f  
I
I
; Professora de Pintura
I ______ ___ ___ _____________________ ______
; FuncionaVio Publico Federal
Î Assistente Administrativo
1 Professora de Português
Tradutora 
Professora Prima'ria
2 2 7
Table 4.49 Professional activities before entering the 
Letters Course.
Numero de alunos } Atividades Profissionais * }
4
Vendedor
Professor {
Garçon
Coz i nhe i ro
Pescador
Bancalr i a 
Tradutora
Miís i C O
Costureira 
Desenhista de Projetos
Secretari a 
A Some students had more than one Job.
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